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Emerging priorities
ies in the war against terrorism
By S K Chatterji
Source:
http://blogs.reuters.c
rs.com/india-expertzone/2012/10/29/emerging-priorities-in
in-the-war-againstterrorism/
There are different models tha
that nations have
adopted to fight insurgencies.
s. S
Sri Lanka used
all the forces at its disposa
sal. The results,
humanitarian aspects set asid
aside, led to the
insurgent
movement
bein
being
defeated
comprehensively.
In Kashmir, Indians
have contained the
insurgency
by
replacing firepower
with boots, sealing
the borders, and the
now universal tactic
of focussing on
winning hearts and
minds.
In Afghanistan, the
Americans
used
technology
to
decimate the ruling Taliban,
an, followed by
counter-insurgency operations
ns that veered
towards the winning heart
arts and mind
philosophy. The results are ddefinitely not a
success story.
Combating insurgencies by winn
inning hearts and
minds, simultaneously using fo
force, is at the
core of doctrines adopted byy th
the free world in
the war against terror. The coun
ounter-intelligence
capacities of militaries have also been boosted
exponentially by technology,
y, but the battle
against terror is nowhere near
ar iits last lap. The
way ahead is undeniably in the area of
strengthening non-military interv
erventions.
The foremost priority is the den
denial of funds to
terror outfits. Among the m
myriad methods
adopted by terror groups, thee m
most significant
funding is from sponsor nat
nations, religious
groups, intelligence agenciess aand the unholy
nexus of drugs and terror.
or. The ultimate
destination for Afghan opium
m is said to be
Europe or the United States
tes. The money
generated is recycled back to Ta
Taliban and its ilk
through
loose
internation
ional
monetary
mechanisms. Obviously, thee issue requires
global coordination.
In many third world countries,
s, regimes, either
ruling or attempting to usurp po
power, use terror

outfits for consolidation and
an expansion of
influence zones. These cou
ountries have huge
mineral resources. Develope
ped and developing
economies and multinational
nal corporates need
the resources and transact
act with regimes or
group
ups
that
can
mob
obilise
them,
irres
rrespective of the
legit
egitimacy of such
grou
roups.
Statespon
ponsored terror with
terro
errorist groups as
stra
trategic partners is
the
he most explosive
thre
hreat. The attack on
Mum
umbai in Nov. 2008
iss a clear example.
San
anctions mandated
byy th
the United Nations
need to be enforced on natio
ations providing safe
havens, funding and logis
ogistics to terrorist
groups.
The easy availability of weap
apons from sponsor
states and sophisticated car
cartels that run the
global weapons trade needs
ds to be combated.
As yet, terror groups havee not been able to
garner fissile material for crud
ude bombs, but the
possibility exists, especiallyy in unstable nuclear
nations where terrorist groups
ups have substantial
sway and patronage.
With most terror groups dis
distorting religion to
generate passion, liberal le
leaders from such
communities being given su
support and, more
importantly, security to prop
ropagate the correct
tenets and undertake the tas
task of alienating the
community from the terrori
rorists, is the most
urgent requirement.
The mushrooming of schoo
ools that radicalise
young impressionable mind
inds needs to be
stopped. States encouraging
ing or being passive
to the spread of fanatical ins
institutions readying
another generation to con
continue unleashing
violence can surely be made
ade accountable
by a system of sanctions.
Corruption and governance
ce remain
the greater challenges. Terrorists
T
thrive among have-nots. Afg
Afghanistan
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is a typical example where mil
millions of dollars
have been usurped.
Accountability will have to bbe imposed in
beneficiary states right att tthe beginning,
.

notwithstanding the fact that
at aalliances with local
power groups will evolve mo
more gradually when
their leaders are not bought
ght by paying large
sums

The Role of Intellige
lligence in Countering Terrorism on Iraq, 20032008
By Ilias Papadopoulos (Intern
rnational Relations Expert)
Source: http://www.geostrategi
egicforecasting.com/the-role-of-intelligence-in-countering
ing-terrorism-on-iraq2003-2008/
ABSTRACT
In this article we will study the role
le of intelligence in
combating terrorism, having Iraq as a case study. We
will argue that the pursuit of thee counter-terrorism
co
agenda, solely based in the use of military force,
doesn’t produce positive results. On the
t other hand,
results can be achieved by analyzin
lyzing the counterterrorism model in the use of intelli
ntelligence and the
application of military force, only when other avenues
of action have been spent.
Defining Intelligence
Before we proceed any furthe
ther, we need to
define the term ‘intelligence’.’. FFor that, we will
use a definition firstly published
hed by M. Werner
and is:
“Intelligence is secret, state
tate activity, to
understand or influenc
ence foreign
entities”.[i]
Intelligence work is divided in ffive levels,[ii] all
of which institute the “intelligen
gence cycle”. The
“intelligence cycle” is the mecha
hanic by which an
intelligence agency works,[iii
[iii] thus it is
imperative that a level of the cyc
cycle harmonically
cooperates with the others.
In the beginning of the cycle is the “Planning &
Direction” level. During that st
step, intelligence
officials direct agency’s asset
sets towards the
desired end.
In the next level is “Informati
ation Collection”.
Here the agency has alreadyy es
established what
it wants to work on and ttries to collect
information on the matter inn qquestion. There
are three ways that an agency
cy ccan to that. The
first is by the use of spiess aand informants
(human intelligence – humint),), th
the second is by
the use of technical means
ns e.g. satellites,
interception of telephone calls
lls or e-mails, etc
(technical intelligence – techint)
int) and the third is
by open sources e.g. TV, radio,
io, blogs etc (open
source intelligence – osint).
In the third level of the ccycle we find
“Information Processing”. Durin
ring that level the

already acquired information
on ffrom the collection
level, is processed in a wa
way that it makes
sense to the analyst. At this
his level for example
an intercepted phone call will be translated in a
language that the analystt ca
can understand, or
troop concentrations will be identified in the
acquired satellite photos.
The fourth level of the cycle
cle is the “Analysis”

level. By now the analyst sho
hould have as much
of the required informationn aas he can get and
should be able to composee aan analysis on the
matter in question. In that level,
leve raw information
is turned in intelligence andd tthe final document
produced is called “inte
intelligence
product”.
The final level of the ccycle is
“Dissemination”. This is when
en the final
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intelligence product leaves the agency and is
handed in the appropriatee ppolicy makers/
decision makers.
Defining Terrorism
Having described how intellig
lligence agencies
work, now we will see whatt te
terrorism is and
how its role has increased inn m
modern warfare.
Terrorism by itself should be considered a
tactic which is employed either
her by itself, or in
the context of a broader cam
ampaign. For an
attack to qualify as “terrorism”
m” it must comply
with four criteria.[iv] These crit
criteria are i) the
action must use or threaten to uuse violence, ii)
the incentives for that action mu
must be political in
the broader sense (politic
litical, religious,
philosophical, etc), iii) the action
tion must have far
reaching psychological repercu
ercussions in the
target (that might be the demo
emoralization of a
society and/or of the armedd forces), iv) be
Political Power
wer

against the terrorists. Suchh w
was the nature of
the Iraq War after the ooccupation of the
country. Small armed group
ups set Improvised
Explosive Devices (IEDs) cau
causing casualties in
both the civilian populatio
ation and coalition
forces.[vii] Other practices
es included attacks
with RPGs and small arms,
s, and abduction of
civilians that subsequentlyy w
were tortured and
killed. The latter practice
ice was especially
favored by Al Qaeda in Iraq,
aq, which beheaded
its hostages and subsequen
ently posted the act
in the internet to furthe
rther terrorize the
population.[viii]
This violence was perpetrated
ted by a multitude of
indigenous and foreign group
ups that were active
in Iraq soon after the fall of tthe Ba’ath regime.
These groups can be catego
gorized in two ways
the first is their ethnic/ relig
eligious composition
and the second is the goa
goals they seek to
achieve.[ix]
Religious Reasons Separation from
fro Iraq
Ansar al Sunna

Kurds
Sunni Arabs

Divided Group
oups of ex-Ba’ath
Mem
embers

Shi’a Arabs

SCIRI (Badr
dr Organization)

Foreigners
conducted by a non-state actor.
or.[v]
The phenomenon, albeit not ne
new at all has an
increased impact in modern af
affairs mainly for
two reasons. The first is the contemporary
Revolution in Military Affairs (RM
(RMA). This is the
development of technology at a level that a
small group of people could cause
disproportionate damage with
th rrelatively cheap
materials.[vi] The second reaso
ason is that RMA
allows in even a small gro
group of highly
motivated people to press forr ttheir agenda by
forcible means. While in the past a vast
conscription pool was required
red for war to be
conducted, a pool that only
nly states could
possess, this is not the casee ffor today. Only
one man with an explosive ves
vest, could cause
mass casualties and with oonly low cost
materials. This new reality allow
llows to non state
actors to conduct war-like opera
rations.
The Nature of War in Iraq and
an the Role of
Intelligence in the War
While operations from this ‘ne
‘new kind of war’
cannot defeat conventional force
rces in the field of
battle, they can engage them in an asymmetric
way that regular forces could
ould not retaliate

Pash
ash Merga

Mahd
ahdi Army
Al Qaeda in Iraq
For the first part we can ide
identify: i) Kurds ii)
Sunni Arabs iii) Shi’a Arabs
bs iv) foreigners. For
the second part we can ide
identify the following
goals: a) political power in the post-Saddam
era, b) religious reasons in the context of
fighting a Jihad, c) separatio
ation from Iraq. The
following diagram categori
orizes the armed
groups in the country by those
ose two criteria.
The above depiction of the various terrorist
groups show that soon afterr tthe invasion, many
armed groups appeared wit
with different ethnic
composition, different goa
oals and different
methods. With the exception
tion of Kurdish Pash
Merga that took distance frfrom the sectarian
violence, all other groups tu
turned one against
the other, and all of them
em, turned against
coalition forces. With Saddam
dam gone, sectarian
violence began to emerge all over the country,
dragging Iraq in a de facto
cto civil war.[x] But
besides the civil war, thesee ggroups also turned
against coalition forces wh
which saw as an
illegitimate occupation force
ce or in the
case of islamist extrem
emists as
“crusaders”.
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Against the formed situationn ccoalition forces
and particularly Americans that
hat bore the main
weight of the operations wer
were unprepared.
Their forces were trained an
and equipped to
achieve a fast conventional vic
victory, but not to
engage in operations of the “ne
“new kind of war”.
The last similar experience for the US army
was Vietnam and since then,
n, little had been
done to fight such wars with suc
uccess.[xi]
After the occupation, the position of
administrator of the provisional
al aauthority in Iraq
went on Ambassador Paul Br
Bremmer III. His
choice to demobilize Iraqi mi
military impacted
heavily in the amount of te
terrorism in the
country, since the decision oopened a large
conscription pool for the illeg
illegitimate armed
groups of the country. The Su
Sunni element of
the country was particularly affe
affected, since the
constituted the main body of offi
officers in the prewar army. Thus it was only log
logical for them to
try to expel the Americans from
m the country and
regain part of their former pow
ower. This notion
became even clearer whenn all
a government
officials of the Ba’ath gov
overnment were
expelled from the administration
ion.[xii]
Besides political mistakes, thee A
Americans also
lacked the appropriate number
er oof troops on the
ground to ensure order in thee co
country.[xiii] This
allowed the terrorists greate
ater freedom of
movement and eventually thee aability to control
large areas in the country. Bu
But the greatest
shortcoming in the counterterr
terrorism strategy
was the counterterrorism model itself.
Ambassador Bremmer soon aft
after he assumed
command of the country decide
ided that he would
pursuit his goal via the “war mod
odel”.[xiv]
This model meant that are
areas that were
‘suspect’ of harboring terrori
rorists would be
searched by the military in a for
forceful way. This
practically lead to people be dra
dragged from their
beds in the middle of the night
ht aand their homes
searched for weapon and explo
xplosives.[xv] This
strategy particularly targeted Su
Sunni elements of
the society and fueled the cycle
ycle of violence in
the country.
In that model, intelligence playe
layed a secondary
role. The administration believ
lieved that these
agencies were better suited to vet ex Ba’ath
personnel than to run intelligenc
nce networks and
identify the terrorists in the co
country[xvi]. That
meant that flaws were in the ve
very beginning of
the cycle, in the ‘planning and
nd direction’ level.
Furthermore this model deterr
terred Iraqis from
cooperating with the intelligenc
ence communities
practically severing the ‘co
‘collection’ level.

President Bush for example
ple informs us that
intelligence tips in the country
try were only 12.500
per month, while when the counterterrorism
model changed this numberr ddoubled.[xvii]
In summary, the “war model
del” was responsible
for the relegation of intelligenc
ence agencies in the
counterterrorism work and fo
for the increase in
terrorist attacks in the co
country, since the
civilians felt that their way
ay of life and their
position in the society wass at jeopardy. That
gave them the incentive to eit
either join a terrorist
cell, or to passively help the terrorists by not
turning them in to the authorit
orities.
The cycle of violence keptt aamounting until in
2007 when the Bush admin
ministration lost the
midterm elections and politic
litically was forced to
do something in Iraq. Whatt w
was decided was a
troop increase of 28.5000 troops.[xviii] The
commander that would imple
plement this “Surge”,
as this came to be called,, w
was general David
H. Petraeus who took comm
mmand of the Multi
National Force I (MNF I) on February 10,
2007.[xix]
The new strategy that the general quickly
implemented was twofold. Fo
For the first part, he
turned the safety of the Iraqi
qi population to be a
priority of the coalition forces
es. The second part
was that he gradually decre
creased the use of
force against the local popul
pulation and opened
diplomatic conduits with them
hem. Violence came
to be coalition’s forces last resort and only
when all other methods oof approach had
failed.[xx]
This strategy brought intel
telligence agencies
back to the frontline again
ainst terrorism. The
legitimization of the new adm
administration in the
eyes of most Iraqis meantt tthat they believed
coalition forces could better
er protect them than
the terrorist cells did in thee past. This in turn
allowed the intelligence tipss to increase and the
intelligence agencies to suffi
ufficiently pursuit the
various terrorist organization
ions on the country.
This resulted in a steep fall of terror attacks,
both against civilian and milita
ilitary targets.[xxi]
What changed in intelligen
gence thinking was
primarily the ‘planning & dire
irection’ level. While
in the past intelligence worke
rked on background
checks for the ex-Ba’ath off
officials, from 2007
they started trying to identify
ntify terrorist cells in
the country.
Their work was eased by the legitimization
of the new doctrine in the
he eyes of
Iraqi society. As we mentione
oned earlier
the established countert
terterrorism
model of the previous era,
a, deterred
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Iraqi civilians from coopera
erating with the
administration. The new doctrin
trine allowed that
to change. With the society co
convinced that it
was in their interest to work
ork with the new
government of their country,
try, they started
supplying
intelligences
sservices
with
information. This in turn greatly
atly improved the
‘collection’ level of intelligence
ce agencies, and
produced the final intelligencee pr
product.
Limits in Intelligence, the Cas
ase of Basra
Despite its successes, we also
lso should identify
the limits of intelligence in ccounterterrorism
operations. When the terrorist’s
ist’s demands are
extreme, and the concessions
ons they demand
cannot be given by the govern
ernment, or when
the support of violence is not
ot llimited to a few
leaders that drive the society,
y, iintelligence fails
to play a prominent role. Th
This is because
intelligence cannot identify and pursuit select
elements of the society that are responsible for
the terror acts, leaving the rest of the
population untouched.
Such was the case in Basra,, sa
safe haven for a
radical shi’a organization called
ed “Mahdi Army”
(MA). MA had repeatedly atta
ttacked Iraqi and
coalition forces, while it was also systematically
killing Sunni civilians.[xxii] After
fter the new Iraqi
administration failed to bringg the MA in the
newly formed democratic proc
rocess, president
Maliki finally decided that a m
military solution
was necessary. Despite the ope
operation in March
2008 turning into a fiasco,
o, it was largely
legitimized in the eyes of Iraq
Iraqi society. The
operation was authorized by Iraqi Prime
Minister Al Maliqi and w
was conducted
exclusively by Iraqi troops.

Conclusion
Conclusively we believee that the role
intelligence plays in counter
terterrorism work is
directly connected with the counterterrorism
model in effect. We showe
wed that when the
model employed was the ‘wa
‘war model’, the role
of intelligence was low, and
nd the results poor.
Subsequently when the mode
odel shifted, the role
of intelligence became a major factor in
counterterrorism work.
We also conclude that thee aamount of humint
the agency has available, is tthe primary means
to pursuit a counter-terrorism
ism agenda. In order
for humint to be acquired,, es
especially in cases
when whole areas are ccontrolled by the
terrorists, the agency mustt hhave tips from the
local community, and for the locals to provide
those tips they must be pers
ersuaded that it is in
their best interest to do so.
Thus it is imperative th
that the agency
responsible for counterterro
rrorism, to win the
hearts and minds of the local
cal population. What
we see in Iraq is that when
en this principle was
not adhered, terrorism fflourished. When
intelligence was allowed to play its role in
identifying terrorist cells andd ppersecute them in
a socially, not necessarily leg
legal, but legitimized
context the results were farr be
better.
Of course, we cannot claim th
that intelligence by
itself can win the fight agains
ainst terror, the case
of Basra bears witness for tha
that. But intelligence
is the first and most delicat
cate line of defense
against the phenomenon and not to make the
most out of its capabilitiess w
would be a waste
that states can ill affordd tto make in their
struggle for security.

Notes
[i] See Michael Warner, “Wanted:: A Definition of ‘Intelligence’ ”, at Studies in Intelligence, Vol.l. 46,
4 No. 3, 2002.
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not?
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India: Terror Trails To Saudi Arabia – Analysis
By Sanchita Bhattacharya
view.com/29102012-india-terror-trails-to-saudi-arabia-ana
analysis/
Source: http://www.eurasiarevie
Over the past decades, an ela
elaborate web of
Islamist extremist terrorism,
m, backed by
Pakistan, has thrived under the benign neglect
of the state on Saudi Arabian so
soil. Much of this
terrorism has been directed ag
against India, as
extremist groupings used thee Is
Islamic kingdom
as safe haven, recruiting ground
und and source of
generous funding, even as a re
regime of official
denial and collusion with Pakist
kistan stonewalled
Indian efforts to bring fugitives
ves to justice and
restrain terrorists operating from
rom the security of

Saudi soil.
There are tentative suggestions
ions that this may
now be changing – though the
he trends are far
from dramatic. The absolute
te impunity with
which Pakistan-backed Islam
slamist terrorists
operated against India from Sa
Saudi Arabia has
now been diluted by the arrest
st aand deportation
to India, of a number of prom
ominent terrorists,
albeit under sustained pressu
ssure and with a
number of hiccups. The mo
most recent and
significant of these developm
pments was the
deportation of Fasih Mohamm
mmad, an Indian
Mujahideen (IM) operative, and
nd his subsequent
arrest at Delhi’s Indira Gandh
ndhi International
Airport (IGI) on October 22, 201
2012. Mohammad,
a Computer Engineer who live
lived in Dammam
(Saudi Arabia), is a suspectt in the April 17,
2010, Chinnaswamy Stadium
m blast case in
Bangalore and the September
er 119, 2010, Jama
Masjid shooting case in Delhi.
Fasih was the third terroristt tto be deported
from Saudi Arabia over the pa
past five months.

On June 21, 2012, the 26/1
6/11 (November 26,
2008) Mumbai (Maharashtra
tra) terrorist attacks
handler, Abu Hamza alias
as Sayeed Zabi ud
Deen alias Zabi Ansari alias
lias Riyasat Ali alias
Abu Jundal, was arrested in Delhi after being
extradited from Saudi Ar
Arabia. This was
followed by the deportationn aand arrest of LeT
terrorist A. Rayees on O
October 6, 2012.
Rayees was named as the th
third accused in the
case of the seizure of explosives in
Malayalamkunnu under Chak
hakkarakkal (Kannur
District of Kerala
ala) Police limits in
2009.
Another five te
terrorist fugitives,
including Lashka
hkar-e-Toiba (LeT)
‘commander’
FFayyaz
Kagzi,
accused in thee A
Aurangabad arms
haul case of May
ay 9, 2006, are still
holed up in the country. Fayyaz
Kagzi had also gi
given bomb-making
training to Febr
ebruary 13, 2010,
German
Ba
Bakery
(Pune,
Maharashtra) blas
blast accused Mirza
Himayat Baig in the Sri Lankan
capital, Colombo,
o, in 2008.
Saudi Arabia’s ne
nexus with Pakistan
controlled LeT aand IM has also
been verified in a number of arrests
within India, including thee arrest of five IM
militants accused of the Augu
ugust 1, 2012, Pune
(Maharashtra) serial blasts.
s. O
On September 26,
2012, Asad Khan and Im
Imran Khan were
arrested by Delhi Police from
om Pul Prahladpur in
Delhi. This was followed byy th
the arrest of Sayed
Feroz on October 1, from
om the Nizamuddin
Railway Station in Delhi, and
nd Langde Irfan, on
October 10, from Jaipur
pur in Rajasthan.
According to Delhi Police,, FFeroz, Imran Khan
and Asad Khan had gone
ne to Saudi Arabia
several times to meet Fay
ayyaz Kagzi. Asad
Khan had made several pho
phone calls to Saudi
Arabia and sent emails to Ka
Kagzi prior to these
visits.Delhi Police arrestedd aanother suspected
IM terrorist, identified as Say
ayed Maqbool alias
Zuber, from Hyderabad (And
Andhra Pradesh) on
October 23.
Between August 29 and Se
September
2, 2012, 18 persons were
re arrested
across Karnataka, Maharash
ashtra and
Andhra Pradesh, exposing
ing further
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trails to terrorist activities from
om Saudi Arabia.
Subsequent interrogations revealed that
terrorist modules in And
ndhra Pradesh,
Karnataka and Maharashtra had been working
on instructions of handlers loc
located in Saudi
Arabia and linked to LeT andd H
Harkat-ul-Jihadal-Islami (HuJI). Bangalore
re city Police
Commissioner Jyothi Prakashh M
Mirji confirmed,
“Those arrested have links with Saudi Arabiabased LeT and HuJI and it is suspected that
they have more supporters in other (Indian)
States. The arrested were taki
aking orders from
their handlers in Saudi Arabia”.
These recent arrests and revela
elations are not in
isolation and only reconfirm Sau
audi Arabia’s role
as a terror hub, with a Saudi co
connection traced
back from several other terror
rrorist incidents in
India, and with the accused in m
many cases still
absconding in Saudi Arabia, tho
though authorities
in the Kingdom have inclinedd to a pretence of
ignorance regarding these many
any linkages.
A case in point is that of C.A.M
A.M. Basheer, the
‘president’ of the Students Islam
lamic Movement of
India (SIMI) in the 1980s, hailin
iling from Aluva in
the Ernakulam District of Ke
Kerala, and an
accused in the March 13,
3, 2003, Mulund
(Mumbai) blast. Basheer takes
es tthe Saudi terror
connection nearly two decades
es back, and has
reportedly been coordinating his activities from
the Kingdom.
Again, Abu Abdel Aziz, w
who spent a
considerable length of timee iin Jammu and
Kashmir (J&K) in the early 1990
90s, and made an
appearance at an LeT conferenc
ence in Muridke in
Pakistan’s Punjab Province inn N
November 1994,
was introduced there as an India
dian Muslim living
in Saudi Arabia, who was help
elping Muslims to
fight in Bosnia and Kashmir.. Th
The case of Aziz
is still unresolved.
Further, on August 29, 20
2003, Police in
Ahmedabad, Gujarat, arrestedd ffive terrorists of
the Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM)
eM) and LeT in
connection with Akshardham
m Temple attack
case of September 24, 2002.
02. Interrogations
confirmed by the then Ahm
hmedabad Joint
Commissioner of Police (Crime
ime), P.P. Pandey
revealed, “The temple attack
ack was a joint
operation conducted by sever
veral modules of
JeM and LeT having their netwo
twork from Riyadh
in Saudi Arabia to Bareilly in Uttar Pradesh
[UP], Hyderabad, Ahmedabadd aand other cities”.
An accused in the Decem
ember 2, 2002,
Ghatkopar (Mumbai) blast, iden
dentified as Taufiq
alias Abdullah, was arrestedd from Morna in
Noida in UP on November 22,, 22011, by a team

of the UP Anti-Terrorism Sq
Squad (ATS), Tamil
Nadu Special Investigationn Team (SIT) and
Noida Police. Western UP
PA
ATS Chief Rajeev
Narayan Misra said that Tau
Taufiq had travelled
and stayed in Saudi Arabi
abia as well as in
Bangladesh, to avert arrest.
st. Taufiq disclosed
that he was earlier associated
ted with LeT and the
Muslim Defence Force (MDF)
F).
Investigations into the July
ly 111, 2006, Mumbai
train blast case also ex
exposed a Saudi
connection. The then Mumbai Police
Commissioner A.N. Roy state
tated, on September
30, 2006, that one of the mai
main accused, Faizal
Sheikh, had received large
ge consignments of
funds through Rizwan Devra,
ra, an Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI) operative
ve based in Saudi
Arabia, to organize the att
attack. Police also
recovered 26,000 Riyals from
om Faizal’s house in
Bandra, Mumbai.
Reports also indicate that Sh
Shahid Bilal, the key
conspirator in the twin blasts
sts in Lumbini Park
and Gokul Chat, on Augu
ugust 25, 2007, in
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh
sh, had also stayed
in Saudi Arabia during 2002-22003 and recruited
several Hyderabadi expatri
atriate youth there.
Significantly, within a weekk of the blast, Shahid
was reportedly shot dead
ead in Karachi in
Pakistan, in a turf war with
th rrival Rasool Khan
Parti.
A Saudi link was also es
established in the
December 7, 2010, Varanasi
asi (UP) blasts. One
of the terrorists involved,, A
Asadullah Akthar,
was believed to have taken
en shelter in Saudi
Arabia.
The Saudi-Pak nexus iis not a new
phenomenon. Pakistan back
cked terrorist outfits
receive detailed briefing for operations from
their mentors in Saudi Ara
Arabia. The modus
operandi allows Pakistani ag
agents to brief their
terrorist proxies, who then
en return to India
without a Pakistani visa onn their passports to
avoid suspicion. Indians hhave also been
facilitated by Pakistan to trav
ravel to Saudi Arabia
under new identities and pass
assports provided by
Pakistani authorities. This w
was the case with
Abu Jundal, who went to S
Saudi Arabia from
Pakistan, on a Pakistani pas
assport in the name
of Riyasat Ali, a purported re
resident of Muridke.
An October 24, 2012, repo
eport indicates that
intelligence agencies believe
ve that IM operatives
Iqbal and Riyaz Bhatkal are
re aalso on the run
and travel between Pakist
kistan and
Saudi Arabia under false id
identities,
with Pakistani passports.
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Terror masterminds located in Saudi Arabia
also control their ‘foot soldiers’
rs’ iin India through
cyberspace, and intelligence agencies
a
find it
difficult to keep a track onn the numerous
channels used. A senior Intell
telligence Bureau
(IB) official commented, “It’s a bbig headache for
the intelligence agencies to detect the
communications between them.
m. It is impossible
to monitor all the activities in the cyberspace”.
The arrest of Abu Jundal exp
exposed many of
these dimensions. Jundal revea
vealed that he had
been tasked to move to Sau
audi Arabia from
Pakistan in 2010, and wa
was given the
responsibility to recruit youth an
and take care of
the India operations. Jundall fu
further disclosed
that he had recruited 50 pers
ersons during his
nearly two-year stay in Saudi
di A
Arabia and was
also instrumental in hawala
la (illegal money
transfers) funding, through hhis contacts in
Riyadh and Dubai, to LeT’s slee
leeper cells in the
Indian states of Kerala and Mah
aharashtra.
Saudi Arabia is also a princ
rincipal source of
terrorist funding, both to grou
roups based and
operating out of Pakistan and
nd the prominent
‘indigenous’ groupings within
in India. Steady
funding from Saudi Arabia for SIMI and IM
contributed directly to the gr
growth of these
groups. Most of the money la
lands in Kerala,
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradeshh aand Karnataka,
and is later distributed to SIMI-IM units
elsewhere. According to securit
urity agencies, IM
is worth an estimated INR 500
00 million, and its
major donors are rich Sheikhss oof Saudi Arabia
and other Gulf countries. Regar
garding August 1,
2012 blasts, ATS is zeroing
ing-in on hawala
operations.
For
instanc
ance,
Special
Commissioner of Police (Spe
pecial Cell) S.N.
Srivastava, on October 18, 20
2012, observed,
“He [Langde Irfan] receivedd his ideological
training in Saudi Arabia… Irfan
rfan was in touch
with IM, founder member, Riya
iyaz Bhatkal and
also received and transp
sported hawala
transactions (sic)…” As report
orted on October
18, 2012 Irfan Mustafa, aalong with an
accomplice went to Saudi Arabia
abia to meet Kagzi
and subsequently formed an “ad
“advance team”.
Apart from hawala network, Sa
Saudi institutions
have also used the coverr oof educational,
welfare and religious fundingg to back terrorist
activities. A November 2008 dis
dispatch by Bryan
Hunt, the then principal offic
fficer at the US
consulate in Lahore (Pakista
stan), noted that
Saudi Arabia was seen as fu
funding some of
Pakistan’s hardline religiouss seminaries, or
madrassas, which churn out yo
young men eager

for “holy war”, posing a threa
reat to the stability of
the South Asian region. Furth
urther, US diplomatic
cables leaked by Wikileakss in December 2010
revealed that “Donors in Saudi Arabia
constitute the most signif
gnificant source of
funding to Sunni terroristt ggroups worldwide”
and that “Riyadh has takenn oonly limited action”
to interrupt the flow of mone
oney to Taliban and
LeT linked outfits, which have
ave launched attacks
in Afghanistan, Pakistan and
nd IIndia.
Other countries in the Gulff ar
are, of course, also
involved in providing suppo
port and shelter to
terrorists. Sarfaraz Nawaz,
z, w
who financed the
July 25, 2008, Bangalore (K
(Karnataka) blasts,
was later deported from Oma
man in 2009. During
investigations, Nawaz re
revealed that a
simultaneous bombing plan
lanned for Chennai
(Tamil Nadu) was called offff ddue to unforeseen
contingencies. ATS sleuths
hs are also on the
lookout for Muzzafar Kola,, th
the alleged financer
of the 13/7 (July 13, 2011)
1) blasts of Mumbai
(Maharashtra), who currently
tly resides in Bhatkal
town in Karnataka, and his as
associates in Dubai.
Kola and his associates,, aaccording to ATS,
financed the 13/7 blasts thr
through the hawala
route using his firm Muzaffar
ffar Kola Enterprises
LLC in Dubai as the front.t. IIn its chargesheet
filed in the Maharashtra Con
ontrol of Organised
Crime Act (MCOCA) courtrt on
o May 25, 2012,
the Maharashtra ATS ide
identified Kola as
‘Wanted Accused Four’ in 13/7 bombing,
though he is yet to be charg
argesheeted. Police
officers are said to have
ave visited Kola’s
hometown in Bhatkal in June
ne, but failed to find
him at home.
Noticeably, Pakistan has ta
taken a two way
strategy of recruiting you
youth from Indian
hinterland and then brainw
inwashing them in
extra-regional territories to neutralize any
genuine international press
essure to end the
export of terror to India. Saud
udi Arabia, infamous
for exporting its puritan Wa
Wahhabism to other
regions of the world, includin
ding South Asia, has
been particularly susceptible
le to cooption in this
strategy. However, Saudi Ara
Arabia has, over the
past years, also experienced
ed repeated terrorist
strikes on its own soil, incl
ncluding the suicide
bombing targeting the thenn crown prince and
interior minister, Muhamma
mad bin Nayef, on
August 27, 2009, in Jeddah
dah. With the rising
threat of Islamist extremist ter
terrorism on their
own soil, Saudi authoritiess aappear to
be diluting their hitherto un
unreserved
and unqualified support to P
Pakistan’s
misadventures in the region,
n, resulting
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in the recent deportations of te
terror accused to
India.
Such ‘cooperation’ with Indi
ndian authorities,
however, is still far from
m automatic or
enthusiastic. Indeed, the depor
portation of Fasih
Mohammad, as well as those
se who preceded
him, came only after a numbe
ber of obstacles
had been overcome. India secu
ecured an Interpol
Red Corner notice on May 31, 2012, against
Fasih, but the Saudi Governm
rnment demanded
more evidence regarding his
is involvement in
terrorism, and delayed his deportation.
Moreover, the Saudi Ministry of Foreign Affairs
had earlier taken the stancee tthat those who
were wanted in criminal cases
ses in India could

not be deported if no of
offence had been
committed by them within th
the territory of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
ia. This had been
disclosed to the Kerala High
gh Court on July 16,
2012, by Assistant Solicitor
or G
General (ASG) P.
Parameswaran Nair, based
sed on a written
communication from Faizz Ahabad Kidwaid,
India’s Consul General in Jed
eddah.
Nevertheless, the recent de
developments give
grounds for some optimism
ism and, crucially,
would undermine the compl
plete impunity with
which Pakistan backed Islam
lamist terrorists had
been using Saudi soil to moun
ount their campaigns
in India.

Sanchita Bhattacharya iss a Research Associate, Institute for Conflict Manage
agement

Boko Haram’s Grow
rowing Presence in Niger
By Jacob Zenn
Source: http://www.jamestown.o
n.org
The recent arrests of Boko Hara
aram members in
the Niger town of Zinder comee at a time when
the Islamist movement’s fight
ghters are taking
advantage of the porosity off th
the Nigeria-Niger
border region to avoid security
rity crackdowns in
Yobe, Borno and other states
es of northeastern
Nigeria. On September 27, a N
Nigerien security

official reported that five Bokoo H
Haram members
were arrested in Zinder, one of the rare times
that Boko Haram members have
ave been arrested
outside of Nigeria since Bokoo H
Haram launched
an insurgency in September, 20
2010 to dismantle

Nigeria’s secular regime and “entrench a just
Islamic government” (Va
Vanguard [Lagos],
September 27; AFP, May 29
29, 2010). The only
similar case in Niger occurr
urred last February,
when 15 suspected Bokoo Haram members
were arrested in Diffa, Niger’s
er’s easternmost city,
allegedly planning to plantt bo
bombs in several of
the city’s public places (IR
(IRIN, February 20).
Diffa and Zinder (the
the largest city in
southern Niger) both bord
order Nigeria’s Yobe
State, where Boko Haram
ram—then popularly
known as “the Nige
igerian Taliban”—
established
a
bas
base
nicknamed
“Afghanistan” in a village
ge three miles south
of the border with Niger
ger in 2003. Diffa is
believed to be a prin
principal refuge for
Nigerian Boko Haram figh
fighters.
On both sides of thee Nigerian-Nigerien
border, as well as in no
northern Cameroon
and western Chad, Sun
unni Islam and the
Hausa language ar
are predominant.
However, there are sizable
siza
minorities of
Shuwa Arabic and Ka
Kanuri speakers in
Diffa, western Chad and
a
Nigeria’s far
northeastern Borno State
tate, which has been
Boko Haram’s main ar
area of operations
since the start of the in
insurgency. These
cross-border ties help un
unite the peoples of
the border region.
The movement of Boko
ko Haram
members into Niger followss a series
of blows inflicted on the move
ovement by
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Nigerian security services in rec
recent weeks:
• On September 24, Nigeria
eria’s Joint Task
Force (JTF) killed 35 Bokoo H
Haram members
and seized ammunition an
and weapons in
house-to-house searches in Yobe;
• On October 15 the Joint
nt Task Force in
Borno State killed 244 Boko Haram
members during a seriess oof night raids in
Maiduguri (This Day, Octobe
ber 17); and
• On October 20, security for
forces arrested a
wanted Boko Haram lea
leader, Shuaibu
Muhammad Bama, in Maidu
iduguri at a house
owned by his uncle, Senator
tor Ahmad Zanna,
who represents Borno Cen
entral (Vanguard
[Lagos], October 21).
Nigeria shares approximately
ly 2,000 miles of
border with Niger, Cameroonn aand Chad, but,
according to the Nigerian Immig
migration Service,
only 84 border points are staffed by
immigration officials (Repor
porters 365.com
[Lagos], August 9). Nigeriaa has previously
closed the border after major
ajor Boko Haram
attacks, such as the Christm
istmas Day 2011
church bombings in Madalla,, a city outside of
Abuja. The Borno State Na
National Service
Immigration Comptroller saidd aat the time that
such measures were the only way to “prevent
the entry and exit of suspecte
cted Boko Haram
sect members and illegal alien
liens that have no
travel or residence permit docum
cuments to remain
in the country” (Guardian [Lagos
gos], January 7).
Due to the linguistic and cultura
tural ties along the
950-mile Nigerian-Nigerien bo
border, Nigerien
Muslims can easily cross th
the border and
assimilate into Boko Haram’ss ra
ranks. According
to local reports in Niger, many
ny Nigeriens have
joined Boko Haram because
use of economic
rather than religious or ideol
eological motives
(Africa Review [Nairobi], Febru
bruary 24). Unlike
northern Nigeria, Niger does no
not have a legacy
of religious extremism, but it is one of the
world’s least developed and mos
most impoverished
nations.
With an estimated 200,0000 herdsmen and
farmers in Niger subsisting onn R
Red Cross food
rations due to severe drought
ght, the $30 that
Boko Haram offers its memb
mbers for killing
Nigerian security officers—orr th
the $60 it offers
for also stealing the officer’s w
weapon—can be
an effective recruiting tool (Van
Vanguard [Lagos],
October 26). The hundreds oof thousands of
dollars that Boko Haram ha
has acquired in
several dozen bank robberiess iin the past two
years, can provide additio
itional economic
motivation for the poor to join
in the insurgency,

whether or not they sshare the same
motivations as Boko Har
aram leader Abu
Shekau. If such reports ar
are true, the poor
Nigeriens who are taking uup arms for Boko
Haram may join other illicitit eeconomic activities
such as selling black mark
arket gasoline and
cigarettes. In February, capt
aptured Boko Haram
spokesman Abu Qaqa told
ld interrogators that
Nigeriens were among thee ggroups commonly
chosen by Boko Haram to carry out suicide
bombings (The Nation [Abuja
uja], February 9; for
Abu Qaqa’s interrogation,
on, see Terrorism
Monitor Brief, February 10).
Boko Haram’s infiltration of the immigration
service also facilitates itss ooperations in the
border region. Two days after
fter the arrests of the
five Boko Haram members
ers in Zinder, the
Nigerian Army announcedd iit had arrested a
Nigerian immigration official
al pposing as an army
officer. Under interrogatio
ation, the official
confessed to having been trai
trained along with 15
other Boko Haram memb
mbers in weapons
handling,
assassinationss
and
special
operations in Niger, and nam
named other officials
who were conspiring with B
Boko Haram (This
Day, September 29). The Oc
October 19 killing of
a customs official and his
is son in Potiskum,
Yobe State, by Boko Hara
aram members was
likely intended to coercee other officials to
comply with – or at least no
not obstruct – Boko
Haram’s efforts to infiltrate
ate the immigration
service (Daily Trust [Ikeja
eja, Lagos State],
October 21). Boko Haram
ram has similarly
assassinated dozens of Islamic clerics,
politicians and journalists wh
who disagreed with
Boko Haram’s ideology andd m
militant activities in
order to deter other influen
luential figures from
speaking out.
Since April, there have been
en reports of several
hundred Nigerian and Niger
igerien Boko Haram
members helping al-Qaeda
eda in the Islamic
Maghreb (AQIM), Ansarr al-Din and the
Movement for Unity and Jihad
Jiha in West Africa
(MUJWA) consolidate contro
trol of northern Mali
after the three militias expe
xpelled the National
Movement for the Libera
eration of Azawad
(MNLA), the ethno-national
nal secular Tuareg
militia (Vanguard [Lagos] Ap
April 9). As a result,
the territory of Niger separating
sep
northern
Nigeria from northern Mali
ali—only 300 miles
across at its shortest point,, So
Sokoto to Gao—
is becoming an important
nt area of
transit for the insurgents. Nig
Niger is the
one country of these threee that has
thus far avoided an Islamist
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insurgency on its territory, bu
but Niger has a
restive Tuareg population in the northern
Agadez region bordering northe
rthern Mali and an
increasing Boko Haram pre
presence in its
southern border cities—both
oth representing
potential sources of instabilit
bility. Given this

pressure, Niger and Nigeria
ia aagreed on October
18—after four years of discu
iscussion—to deploy
joint patrols along their bo
border in order to
prevent the Boko Haram pres
presence in southern
Niger from growing into
to a cross-border
insurgency (This Day, Octobe
ober 18).

Jacob Zenn is a legal advis
dviser and international affairs analyst who focuse
cuses on the Boko
Haram insurgency in northern
thern 'igeria.

What is Hezbollah’s
h’s Role in the Syrian Crisis?
By Nicholas A. Heras
Source: http://www.jamestown.o
n.org
Recent reports of an increase
se in Hezbollah’s
involvement in Syria’s civil war
ar as combatants
alongside the Syrian military
tary represent a
potentially sharp escalation in the regional
impact of the ongoing conflic
flict. Accusations

being funded and armed
ed by anti-Assad
international actors, includ
cluding Hezbollah’s
Lebanese opponents in thee M
March 14 political
bloc (Daily Star [Beirut], Octob
ctober 15).
On October 3, Free Syriann Army (FSA) chief

concerning Hezbollah’s military
ry support for the
Assad government leveled bby the party’s
Lebanese political opponents
nts, the Syrian
opposition and pro-opposition st
states have been
persistent since the outbreak
ak of the Syrian
revolution in March 2011
011. Hezbollah’s
leadership has replied thatt iit is protecting
Lebanese Shi’a villagers livi
living along the
Lebanese-Syrian border from at
attacks by Syrian
rebels and that the Syrian oppos
position is actively

Colonel Riyad Musa al-As’a
s’ad stated that the
FSA had killed a seniorr H
Hezbollah military
commander named Ali Huss
ussein Nassif (a.k.a.
“Abu Abbas”) and two of his bodyguards near
the restive city of Qusayrr oon the LebaneseSyrian border. Colonell al-As’ad further
asserted that Nassif’s activitie
vities in the
area had been monitoredd for two
weeks, and that his death
th was the
result of a carefully plann
nned FSA
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targeted assassination intende
ded as part of a
larger FSA offensive againstt He
Hezbollah in and
around Qusayr (The Daily Sta
Star, October 3).
Hezbollah officials simply stat
tated that Nassif
had died “performing his jihad
ihadi duties” (AP,
October 2). Several weeks after
fter Nassif’s death,
the FSA claimed it had killedd aan additional 60
Hezbollah fighters and captur
ptured 13 in the
vicinity of Qusayr (al-Musta
ustaqbal [Beirut],
October 12).
Lebanese newspapers (som
some of them
antagonistic to Hezbollah) have
ve recently begun
publishing stories describing a deeper military
commitment by Hezbollah to the Syrian regime.
According to one such report,
ort, an agreement
between the Syrian Defense
nse Ministry and
Hezbollah calls for the latterr tto provide over
2,000 “elite” fighters to Syria in the event of a
foreign invasion. The report als
also claimed that
Hassan Nasrallah offered
ed the Assad
government the full use of Hez
ezbollah’s military
capabilities in the event
nt that “urgent
assistance” was needed (al-Jam
amhouria [Beirut],
July 26).
Another Lebanese publicationn cclaimed that Unit
901, an alleged elite Hezbolla
ollah military unit,
had crossed into Syria to fight
ht in the cities of
Qusayr, al-Rastan, Talbiseh,
h, and Homs, all
near the Lebanese-Syrian bor
border (An-Nahar
[Beirut], July 27). This moveme
ment of Hezbollah
troops into Syria was reportedd to be the result
of the Syrian military’s need fo
for assistance in
the campaign to defeat reb
rebels in Aleppo
(Majalla, August 23). Hezbollah
lah, along with the
Iranian Quds Force, was also
lso alleged to be
training a 60,000-person Syrian
ian military division
modeled after the Iranian
an Revolutionary
Guards to protect the Alawite--majority Latakia
Governorate of Syria (Ash
sharq Al-Awsat,
September 30).
Hezbollah’s soldiers were recen
cently reported to
have been participating as sh
shock troops in
several of the most intense
se battles of the
conflict, including in and around
und Homs, Hama,
suburbs of Damascus such ass ZZabadani and in
the vital northern city of Alepp
ppo (al-Sharq alAwsat, October 20). FSA unit
units operating in
Qusayr claim they have kil
killed over 300
Hezbollah and Iranian fighters
rs (AFP, October
7). A defected member of thee ppowerful Syrian
Air Force Intelligence Branch ha
has asserted that
Hezbollah has 1,500 fighters
rs supporting the
Syrian military inside the coun
untry (Times UK,
October 6).

Sayyid Hassan Nasralla
allah, Hezbollah’s
Secretary General, has
as refuted these
allegations, stating that hiss pparty only supports
the al-Assad government po
politically and that it
was assisting 30,000 Lebane
anese Shi’a villagers
living in 20 villages in Syriaa nnear the Lebanese
border. [1] The villagers, in close vicinity to
Qusayr and the city of Herme
mel in Lebanon, had,
according to Nasrallah, bee
been the victims of
targeted assaults by the FSA
SA and deserved the
right to self-defense and supp
upport from the party
(Ahul Bayt News Agency, October
Oct
12).
Shi’a refugees from the eembattled villages
claimed that over 5,0000 aarmed men, the
majority with ties to Hezbollah
llah, were protecting
the villages from attack (AF
(AFP, October 17).
Hezbollah is alleged to hav
ave used Katyusha
rockets against Sunni villag
lages on the Syrian
side of the border (Independe
dent, October 26).
In spite of Hezbollah’s strong
ng support for the alAssad government, the prese
esence of thousands
of Hezbollah fighters active
ively participating in
Syrian battlefields wouldd be a significant
departure from the establish
lished understanding
of the party’s force capabilitie
ilities. At present, the
most consistent reports of direct Hezbollah
military involvement in Syria
ia ooccur in regions of
the country that border Leba
ebanon and have a
significant Shi’a population,, oor in areas that are
of strategic interest to Hezb
ezbollah because of
their use as routes for movi
oving weapons from
Iran through Syria, such as the route through
the Zabadan District off tthe Rif Dimashq
Governorate.
ilitary force is widely
Hezbollah’s active-duty milita
estimated to stand at between
een 2,000 and 4,000
fighters. These fighters ar
are thought to be
deployed mainly in souther
hern Lebanon as a
deterrent to Israeli invasion
ion and throughout
Hezbollah-controlled or mo
monitored areas of
Lebanon to guard the pparty’s exclusive
“security zones” and w
weapons caches.
Predominately Shi’a regions
ns of Lebanon, such
as in the southern suburbss oof Beirut, southern
Lebanon, and the Beka’a Va
Valley, are secured
by a mix of Hezbollahh full-time fighters,
auxiliary village-level milit
ilitias and armed
members of the Lebanes
nese Shi’a AMAL
movement. [2]
A Lebanese Army source
rce with extensive
knowledge of Hezbollah’s
h’s war-fighting
abilities states that any lar
large-scale
deployment of Hezbollah fo
forces in
Syria would most likely bee th
the result
of a severe strain being plac
laced upon
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the Syrian military’s ability too overcome rebel
activity in the larger cities of Syria, such as
Aleppo and Homs. [3] Hezbollah’s
specialization
in
reconna
naissance
and
intelligence operations and doc
octrinal emphasis
on the use of guerilla warfare
fare would be of
limited use in the current contex
ntext of the Syrian
theater of operations and itits demand for
mechanized capabilities thatt H
Hezbollah does
not possess. Hezbollah Specia
cial Forces, such
as the “Scorpions,” could bee used in limited
engagements to disrupt the Syri
yrian rebels’ lines
of support near the Turkish
ish border or to
perform rural ambush operations
ions.
As a result of Hezbollah’s lim
limited resources
and specialized doctrine of war
warfare, deploying
a large force in active combat
bat alongside the
Syrian military would present
ent an enormous
strain on the party’s ability to co
combat Israel and
overcome its internal enem
emies inside of
Lebanon. The presence of thousands of
Hezbollah fighters in Syria would
ould indicate either
that the party has far more acti
ctive-duty fighters
than was previously believed,, or that in order to
execute a strategy of supplemen
menting the Syrian
military, Hezbollah is drawing si
significantly from
its village-level reserves.
Potentially, Hezbollah could als
also convince its
March 8-bloc allies in Leban
anon, particularly
AMAL, but also the Free Patrio
atriotic Movement,
the Syrian Socialist Nationalist
list Party and the
Marada Movement, amongst oth
others, to provide
armed support for the Syri
yrian military to
supplement its efforts. Althou
though this is a
possibility, there is no convinci
incing evidence at
this time that Hezbollah’s Leba
banese allies are
mobilizing for combat duties in support of the

Syrian military. This type of broad, March 8bloc deployment would indica
icate that the parties
in the bloc are confident in th
their ability to resist
Israel in the event of ano
another invasion of
Lebanon and to overcomee iinternal Lebanese
rivals such as the Future
ure Movement and
Salafist militant groups in th
the event that an
internal conflict were to erupt.
pt.
Further, the Syrian civil wa
war presents antiHezbollah factions in Le
Lebanon with a
convenient opportunity to st
strike at the party
and potentially minimize thee rrisk of Hezbollah’s
retribution against them. Rep
Reports indicate that
more than 300 Lebanese
se fighters, mainly
Sunnis, have been actively
vely supporting the
Syrian rebels in Homs Gove
overnorate, including
an all-Lebanese military unit
nit (Daily Star, May
31). Some of these Lebane
anese fighters state
that they have fought with vveteran rebel units
such as the “Standard off th
the Free Orontes,”
which claims to have facedd H
Hezbollah soldiers
in action in and around Hom
ms (NOW Lebanon,
October 19).
Areas of the Syrian governor
norates of Homs and
Rif Dimashq that border Leb
Lebanon are now a
battlefield where the Syri
yrian military and
Hezbollah are arrayed agains
inst fighters from the
FSA and Lebanese anti-He
Hezbollah factions.
The March 14 Bloc, frustrat
trated in its ongoing
efforts to reduce the po
political power of
Hezbollah inside of Lebanon
on and to force the
party to relinquish its heavy
avy weapons, would
benefit if the defeat of thee A
Assad government
forced Hezbollah to reneg
egotiate its armed
presence in Lebanon.

Notes
1. The United States Department
nt oof Treasury designated Hezbollah Secretary General Sayyi
yyid Hassan Nasrallah
as a sponsor of terrorism for “pro
providing training, advice, and extensive logistical support to the government of
Syria; directly trained Syrian mili
military personnel and facilitated training efforts by the Ira
Iranian Quds Force;
coordinating efforts with the Syrian
rian military and the Quds Force to expel Syrian rebels” (U.S
.S. Department of the
Treasury, September 13, 2012, http
http://www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-releases/Pages/tg1
/tg1709.aspx).
2. The author would like to thank
nk Dr. Carl Anthony Wege, professor at the Coastal College
ge of Georgia, for his
insight into the structure of Hezbolla
ollah’s military forces.
3. Interview conducted by the au
author with a Lebanese Army source with extensive ope
perational experience
throughout Lebanon who requeste
sted anonymity due to being on active duty. Interview conduc
ducted on October 24,
2012.

icholas A. Heras is an M.A
M.A. Candidate in International Communication
on at
a the American
University (DC) and a former
mer David L. Boren Fellow.
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Americans Slip From
rom Minnesota to Somali Terror Gro
Group
Source:http://abcnews.go.com/B
/Blotter/americans-slip-minnesota-somali-terror-group-fb
fbi/story?id=
17609306#.UJQKvGcUNEx
Young American men continue
ue to slip through
a terrorist recruiting pipeline from the homeland
to join the ranks of jihadists half
ha a world away

in East Africa, with two going
ng as recently as
three months ago, according to ffederal officials.
The FBI confirmed a report
ort by Minnesota
Public Radio (MPR) that in July
uly two young men
disappeared from their neig
eighborhoods in
Minneapolis and are believedd to have traveled
to Somalia to join al-Shabaab,
b, tthe embattled al
Qaeda-affiliated terrorist group.
p.
Under "Operation Rhino," for ye
years the FBI has
been investigating what has bee
been described as
a recruiting pipeline from the Tw
Twin Cities, which
boast large Somali immigrant
nt populations, to
Somalia. Both top U.S. official
cials and at least

one prominent member of al
al-Shabaab said
Americans account for dozens
ens of the terror

group's fighters. A 2011 Con
Congressional report
put the number around 40.
writes American-born
"Minnesota represented!" writ
rapping jihadis
dist Omar Hammami
in an autob
tobiography posted
online in M
May, though he
claimed most
st oof the U.S. recruits
were already
dy dead. "Those
Minnesota bbrother[s] have
almost all leftft their mark on the
[jihad] and mo
most have received
martyrdom, wh
while the rest are
still waiting."
Kyle Loven,
n, chief division
counsel
for
the
FBI's
Minneapolis ffield office, said
recruits going to Somalia
lia from Minnesota
"continues to be a matter of ggrave concern and
the FBI remains fully comm
mmitted to resolving
this situation."
The FBI said that in the recen
cent case, two young
Minnesota men, 19-year-old
ld Mohamed Osman
and 20-year-old Omar Alili Farah, left their
homes for their trek to Som
omalia in mid-July.
Osman's family told MPR he was religious, but
they were stunned when hee ddisappeared.
"It made me mad becausee hhe didn't speak to
no relative about it," Osman
an's cousin, Jamal
Salim, said. "We're heart
artbroken about it
because he's like ou
our sibling. Imagine
not knowing what'ss ggoing on with your
own brother -- how
w hhe's been feeling,
who he's been talki
alking to, and what
they're telling him.. W
We lost a brother,
and I don't know how
ow to get him back."
Earlier this month so
some details about
how exactly youngg m
men are recruited
for jihad emerged dduring the federal
trial of a man whoo was convicted of
recruiting more than
an 20 fighters for alShabaab in Americaa iin 2007, according
to The Associated Pre
Press.
At the trial of Maha
hamud Said Omar,
three former recruits
its who had survived
their trip to Somaliaa on
only to return to the
U.S. testified that the
they were talked into
fighting
by
cha
harismatic,
devout older me
men who
promised paradise for thosee w
who died
in combat against "invaders."
s."
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Al-Shabaab has suffered sseveral recent
defeats at the hands of African
can military forces
and lost its final urban strongh
nghold in Somalia
earlier this month. But Weste
stern and Somali
security experts told ABC N
News they are
concerned such defeats mayy ttempt the terror
group into abandoning insurge
rgency in Somalia
for a renewed focus on internatio
ational terrorism.
An African Union official said the
there is worry that
the same fighters driven outt of Somalia could
launch attacks abroad, from
rom Kenya and
Uganda to the U.S.
During Congressional testimon
ony in January,
Director of National Intelligence
ce James Clapper

listed al-Shabaab as one off th
the most significant
terror threats to the homeland
land, in part due to a
"foreign fighter cadre tha
that includes U.S.
passport holders... [who] maay have aspirations
to attack inside the United Sta
States."
U.S. Special Representati
tative for Somalia
James Swan told reporterss la
last month that alShabaab's recent loses cau
aused some of the
terror group's foreign fighters
ers to flee, but Swan
did not know if that m
meant they were
abandoning jihad or simpl
ply heading to a
different al Qaeda-affiliatedd group in another
country such as Yemen.

Discussion Point:: Terrorism
Te
Studies is not a Sub-Disc
iscipline
What the Field Needs is to Beco
ecome Truly Inter-Disciplinary
By Fernando Reinares
Source: http://start.umd.edu/star
tart/announcements/announcement.asp?id=433
I think you can tell by readin
ading the leading
academic journals on Terrorism
ism Studies that it
is common place among terrori
rorism scholars to
take for granted the status of Te
Terrorism Studies
as an academic sub-discipline
line
within the Social Sciences.
es.
Checking their footnotes and
nd
references suggest that many
ny
seem to bind the theoretical
ical
and empirical riches of
Terrorism Studies within the
scope of the intellectual
ual
production essentially made by
fellow colleagues who share
are
interest for the same topics,
ics,
publish in the same periodicals
cals
or book series, and meet
et in the same
conferences. No doubt, these
se initiatives have
resulted in accumulation of va
vast, substantive
and most valuable knowledgee oon the past and
present of terrorist actors,, scenarios and
facets.
Yet, Terrorism Studies is not an academic subdiscipline within the Social Scien
ciences. The more
we think of Terrorism Studies
es in such a way,
the more we, purposely or other
herwise, lose sight
of terrorism - not in terms of a vviolent tactic but
of a sociopolitical phenomenon
non - as a social
construct. The more we think
hink of Terrorism
Studies as a sub-discipline, the more we reify
the phenomenon and cont
ontribute to the
academic institutionalization of this reification.
In my opinion, that is not a ssound scholarly
path to pursue. Ultimately, in
indulging in the

implicit or explicit considera
eration of Terrorism
Studies as an academic sub
ub-discipline, on the
basis of an academic ccommunity which
provides legitimation to such a notion,
particularly afte
fter 9/11, introduces
epistemological
ical obstacles for the
advancementt oof science.
I wrote scie
cience but, when
affirming that
at T
Terrorism Studies
is not a Soc
ocial Science subdiscipline, I aam certainly not
advocating fo
for an alternative
Natural Scienc
ences approach to
the study of ter
terrorism. Of course,
there is a le
legitimate Natural
Sciences app
pproach to this
phenomenon. Telling enough
gh is the fact that, in
the category subject oof "International
Relations," a journal titled
led Biosecurity and
Bioterrorism currently enjoys
joys a much higher
impact factor than our llong-revered and
referential Studies in Conflict
flict and Terrorism or
Terrorism and Political Violen
lence, as calculated
by the Journal Citations Repo
eport of the ISI Web
of Knowledge. But my poin
oint just focuses on
academic approaches to Terrorism and
Counterterrorism from the pperspective of the
Social Sciences, predomina
inant in these latter
two periodicals.
Terrorism Studies should not be considered as
a Social Science sub-disci
iscipline in
itself, but rather an inter-dis
disciplinary
field where History, Anthr
thropology,
Sociology, Criminology,, Political
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Science, Psychology, Econom
omics and other
academic disciplines with their
eir own - at times
overlapping - traditions, met
methodology and
learned corpus, coalesce in a mutually
enriching exchange on proble
blems concerning
terrorism and counterterrorism.
m. This exchange
is thus based on their differe
fferent theoretical,
analytical and empiricall perspectives.
However, something more tha
than just having
diverse
undergraduate
oor
graduate
backgrounds is needed to harve
arvest the benefits
of this exchange in Terroris
orism Studies. A
continuous update on themes
es and topics of
such disciplines relevant to th
the field is also
required.
At a macro level of analysis
sis, for instance,
scholars focusing on the pre
preconditions and
precipitants for terrorism sh
should be very
familiar with theories on soci
ocial conflict and
contentious politics, as w
well as with
anthropological findings on cultu
ultures of violence.
Similarly, research on correla
relations between
regimen types and terrorism,, m
more concretely
on what types of democrac
racies are more
affected by terrorism, mustt bbegin with the
comparative politics literaturee oon regime types
and models of democracy.
y. Similarly, the
effectiveness and results off ccounterterrorism
policies are to be addresse
ssed within the
framework of Public Policy stu
tudies. Likewise,
how can one properly deal
al with issues of
societal impact of terrorism orr ssocial resilience
to terrorist attacks if uninformed
ed by the tradition
of studies on social order or ev
even those more
recent on social capital?
At a meso level of analysi
ysis, scholars in
Terrorism Studies should go well beyond
leaning against rational choice
oice basics when
investigating organizational de
decision making
with respect to terrorist tactics
tics. Insight from
inter-disciplinary research onn iinformal groups
and formal organizations is inde
deed advisable to
avoid the mistake, lately not un
uncommon in the
field, of classifying as aamorphous or
disorganized the different, in
innovative ways
used by transnational terror
rorist entities to
articulate themselves. Network
ork analysis and

the new institutionalism are providing some
remedy to this. Also, the pote
otentialities of social
movement theory invitee study on the
mobilization
strategiess
of
terrorist
organizations. Aspects of ter
terrorist financing, in
turn, are best dealt with fro
from the outlook of
authoritative research on top
topics ranging from
ordinary crime to international
nal finances.
At a micro level of analysis,, sc
scholars in the field
should not be too quick
ick to dismiss the
exploration
of
ssocio-demographic
characteristics of terrorists
ists because initial
findings suggest that terroris
rists have no single
social profile. Rather, we sh
should upgrade our
skills to interpret how are these data
interwoven with, and influe
fluenced by, sociostructural positioning and his
historical processes.
Lacking support from psycho
chological or socialpsychological studies on hu
human motivations,
research on individual motiva
tivation driving some
people to engage in terrorist
ist activities tends to
end in exercises of ccataloguing and
description. In addition, far more input from
collective action theory andd re
research is missed
in the often repetitive efforts
rts at understanding
the processes of socialization
ion into beliefs which
justify violence and eventua
ntually steer certain
individuals to actual involveme
ement in terrorism.
To summarize, Terrorism S
Studies should be
redirected from its sub-discip
cipline pretentions to
the synergy of a true inter-ddisciplinary field in
the broad domain of the So
Social Sciences. In
turn, the field has to remain
in closely connected
to other relevant inter-discip
ciplinary fields such
as Public Policy, Organiza
nization Studies or
Collective Action, just to m
mention three well
developed fields at the macro
cro, meso and micro
levels of analysis, respectiv
ctively. In a sense,
scholars in the field of Terror
rrorism Studies have
to be more Criminologis
gists, Sociologists,
Anthropologists,
Politica
itical
Scientists,
Psychologists, Economists,, H
Historians and the
like than Terrorologists. Ideal
eally, Social Science
scholars interested inn terrorism and
counterterrorism should bee w
working only part
time in the field, and not
ot sub-discipline, of
Terrorism Studies.

Fernando Reinares is Profes
ofessor and Chair in Political Science and Security
rity Studies at King
Juan Carlos University in
n Madrid,
Ma
as well as Senior Analyst on Global Terro
errorism at Elcano
Royal Institute, Spain's leadin
ading think tank on international and strategic studies.
studi Applying
collective action theory and interviewing over seventy former ETA membe
embers, he
wrote a book which became
ame a national best-seller and is now entering its eighth
edition. Served a term ass Senior
Sen
Advisor on Antiterrorist Policy to the Ministry
Mini
of
Interior in Spain, and hass been
be awarded with both the Cross of Military Merit
Me and
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the Cross of Police Merit,
erit, although his most precious public distinctio
ction is the Prize
Excellence granted by fellow
w citizens
c
in his native Rioja wine region. Lastt yea
year he enjoyed an
appointment as Public Polic
olicy Scholar at the Woodrow Wilson Center in Washington, to
advance research on the Madrid
Mad train bombings. He is currently teaching
g a graduate
g
course
on Developments of Counterte
terterrorism Policies and Programs at START.

Book – Friction: How Radicalization Happens to Them
hem and Us
By Clark McCauley and Sophi
hia Moskalenko
New York: Oxford University Press,
ss, 2011

Source: http://scholarcommons.u
ns.usf.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1148&context=jss
jss
Friction takes a refreshingly
ly newer look at
radicalization, and it should be on the list of
every reader who is interested
ted
in studying and
understanding
radicalization. The
organization of the
book is simple, and
the authors do an
exceptional job of
using specific historical
examples relevant to
each
mechanism.
Friction is academically
researched and based
on a historical analysis of
the radicalization process,
using case studies from
the era of the People's
Will (the first stated
terrorist group) during
Czarist Russia in the late
1880s,
to
more
contemporary profiles of terroris
rist organizations.
From this historical examinatio
ation, the authors
extract twelve mechanisms
ms of political
radicalization that influence individuals
ind
to step
into radical circles. The me
mechanisms are
grouped into individual, grou
roup, and mass
radicalization categories, andd in
include personal
grievance, group grievance,, slippery slope,
love, risk and status, unfr
nfreezing, group
polarization, group competition,
n, group isolation,
jujitsu politics, hatred, and marty
artyrdom. Previous
literature addressing radical
calization issues
revolved around the identificati
ation of steps on
how to identify or convert individ
ividuals who have
become radicalized so they
ey can become
normal again. The main argume
ment of Friction is
that radicalized individuals are not abnormal.
They are normal people who lead
le normal lives
who have strong beliefs and passions
pa
and at a
certain point in their lives (possi
ssibly in response
to a trigger event) begin to act on those strong

beliefs in response to anyy nnumber of internal
and external influences. The authors also point
that
hat
sometimes,
out
radicalization
tion is good and
radicalized persons motivate
others to take
ta action for the
good of humanity. The
authors us
use Doctors without
Borders aand the 2010 Haiti
earthquak
uake response as
examples
les of radicalized
behaviors
iors and actions
employe
oyed for the good of
others. The argument
aboutt radicals being
normal
al individuals and
not ev
evil, crazy persons
is tthe key point
introduced
imme
mediately to the
read
eader. The authors
stat
state,
"It is a
psychologica
ical trajectory that,
given the right circumstance
ces, can happen to
any person, group, or nation
ion. The trajectory is
not right or wrong; it is amora
oral in the sense that
radicalization can occur for causes both good
and bad" (p. 4). Clark McCa
cCauley and Sophia
Moskalenko want their reade
aders to understand
that a mind shift is requ
equired to properly
understand radicalization and
an that: "…those
who enter must leave behind
behi the orderly
and comfortable world in which normal
people do not do terribl
rrible things. Full
admission requires examini
mining how we are
ourselves susceptible to radicalizing
influences. (p.4)" While the majority of the
book is a historical analysis
is oof the mechanisms
of radicalization, the mostt in
intriguing part is in
Chapter 14, where the authors
conduct an analysis of hhow the
mechanisms
of
radic
dicalization
influenced Usama bin Lad
Ladin. The
authors take the readers
rs through
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each mechanism and explainn hhow it did or did
not influence ibn Ladin to beco
come the terrorist
icon he ultimately became. Both
Bot authors have
an academic background in so
social psychology
and have done extensive resear
earch into terrorist
and political environments. The
hey have a clear
understanding of the psych
ychology of the
individual in concert with the influences of
social groups and society in gen
eneral.
Clark McCauley is a Rachel C. Hale Professor
of Sciences and Mathematics and
an codirector of
the Solomon Asch Center for the Study of
Ethnopolitical Conflict at Bryn
yn Mawr College.
His research and publications focus
fo
on political
conflict.
Sophia Moskalenko is a Postdoctoral
Research Fellow at the National
nal Consortium for
the Study of Terrorism andd Responses to
Terrorism (START) and a cons
onsultant with the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
ory in Oak Ridge,
TN. Her research and publica
lications focus on

group identification, political
po
activism,
radicalization, and terrorism..
Each author brings uniq
nique insight into
understanding the radicaliza
lization problems in
the world. Everyone who is fighting against
radicalized individuals should
uld read this book so
they have a baseline under
derstanding of what
they are up against and how individuals who
are radicalized can tak
take a perceived
wrongdoing from an event in their childhood or
early adulthood and usee that event as a
foundation for radicalizationn later in life. On a
positive note, if one wantss to radicalize others
for the good of humanity, rea
reading this book will
help him or her understandd w
what is involved in
motivating others to join
in cause and find
passion for that cause. Ass th
the authors stated,
"It seems likely that the same
me mechanisms that
move a few to terrorism als
also move many to
lower levels of commitment
nt aand risk taking for
a political cause." (p. 215)

Rewiwer Dr. Robin L. Thomp
ompson, 'ASA Counterintelligence Office

Terrorism in Greece
ece
By Ioannis Michaletos
Source: http://serbianna.com/an
/analysis/archives/1685
Introduction
Domestic terrorism in Greecee sstretches back in the mid-70′s when the infamous ter
terrorist organization
“November 17″ was formed.. S
Since then numerous groups have claimed dozens
ns of victims either
prominent Greek citizens, or for
foreign diplomats and military personnel. The following
ing research focuses
on some major attacks from the
he early 90′s and onwards, along with supplementary dat
data.
It has to be noted that the terrori
rorist phenomenon in Greece has been evolved over the
he past 40 years and
still continues to be a threat for domestic stability. Moreover, the various terror grou
roups have changed
their tactics and strategy and the
they have mutated from close-knit, paramilitary-like grou
roups as the case of
“November 17″ to a variety of lloosely connected cells that tend to operate in simila
milar fashion like the
“Nihilist- Anarchist groups” of the late 19th century, which at that period were responsi
nsible for campaigns
of terror in major Western cities
es and carried out a large number of assassinations agai
gainst state figures.
Lastly it should be noted thatt aall available data so far, as well as, the analysis whi
hich derives from a
multitude of open sources, poin
oints out that Greek domestic terrorist -especially its new
ewer versions- have
indeed connections with local
al aand regional organized criminal networks and collab
laboration with other
extremist groups in Europe.
Basic elements
1. Leftist Terrorist tradition – Greece
Gre
has a long-standing tradition of Leftist terrorism.
2. Three waves of terrorism inn G
Greece
a. “Cold War Era” groups (i.e.
.e. 17 N) - Tight-knit hierarchical group, paramilitaryy trtrained disciplined,
ideologically compact, inward-do
domestic aims.
b. Post 2001 groups (i.e. Revo
evolutionary Struggle) – Horizontal hierarchy, paramilit
ilitary trained, loose
ideological substance, outward--international aims.
c. Post December 2008 groups
ups (Conspiracy Cells of Fire) – Autonomous loose cells
ells, poorly
trained, obscure ideological su
substance, closely following international developmen
ents-global
aims
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Case Studies
1. Greek Finance Minister atta
ttacked in 1992 and a 22year old passerby was killed
ed.
The Greek Finance Minister Yannis
Ya
Palaiokrassas was attacked by members off th
the 17th November
terroristt group with a
grenadee la
launcher, on June
the 14th
th in the center of
Athens,, while he was
passing by with his
ministerial
rial car.
The attac
ttack didn’t hurt the
ministerr oor his entourage,
but it pro
proved fatal for the
22year old Athanasios
Axarlian (photo) who was
accidental
tally passing by the
pavement
ent right across the
car of th
the Minister. The
busy Athe
thenian road where
the attac
ttack took place,
named Vo
Voukourestiou was
sealed off by the police but
the culpr
lprits managed to
escape, presumably with the use of motor bikes that were safely stationed near the att
attack scene. (1)
The attack resulted in a wide ra
range police operation with no avail and prompted Mitso
itsotakis government
to request by the Parliamentt tto pass a Law prohibiting newspaper of presenting
ng proclamations by
terrorists in order to show the int
intolerance of the state towards the terrorists.
The death of Axarlain was als
also a turning point for the 17th November group sinc
ince it was the first
accidental civilian death and da
damaged the aura of the group to the sectors of thee ppublic that viewed
domestic terrorism under a symp
ympathetic point of view. (2)
The Attack
The terrorists launched a grena
enade launched from an apartment across the area whe
where the ministerial
car was passing by early in the
he morning of 14th of June. Due to a few seconds of dela
elay the car was not
destroyed and a young personn ppassing by was fatally injured, since he was walkingg rright beside where
the grenade was exploded.
The terrorists managed to escap
cape unnoticed and later on during the trail of the 17thh N
November group in
2003, it was revealed that 2 pers
ersons took part in the attack who had extensively monit
onitored the are days
before and had rent an apartme
tment so as to be able to launch the attack from an adva
dvantageous location
for them. They had also madee se
several rehearsals concerning the method of their opera
eration. (3)
(1) Kathimerini Newspaper:
http://www.ekathimerini.com/4dcgi/_
gi/_w_articles_politics_1_11/04/2003_28508
(2) In News: http://www.in.gr/news/a
s/article.asp?lngEntityID=450484
(3) ENET newspaper: http://archive
ive.enet.gr/online/online_text/c=112,dt=16.10.2002,id=185618
1856

2. Greekk P
Police officer killed in an attack in 1992
Policeman
an Yiannis Varis is killed and 6 other policemen aree in
injured by a rocket
and grena
nade attack on a police bus in Exarchia, Athens, on N
November the 2nd.
Later onn tthe terrorist group Revolutionary Organization 17 No
November assumed
responsibi
sibility. (1)
The attack
ack was staged by a nearby road where the terroristt remained
r
hidden an
and waited for the bus to approach. The fired the rock
ocked once
they hadd a clear vision of it and the police officer died later on from his
wounds.
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The attack
The attack took place in onee oof the busiest areas in Athens early in the morningg during a period of
continuous bombing attacks by tthe November 17th group and several other terroristt gr
groups. There were
no valuable data collected from
om bystanders and passerby witnesses and the perpetu
etuators managed to
vanish amid the Athenian notice
tice unnoticed by the Police forced that arrived in the sce
scene and cordoned
the area. (2)
(1)wiki.phantis.com/index…/1991
(2)http://www.in.gr/news/reviews/ar
/article.asp?lngReviewID=441065&lngChapterID=441056&lng
lngItemID=440437

3. Greek Ship owner is killed
d iin Piraeus in 1997
The Greek ship owner Costas Peratikos
P
was assassinated by the 17th of November
er group on the 25th
of March in a street nearby the
port of Piraeu
eus. The assailants
shoot him w
with a 0.45 mm
automatic we
weapon which was
the primary let
lethal emblem of the
17th of Nove
ovember group and
was used iin many attacks
including that
at oof the CIA chief of
station in At
Athens, Wells, in
1975. (1)
Peratikos was
as entangled in a
legal battle wit
with the then Greek
governmentt concerning the
mismanageme
ment of a shipyard
he previously
sly owned and was
re-nationalized
zed previously of his
death. The attacked caused a sstir in the Greek business world and the father of thee ddiseased launched
a nation-wide protest campaign
ign in order to raise sensitivity to the public in issues con
concerning domestic
terrorism. (2)
The attack
The terrorists operating as a cou
couple approached Peratikos while he was walking too his
hi office in Filonos
street in Piraeus. They shot him several times and abandoned the scene of the crime
ime using motorbikes
that were stationed nearby andd w
were stolen over the previous day having their license
se plates changed.
Peraticos did not make it to the
he hospital and eye witnesses were not able to providee a clear description
of the terrorists that were opera
erating in a fast and decisive manner and were careful
ful as not to disclose
their facial characteristics or thei
their voice pattern. (3)
(1) HRI:https://www.hri.org/news/gr
/greek/mpa/1997/97-05-29.mpa.html
(2) BBC: http://www.bbc.co.uk/gree
reek/local/020714_peratikos.shtml
(3) http://library.techlink.gr/4t/article
icle.asp?mag=1&issue=311&article=8481

4. Murder of the British Defensee Attaché
A
Stephen
Saunders
British Defense Attaché Stephen Sa
Saunders, 53, was
gunned down in central Athens on Th
Thursday 8 June at
7:40am. Saunders was stuck in trtraffic on Kifissias
Avenue when he was shot through
ugh his closed car
window by two persons on a motorcycl
ycle.
He was taken to the local Red Cross
ss hospital
where he died just over three hou
ours later.
In a 13-page proclamation sent to th
the Greek
daily Eleftherotypia, November 117 said
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Saunders was assassinated be
because he “actively participated in coordinating the NA
NATO air raids and
bombing of Serbia” in the spring
ing of 1999. The British Embassy in Athens denied thatt S
Saunders had “any
direct role” in NATO’s campaign
ign.
The Greek government andd opposition political parties alike denounced thee British diplomat’s
assassination as a barbarouss aact of terrorism. Prime Minister Costas Simitis saidd “w
“we will not permit
anyone to disturb the calm and
nd pprogress being achieved, or to blacken the image off a modern, peaceful
and democratic Greece.” He als
also promised to spare no effort in bringing the assassins
ins to justice. (1)
The shooting occurred at almos
ost the exact spot where an American naval attaché was
wa gunned down in
1983 by the same group (2)
The days after the attack vario
rious theories were made available to the domestic me
media regarding the
causes of the attack, that have
ve been largely unknown even nowadays. It was madee known
k
later known
that the Defense Attaché hass nnever participated in the NATO air raids and the war
ar in ex-Yugoslavia.
According to Greek media comm
mmentary, there may have been a mistake by the terror
rrorists regarding the
identity of the Attaché. (3)
That was the last attack by the 17th November group that was finally disbandedd in
i July 2002. The
outcry against the attack on Brigadier Saunders along with heightened securit
urity measures and
international police cooperation,
on, lead finally to the arrest of the terrorists.
The attack
On May 17th, Stephen Saunder
ders, the British Defense Attaché in Greece has been sh
shot dead in his car
in Athens.
Saunders was rushed to a lo
local hospital in a serious condition, but died late
later of his injuries.
The two gunmen opened fire on Brigadier Saunders as the British official drove a white
hite Rover belonging
to the embassy along Kifissiass aavenue in a northern suburb.
It appears that the car the Briga
rigadier was driving was not bullet proofed. Ballistic tests
sts revealed that the
gun used had been used by the 17th November group in past attacks. (4). The gunne
ner used a 0.45 Colt
pistol, although confusing inform
formation, allegedly by Police sources, mentioned aroun
und the use of a G3A3, 7.62 mm round automatic
tic rrifle.
The attack took place on Thursd
ursday morning 8th of June 2000, just a few days when
en in Washington on
Monday June the 5th, the Natio
ational Commission on Terrorism reported to Congress
ss that Greece “has
been disturbingly passive in resp
esponse to terrorist activities.” (5)
(1) Central Europe Review: http://w
//www.ce-review.org/00/23/greecenews23.html
(2) Association of Former Intelligen
ence Officers: http://www.afio.com/sections/wins/2000/2000-23
23.html
(3) http://www.in.gr/NEWS/article.as
e.asp?lngEntityID=395801
(4) BBC World News: http://news.bb
s.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/782245.stm
(5) The Tech Online-Washington Po
Post: http://tech.mit.edu/V120/N28/greece_28.28w.html

5. Attack against the American
can Embassy in Athens
A rocket-propelled grena
nade slammed into
the American Embassy on January the 12th
2007, causing limitedd damage and no
injuries. The shoulder-fire
fired missile narrowly
missed a large blue-and
and-white American
seal on the embassy
ssy’s facade and
damaged a third-floor ba
bathroom near the
ambassador’s office. U
U.S. Ambassador
Charles Ries called tthe attack “very
serious” and said no w
warning had been
given (1).
Four fire engines rushed
hed to the
scene, amid reports tthat the
explosion struck the embassyy aand local residents called in to state television saying
ng they had
felt the explosion, which shattere
tered some windows. (2)
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Panayiotis Stathis, spokesmann ffor the Public Order Ministry, also said, “This was a vi
violent act aimed to
provoke Greek public oopinion and disturb relations with the United States.”
The strike against the embassy
sy here was not unprecedented. On Feb. 15, 1996, anoth
other antitank rocket
hit an outside wall of the embass
assy, damaging three diplomatic vehicles. (3)
The rocket, apparently fired from more than 300 yards away across a busy boulevar
vard and over a tenfoot security wall, smashed the
he glass front of the building. The responsibility for thee attacked
a
was bore
by the “Revolutionary Struggle
gle”, a shadowy extremist group with Marxist leanings
ngs and strong antiAmerican sentiments that emer
erged from obscurity in 2003 with the bombing of ann Athens
A
courthouse
complex. (4)
Investigators found the devicee uused to fire the rocket shell at a construction site nearr th
the embassy.
Police cordoned off streets arou
round the embassy. Authorities were searching apartme
ment buildings and a
hospital nearby for evidence.. Tr
Traffic came to a standstill across parts of the city’s do
downtown as police
and emergency services scramb
mbled to the embassy. (5)
The terrorist attack against the
he US Embassy in Athens, the location, and the way it was hit, indicated
that it was performed by very we
well-trained terrorists capable of performing terrorist acts in the city center
and in one of the busiest streets
ets in the Greek capital. So far, there was no-known eye
eyewitness who saw
the terrorists or the launch of the rocket. (6)
Greek Police sources have sem
emi-officially confirmed that the weapon was never used
sed in the country in
another attack in the past. (7)
Moreover, concerning the timing
ing of the terrorist attack, the Greek media have notedd th
that it occurred the
same day that the special UN
N envoy Mathew Nimitz was arriving in Athens in ord
order to discuss the
standing name issue betweenn G
Greece and FYROM. In parallel on the 12th of Januar
uary an appointment
was arranged between the Prim
rime Minister Karamanlis and the Public Order Ministerr P
Polydoras, in order
to discuss issues concerning do
domestic terrorism and urban style extremism and ways
ys to combat it. (8)
The American side sent a specia
ecial FBI antiterrorist-team over the following days, in ord
order to examine the
visual material obtained by thee C
CCTV’s across the Embassy compound and assistt th
the research for the
location of the terrorist group alo
along with the Greek police. (9)
Local experts believed at thatt pe
period that the attack by the revolutionary struggle would
uld be the beginning
of a new round of violence in the country and over the next years more attacks followe
wed in several other
targets.
Further detailed information
n & analysis:
On the private Greek TV statio
ations MEGA Channel and Ant1 TV, which covered the events from the
beginning, more than 10 peo
people living behind the US Embassy building and
nd near where the
Ambassador’s house is located
ted, stated that they heard “dense shots” in the back
ck of the Embassy’s
building two hours before the roc
rocket blast.
For these public statements the Greek forces and the US Embassy made no formal
al comments, whilst
from 10:00 hrs. local time (on
on January 12, 2007) none of the Greek media again
ain mentioned such
statements.
Also, after the attack a threaten
tening telephone call was made, placing warning of a bomb
bo in the Athens
Olympic Stadium; the warningg pproved to be misleading.
Initial information mentioned tha
that a rocket launcher was found on a construction site
te oopposite of the US
Embassy, and referred to an au
auto-launched rocket, 28.6 inches in length, similar to those
t
used by the
terrorist organization November
er 17.
The terrorists aimed to conduct
uct an impressive and symbolic attack by targeting thee U
US eagle emblem
which hangs in the front of the
he building, but they missed as they hit some centimeter
ters above the main
target, and they actually hit office
ffices located on the third floor of the building.
The official confirmation by thee ppolice authorities is that a Chinese-type Antitank Launncher, RPG-7 type,
was used.
According to local analysts, th
the Revolutionary Struggle is most probably the follo
follower of the older
terrorist organization Revolution
ionary Cell which once operated close to the externall ce
cell of November
17. It cannot be excluded that
at m
members of the Revolutionary Cell founded the Revo
volutionary
Struggle, along with November
er 117 members that have not yet been arrested.
Moreover, the terrorist act of the Revolutionary Struggle against a target like the US
S Embassy
E
in Athens signaled its establishm
hment as the successor of the November 17.
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This theory is supported by the
he fact that the same day, on January 12, 2007 — in the Court in Athens,
the operational member and oone of the leading figures of November 17th — Demitris
Dem
Koufodinas,
codenamed “Lukas” — testified
ied in his appeal trial process. Lukas was supposed to testify
t
on Monday,
January 8, 2007, but he request
ested a hearing for the 12/01.
On the other hand, the use of the RPG-7 from a close distance, against a heavil
avily guarded target,
indicated good training, decisive
iveness, experience, and a willingness to “internationaliz
alize” their acts, with
the aim of winning international
al eexposure of their organization.
Undoubtedly, after the US Emb
mbassy strike in Athens, the Revolutionary Struggle wa
was regarded as the
number one domestic terrorist
st oorganization in Greece, attracting possibly the “follow
lowers” of November
17 and of the Revolutionary Peo
eople’s Struggle (ELA).
November 17 had, on Februar
uary 15, 1996, conducted a rocket attack against thee U
US Ambassador’s
house in Athens. At that time the rocket had hit the protection wall.
The weeks after the attack Gree
reek daily papers tend to confirm the suspicion that the
he attack in the USA
Embassy in Athens had an A
Albanian or Balkan connection in general. The Ath
Athenian newspaper
“Eleftheros Typos” assumed tha
that the rocket launcher was sold by the Albanian organ
anized crime groups
to the Greek culprits for the amo
mount of some 2,500 Euro. Moreover the activity of thes
hese crime groups is
to be found in Western FYROM
OM which is mostly populated by Albanians and they
ey regularly illegally
export weaponry to Greek crimin
minal groups.
Also the Greek newspaper “Too V
Vima” revealed the strong connections of Albanian org
organized crime and
the Greek illegal weapons ma
market that has flourished since the 1997 uprising in Albania and the
consequent “disappearance” of hhundreds of thousands of weapons from that country.
Lastly the Global Information Se
Service (GIS) of the American Defense & Foreign Affairs
airs institute made an
articulate research about the att
attack and published its estimations that supported thee nnotion that a wider
plan for destabilization in the Ba
Balkans at that period was underway.
The author of the present article
icle was interviewed by the Greek radio station “Sky” just a few hours after
the 12th of January attack an
and pointed out towards a wider Balkan nexus, acco
ccording to the then
available data. On the 14th of January on a second interview by the same media
dia , as well as the
Deutche Welle in Greece andd A
Athens International Radio- more commentary was provided in order to
draw a clearer view of the mode
odern-day correlation between terrorism and crime, a rel
relationship that was
formally acknowledged by a gov
governmental minister in early 2009, when Mr. Markoyan
yannakis head of the
Public Order Ministry, admitted
ed in an interview in the newspaper To Vima, that Greek
eek terrorists have a
definite bond with crime networ
orks. Since then all successive Greek public order Min
inisters have stated
along the same lines.
In parallel quite a few experts
ts aand security analysts supported the aforementionedd hhypothesis through
public appearances in the media
dia.
Lastly, the Greek daily Kathimer
erini revealed in early February 2007, that a team of Gr
Greek police officers
ventured in several locationss in the Southern Balkans in order to track possible
le contraband
c
routes
relating to the attack. Since the
then no other data of importance surfaced in the pres
ress, despite several
arrests of arms trafficking group
ups in Greece and other organized crime related netwo
works in the country,
without any link to that particular
lar attack.
The attack
One of the most expensively pro
protected US embassies in the world – and the most hea
heavily fortified in the
Balkans – the Embassy building
ing was attacked at 5:58am when security guards wher
here changing shifts.
Greek security officials said the
he grenade was fired from a street opposite by assailants
nts probably riding a
motorbike. (10) The rocket lan
landed in a toilet on the third floor of the building,, w
which also houses
Ambassador Charles Ries’s offi
office. No one was in the area of the building at the time
ime, and no one was
hurt, an embassy official said.. (1
(11)
Greek anti-terrorist officers arriv
rrived on the scene. The senior police official said Gree
reece’s deputy police
chief and Athens police chieff hhad gone into the building together with officers of the national security
and anti-terrorist squads. Dozen
zens of police cars surrounded the embassy and policee ccordoned off all
roads in the area, including a ma
major boulevard in front of the mission.
The attack came just a day aft
after President Bush announced he was sending 21,5
1,500 extra
troops into Iraq to try and stem
m tthe rapidly-escalating sectarian violence. (12)
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(1) New York Sun: http://www.nysu
sun.com/foreign/blast-at-american-embassy-in-athens-called/4
d/46604/
(2) Herald Sun: http://www.heralds
ldsun.com.au/news/world/us-embassy-in-rocket-attack/story-e6
e6frf7lf-11111128222
38
(3) New York Times: http://www.nyt
.nytimes.com/2007/01/12/world/europe/12cnd-greece.html
(4) Time Magazine: http://www.time
ime.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1577262,00.html
(5) CBC News: http://www.cbc.ca/w
a/world/story/2007/01/12/blast-embassy.html
(6) World Security Network: http://w
://www.worldsecuritynetwork.com/showArticle3.cfm?article_id=
id=17951&topicID=34
(7) In Greece: http://www.in.gr/news
ews/article.asp?lngentityid=769208
(8) Eleftherotypia newspaper: http:/
tp://archive.enet.gr/online/online?dt=11/01/2007
(9) ANT1 TV Station: http://www
ww.ant1online.gr/Society/PoliceBulletin/Pages/20071/fbae15a
15a0-5cd8-4187-b01a17026ee3422a.aspx
(10) The Guardian: http://www.guar
uardian.co.uk/world/2007/jan/13/usa.greece
(11) The Wshington Post: http://w
://www.google.com/search?hl=el&rls=WZPA,WZPA:2006-23,W
3,WZPA:en&q=rocket+
attack+against+the+US+embassy&
y&start=10&sa=N
(12) Daily Mail: http://www.dailymai
ail.co.uk/news/article-428307/Rocket-attack-U-S-embassy-Ath
Athens.html

6. Antiterrorist Police Officer
er attacked
a
On June 17th, 2009, the Antite
ntiterrorist Police Officer Nektarios Savvas was killedd bby gunmen in the
Athens district of Ano-Patissia.
Ne
Nektarios
Savvas, 41, a member of the anti-terrorism
m bbranch, was hit at
lea a dozen times as he sat with a cup of coffee in an unmarked police
least
car outside the flat of Sophia Kyriakidou in the inner-city
city Patissia quarter.
Th killers sped away on motorbikes. (1)
The
Po
Police
spokesman Panagiotis Stathis said between 155 and
a 20 shots were
fire at officer Nektarios Savvas by at least two gunmen
fired
en at about 6:20 a.m.
loc time in the residential district of Patisia. The offic
local
fficer had just taken
ove the morning guard duty shift outside the homee of a person in a
over
wit
witness
protection program after testifying at the triall of a member of the
far
far-left
Greek group Revolutionary Popular Struggle, kn
known by its Greek
acr
acronym
ELA. Only the officer was targeted in the attac
tack, with no attempt
app
apparently
made to approach the home of the witness.. (2)
(2
Savvas had been in plain clothe
thes and in an unmarked vehicle but locals claimed to ha
have been aware of
his role as a witness protection
ion officer. The 41-year-old had been just 20 minutes in
into his shift, which
began at 6 a.m., when the mas
asked assailants appeared and started shooting him at nearly point blank
range in the head and chest.t. TThe gunmen and a third man believed to have acted
ed as a lookout, and
then fled on two motorcycles,, ac
according to witnesses.
The Revolutionary Sect terroris
rist group, claimed responsibility for the fatal shootingg oof the officer. The
police had suspected from the start the involvement of Revolutionary Sect after
fter finding 24 9mm
cartridge cases at the scenee m
matched to a weapon already used by the groupp w
which emerged in
February. At the time, it hadd machine-gunned a police station and the headqua
uarters of a private
television channel in Athens and had warned of further indiscriminate attacks on police
lice. (4)
The Police claimed that moree th
than thirty witnesses have been questioned, with five
ive testimonies being
viewed as the most importantt on
ones.
Evidence has suggested thatt th
the assailants were more than four. Three men wearin
ring helmets walked
towards the police car of thee oofficer, who was guarding a key witness for an ELA
A trial. Two of them
assumed positions in front of the car and the third at its left side and opened fire, sho
shooting the 41-yearold policeman, father to a toddle
dler, in the chest and head. They then ran towards a ne
nearby street, where
at least one accomplice of them
em was waiting and they vanished into thin air. (5)
The attack
Nektarios Savas, 41, was shot
ot ddead around daybreak in Athens yesterday while sittin
tting in his unmarked
vehicle outside the witness’s ho
home when three unknown assailants on motorbikes op
opened fire. He was
hit by around 15 bullets and de
declared dead in hospital. Savas, a married father off oone child,
was attacked at around 6.20am
0am, outside the home of Sofia Kyriakidou, who was
as a state
witness in the 2004 trial of fou
four followers of the extremist People’s Revolutionary
ry Struggle
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(ELA). The four were sentenced
ed to 25 years in jail but later released, mostly for health
lth reasons. (6)
(1) Times: http://www.timesonline.c
e.co.uk/tol/news/world/europe/article6517360.ece
(2) CBC News: http://www.cbc.ca/w
a/world/story/2009/06/17/greece-athens-shooting-police-ela452
452.html
(3) Kathimerini newspaper: http://ww
//www.ekathimerini.com/4dcgi/_w_articles_politics_1_18/06/20
/2009_108168
(4) News 24: http://www.news24.co
.com/Content/World/News/1073/d486e16c979d40f6a391e7e4
e4522ca7c4
(5) Express Newspaper: http://www
ww.express.gr/news/news-in-english/182074oz_20090618182
82074.php3
(6) The Star newspaper: http://www
ww.thestar.co.za/index.php?fArticleId=5040003

7. Attack against the Greek Se
Security Minister
The June 2010 attack against
st tthe Greek “Citizen’s Protection Ministry” in the Ministe
ister’s Chryssohoidis
private office, revealed a treme
mendous breach of the Greek security system and aan attack that has
surpassed any other in the histo
story of domestic terrorism.
The attack
The explosive mechanism was
as bboxed in a postal parcel and was sent through the nat
national post agency

“ELTA” to the Minister’s office,
ice, through his political office in the center of Athens
ens according to all
available, verified and officially
ially streamed information. Moreover, the mechanism
m according to the
statements of the Police autho
thorities was used for the first time in Greece, it is sim
similar with
bombs being sent by the IRA
A and ETA and it was composed by “Controlled” mate
aterial that
cannot be found in the Greekk ccommercial market, but only through authorized merc
erchants or
enterprises dealing with explosiv
sives.
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Analysis
First of all, even if one specula
ulates that the internal check points in the Ministry off C
Citizen’s Protection
were compromised, either by la
lack of duty by the guards or for any other reason, the same must have
happened to the ELTA service
ce that also has a security system and moreover all parcels
par
pass through
different pair of hands until they
ey reach their final destination. Therefore the terrorists aare either extremely
lucky or they knew the exact rou
route the parcel would reach from their hands until it reac
eaches the Minister’s
office, so they would be sure th
that it would not explode by mistake or more probably
bly be discovered by
the security systems or plainlyy bby an observant eye.
Second of all, quite a few pund
ndits in Athens pointed out that the obscure terrorist gr
group “Laiki Thelisi”
may be involved, a group thatt hhas hit a few times since 2004, but seems to have qui
quite a sophisticated
method of operations. In 20044 ffor instance in their first attack they hit the Judiciall of
offices in the city of
Larissa, using a mobile phonee th
that by its ring detonated the explosives, the exact sam
ame mechanism that
the Al Qaeda terrorists used th
the same year in Madrid, albeit with a far bigger quan
uantity of explosives
causing the deaths of 200 peopl
ople. This kind of technique is quite novel for any terroris
rist organization and
was the first time it was used in Greece.
Further in another May 2009 att
attack, Laiki Thelisi, hit the offices of Mr. Trepeklis, a Gr
Greek businessman
that his name was at that perio
riod frequently related by the Greek press, as the main
ain consultant for the
procurement of the C4i system
m by the Greek government in the early 2000′s for thee O
Olympic Games, a
system that never operated and
nd was accused as a classic example of taxpayers mone
ney waste.
During that period the Ministry
try for Citizens Protection rejected the use of the C4ii and
an stated that the
system cannot be used. If Laiki
iki Thelisi is involved in the attack against the Ministry,, th
that means the only
element that connects -on a vis
visible level- both attacks, is the existence of significant
ant news concerning
the use of C4i by the Greek secu
ecurity system.
Lastly it has to be noted, that the parcel directed to the Minister, has as a sennder, the name a
“Karavellas”, an ex-Siemens ma
manager, who is now wanted by Interpol for economic
mic crimes, involving
the bribing of Greek officials in tthe late 90′s and early 2000′s, centered around the Oly
Olympic Games and
also with the electronics sy
system that the Greek Police had then procure
ured by Siemens.
Apart from the sarcasm thatt th
the perpetuators of the attack seemed to enjoy, a vital
vita question arises.
Why would anyone deliver a par
parcel to the Minister himself, stating on the back of the
he cover the name of
the top Greek fugitive in the Int
Interpol list for Greece and subsequently that would be delivered through
many intervals to his Ministerial
rial office and would be opened without taking into acco
count that this could
be just a farce?
For any terrorist group that wou
ould have as a single-minded purpose to cause a spect
ectacular attack, this
kind of preparation would seem
em absurd. That raises two possibilities, either the terrori
rorists are very much
influenced by the Aristophanean
ean-yet tragic in its consequences- spirit or the whole tr
truth is far from the
official statements and the bits
ts oof information being handed out by the domestic media
dia.
Since 2010, the Greek state ma
managed though to seriously disrupt the operations off te
terrorist groups with
more than 20 arrests being ma
made and the discovery of arms caches in several loc
locations across the
country. In October 2012, the lea
leading weekly political magazine in the country, “EPIKA
IKAIRA” claimed that
domestic terrorism era is far
ar from over, since both Greek and international au
authorities fear the
continuation of terrorism by indi
individuals that have evaded the Law and have re-group
ouped themselves in
order to stage more attacks in llight of the worst economic depression the country ha
has witnessed since
WW2.
8. Greek parcel bombing attem
tempts in November 2010
The Greek parcel bombing att
attempts against Embassies in Athens, EU institutions
ons and against the
offices of the heads of governm
nment of Germany, France and Italy; caused a great dea
deal of alertness and
mobilization throughout the entir
ntire European security system.
Summary of the events as rep
reported by international media:
http://euobserver.com/22/31183
http://premium.edition.cnn.com/201
010/WORLD/europe/11/04/greece.suspicious.packages/index
ex.html
http://www.alertnet.org/thenews/new
newsdesk/LDE6A31WL.htm
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/20
/2010-11-01/greek-police-arrest-two-men-as-parcel-bomb-inju
njurescourier-company-worker.html
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Remarks
1) The attackers seemed not be professional enough in order to avoid police surveillan
illance and arrest but
they were able enough to place
ce the bombs (Approximately 250 gr. of explosive mate
aterial (Black powder
connected with a 9volt battery)
ry) in each parcel. That shows that this particular group
gro has started to
“experiment” with know-how of “mail
“
bombing” which is new to Greece and it seemss that
t this know-how
has been imported recently from
om abroad.
2) During the same period there
ere was the case of “UPS air mail bombs”, and a terror
ror attack in Istanbul.
Although the attacks seem nott to have any relation between them, this was quite of a ccoincidence.
3) The head of EUROPOL, Mr.r. Rob Wainright, in a visit in Athens in March 2010 stat
stated in an interview
in the newspaper “Kathimer
erini”, (http://news.kathimerini.gr/4Dcgi/4Dcgi/_w_artic
rticles_civ_11_21/03/
2010_395045), claimed that Gre
Greek terrorism ” Has connection and supporters abroad
ad….the EUROPOL
will supply a task force of 50 ex
experts in order to assist the Greek security forces to co
combat terrorism in
their country…EUROPOL has
as the technical means to support the Greek Police to investigate links
between the domestic groups an
and the foreign ones, through the use of an intelligence
ce gathering network
and database across Europe…
e…certainly there are links between Greek groups and other European
ones”. EUROPOL was one off targets
ta
of the parcel bomb attempts, as it was discovere
vered after the Greek
Police checked all parcels that
at were to be exported by the Athens international airport
airp on the 2nd of
November.
4) There are several terroristt aand/or radical groups in Athens composed of young
ng people-university
students that are training from w
what it seems to launch serious attacks. This probably
bly is the case of the
two young people that were arre
rrested, and it may well prove to be a part of a trainingg pprocess in order for
the terrorists to test the alertness
ess of the police and the viability of such project.
Mail bombing is a rather low co
cost but also low affectivity, manner under which, a ter
terrorist group could
orchestrate a terrorist attack. Ne
Nevertheless the overall preparation level of the Greekk ssecurity forces was
undoubtedly tested by the culpri
lprits.
5) The two young people that
at w
were arrested were well-armed, but not trained to us
use their weaponry
against the police force that cap
captured them. That data further ads to the hypothesiss th
that they were sent
(not in their knowledge perhap
haps) to test the security forces in Greece and nott to actually state a
spectacular attack or resistance,
ce, because they did not have the proper paramilitary tra
training to do that.
Moreover the carried with them
m evidence such as telephone cards, bus tickets, that fuurther supports the
idea that they were not profess
essionally trained to eliminate any clue that can unfold
old their connections
after their arrest.
el, it is likely for a truly “network-based” urban terrorism
sm to emerge where
6) On a wider European level,
radical anarchists, eco-terrorists
rists-Islamic fighters and various criminal groups will co
cooperate in an “ad
hoc” basis with each other forr m
mutual gains and where the agenda of these groups wil
will be mixed and far
more complicated.
A kind of a “social media” netw
tworking between all kinds of extremists willing to usee fforce will probably
emerge, like a network thatt oone can discover in “Facebook”, by replacing “frien
riends” with criminal
associates, and the various “app
applications” as the mechanisms used for criminal action.
on.
The world is becoming increasi
asingly mixed and globalized, and it is natural for terror
rrorism to follow that
trend. Those assumptions can
an be concluded by the rapid internationalization off the
th radical groups
across the globe, the easiness
ess in the exchange of information and training betwe
tween them and the
capabilities that new technologie
gies provide to young people that take the crucial stepp fr
from violent radical
action into plain terrorist action
tion. The overall economic climate across the Western
ern countries greatly
facilitates radicalization.
7) This was the first time in the
he history of Greek terrorism that foreign leaders were directly
di
targeted, as
well as, there was such a ma
mass of foreign targets simultaneously attempted to be bombed. That
certainly adds to the idea thatt on
one of the main aims of the Greek terrorists, was to “inte
internationalize” their
actions and by doing so they try to achieve two major gains:
a. Attract more supporters andd ccollaborators to their aims from abroad
b. Upgrade themselves in thee sshady hierarchy of domestic terrorism in Greece, by proving to the
other terrorist groups that the
they are capable of spectacular action, and the pres
resence of
international media, as well ass tthe exposure that this entails, further increases theirir “p
“prestige”
amongst such criminal networks
rks.
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8) Lastly it is quite probable that the Greek terrorist groups are becoming fused, mea
eaning merging their
operational and logistic capabi
abilities, due to multiple arrests over the past 24 months
mo
by the local
authorities, therefore that could
uld explain how a group in which the two young people
le tthat were arrested
participated into; could have ac
achieved the know-how and preparation level to stage
ge a well-coordinate
terrorist project as the one bein
eing examined. For the record, the groups “Conspiracy
cy cells of arsonists”
that the two suspects presumab
ably belong; was until now capable of staging only sm
small scale bombing
attacks mostly against unguarde
rded public buildings or banks and all evidence showed
ed it was composed
by young people with no militar
litary training or international exposure in extremist actio
ction. In comparison
two other Greek terrorist groups
ps, the “Revolutionary Struggle” and the “Revolutionary
ry S
Sect”, had through
their actions revealed elements
nts of the aforementioned, therefore a convergencee of
o power between
these three terrorists groups ma
may be at hand.
Key points of parcel bomb attack
att
attempts & the newer Greek Leftist terrorism generation:
g
• Global Impact
• Poor execution
• European terrorist connec
nection with the Greek group
• Aims to impress abroadd (S
(Strategic thought) rather to hit specific targett (Tactical
(Ta
thought)
Proliferation of terrorist
ist methodology
m
in exceptionally young individuals
als with
w no criminal
record-connections
Greek neo-terrorist groups
oups are very active compared to the size of the coun
ountry
• They have ease at recruitin
uiting people and gain access to weaponry
• Connections with domestic
estic organized crime are becoming evident
• Should they gain solid
d Pan-European
Pa
networking; potentially dangerous
ous for Continental
security
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Do "suicide bomber
bers" really commit suicide?
By Israel Oron (Ostre), Ph.D.. (Psychology)
(
Source: http://www.terrorism-info
info.org.il/en/article/20415
Abstract
This article applies a psycholo
ological approach to explore and to explain the behav
havior of Palestinian
terrorists who blow themselves
es up in the light of their own words. It is shown that
at terrorists have no
suicidal intent; hence their beha
havior is not an act of suicide. Psychological analysis po
point to a behavioral
reaction to stress situations tha
that are perceived as threatening to survival, which cou
could account for the
lethal activity of the Palestiniann tterrorists. These findings suggest that such terroristss ccould be deterred if
an appropriate alternative for their
th lives was available to them.
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Introduction

The violent confrontations in Israel brought
about by the Palestinians from
rom 1992 to 2005
were epitomized by "suicide bbombings" - the
term given to terrorists who blow
low themselves up
along with their intended victims
ims[2]. This method
was also employed during the 1980s against
the IDF in Lebanon, as w
well as against

American soldiers in the Ma
Marine Headquarters
in Beirut. Of course
rse, the outstanding
example of these ter
terrorist attacks was
the attack on the W
World Trade Center
and the Pentagonn oon September 11,
2001. This methodd iis employed today
against
American
can
soldiers
in
Afghanistan and inn Ir
Iraq.
This kind of terroris
orist attack primarily
constitutes an opera
erational problem for
the armed forces an
and the intelligence
services, and ha
has also elicited
academic interest.t. W
Without exception,
researchers from different schools
consider that this is a case of a suicide
(To name only a ffew: Atran, 2003.
Bloom, 2005. Kimh
imhi & Even, 2004.
Merari, 1990, 2006.
6. Moghadam, 2003.
Pape, 2003, 2005).
My point of view reg
regarding this kind of
terrorism is that off a psychologist who
has dealt for many
any years with the
subject of suicidal
al behavior (Oron,
2008, 2011, 201
2012). Based on
knowledge gathered
red in the field of the
psychology of suic
suicide, this article
analyzes verbal mat
aterial produced by
Palestinian terrorists. The aim is to inquire, first
and foremost, whether the
these self-exploding
Palestinian terrorists are sui
suicidal, and in any
case to pinpoint the typical
cal circumstances in
which the act is devised and carried out. The
main findings are discussedd bbelow.

►Read full paper at: http://www
ww.terrorism-info.org.il/Data/articles/Art_20415/E_210_12_154
1543205940.pdf

Islamist terrorist
st group uses former Christians
ns to bomb
churches
Source: http://www.catholiccultu
lture.org/news/headlines/index.cfm?storyid=16149
The Somali Islamist terrorist gro
group Al-Shabaab has trained recent Christian converts
rts to Islam to bomb
Kenyan churches, according to tthe head of the Evangelical Alliance of Kenya.
“It is the recent converts who (ar
(are) being used to bomb churches," said Rev. Wellingto
gton Mutiso. “It is not
members of the Somali, Boran,
n, or Swahili communities, which have many Muslims,, but
b the other tribes
which have been known to follow
llow Christianity.”
“We feel those who are attacki
cking us are 'our own' who have recently converted,”
,” aadded Rev. David
Gathanju, head of the Presbyte
yterian Church of East Africa. “That’s why it is difficult
ult for the security to
identify them.”
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Kerala terrorists using
us
dogs for target practice
Source:http://www.dailypioneer.c
er.com/home/online-channel/360-todays-newspaper/1072
07265-keralaterrorists-using-dogs-for-target-ppractice.html
Incidents of stray dogs gettin
tting hacked with
sharp weapons have been recur
curring in Kerala’s
Kozhikode, Malappuram and TThrissur districts
of late throwing law enforcers int
into a tizzy.
Though the police have so far
ar been unable to

make any inferences on thee in
intention behind
these cruel acts, reports sugge
ggest these could
well be part of a terror trainingg m
module.
Dozens of dogs have been ma
maimed — some
killed — in the past few mon
onths in various
places in Malappuram districtt al
alone. The police
have already questioned overr 10
100 persons and
have registered six cases inn connection
c
with
these incidents.
The Kerala Home Departm
artment is now
considering the incidents seriou
riously in the light
of a report from the Intelligenc
ence Bureau that
these could be the handiwo
iwork of certain
religious extremist groups. A jo
joint team of the

Kerala Police and the Fore
orest Force is now
looking into such incidents,
s, aaccording to State
Home Minister Thiruvanchoor
oor Radhakrishnan.
The IB report on the possibilit
bility of a terror angle
has shocked the Kerala Police
lice which so far has
been considering th
these acts as antisocial mischief. For
or the same reason,
inquiries were being
ng done on the basis
of cases registeredd uunder Section 419
of the IPC (mischie
hief by maiming or
killing of cattle,, etc) and laws
pertaining to cruelty
ty ttowards animals.
The
report
as
assumes
further
significance in the context of the
recent NIA observat
vation that Kerala is
an important
fountainhead of te
terrorism in the
country. Also, most
st of the areas from
where incidents of ddog-hacking have
been reported are aalso known for the
presence of activists
sts of certain alleged
extremist groups.
Most of the incident
ents of the mystery
dog-hacking have be
been reported from
Kalikavu,
Perinthalmanna,
Pandikkad,
Changaramkulam Kottakkal police
station limits in Muslim-majority
Malappuram district.
ict. However, a few
incidents have also been reported
recently from Kozhiko
hikode and Palakkad
districts.

A report from Wayanad dist
district said
that over 30 dogs were fou
found with
injuries to their necks andd hheads in
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Cherambadi-Vaduvanchal area
rea of the district
bordering Tamil Nadu in the pa
past few months
amidst rumours that certain ex
extremist groups
had been organising physicall tra
training camps in
many places under the garb
rb of martial arts
practice.
In most cases, the dogs had
ad suffered hack
injury in the head or neck, presu
esumably by sharp
weapons like swords, stre
trengthening the
suspicion that the act could be part of a terror
training programme to let
et the “trainee”
overcome the revulsion and fe
fear of inflicting
injuries on live flesh and thee sight of oozing
blood.
According to police officials,
s, the depth and
angle of wounds found on thee ‘v
‘victims’ suggest

that the ‘assailants’ could be bike-mounted and
were committing the offenc
fence while on the
move. Though most of the cases of doghacking were reported a lon
long while after the
incident, officials say that it is not difficult to
assume that weapons likee sswords are being
used.
“We have heard of mafia
ia and terror gangs
using attacks on animals as a training scheme
in several Western countrie
tries,” said a senior
police official. “It is quite diff
difficult for even the
most hardcore criminals to thr
thrust a sword into a
living body and using this me
method is expected
to help the trainee get overr th
that fear factor,” he
said. “Still, we’re not jumping
ping to conclusions,”
he added.

Al Qaeda, Taliban
np
preparing women squads to target
get West
Source:http://indiatoday.intoday.
ay.in/story/al-qaeda-female-cadres-counter-terrorism-aut
authorities-taliban
/1/226844.html
A video clip posted on the we
web by Al Qaeda
has the security agencies acr
across the globe
worried. The short clip depi
epicts burqa-clad

women wielding dangerous as
assault weapons,
like machine guns, Kalashnikov
ikov rifles, snipers
and rocket-propelled grenades
es during training
sessions at an undisclo
closed location.
Apparently, these female cad
cadres are being
trained by Al Qaeda and Talib
aliban to infiltrate

and attack the enemy target
gets in the West as
they were less likely to ddraw attention as
compared to their ma
male counterparts.
It appears thatt th
these women have
been inducted int
into the squad from
the volatile, confl
nflict-ridden Russian
republic of Chech
echnya, according to
international med
edia reports.
Counter-terrorism
ism
authorities
believe that the
he rationale behind
forming all-fema
emale squads by
global terror ou
outfits is that the
women would be less likely to raise
suspicion than me
men and it would be
relatively easier
ier for them to slip
through security
ty bbarricades.
The latest report
ort raises concerns
also because in recent time
mes several women
terrorists have been arrested
sted in the West. In
different countries there
re are increasing
instances of female ssuicide bombers
successfully hitting targets
ets causing major
destruction.

Reporter penetrates
tes German airport
Source: http://www.focus.de/re
/reisen/fliegen/sicherheitsluecken-am-flughafen-berlin-teg
tegel-focus-reporterdringt-auf-das-rollfeld-vor_aid_8
_858016.html
A FOCUS reporter passed throu
rough the underground maze in which, in addition to the data lines
and heating, air conditioning and water supply housed up to the runway.
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Accordingly, terrorists could als
also get thrown through the basement at Terminal A to the runway, the
airport technically partially paraly
ralyze and even lead on ventilation systems may evolve
lve toxic gases in the
building. One employ
ployee said, in the
basement, the exter
xterior doors stood
open for hours and
nd there were no
controls.
Tegel Airport is G
Germany’s fourthlargest airport wi
with 18 million
passengers expecte
ected this year.
Moreover, from heree sstart the machinery
of the federal go
government. Until
repeatedly postponed
ed the opening of the
new capital airport
ort Tegel remains
indispensable as an ai
airport location. But
the old airport is actu
ctually too small for
the passenger masse
sses. Therefore, the
airport will be expande
nded – almost a year
before the closure.

Two Added to Most
ost Wanted Terrorists List
Source: http://www.fbi.gov/news
ws/news_blog/two-added-to-most-wanted-terroristslist?utm_campaign=email-Imme
mediate&utm_medium=email&utm_source=extras&utm_c
_content=153610

Omar Shafik Hammami (left) and
a Raddulan Sahiron have been added to the Most Wanted
anted Terrorists list.

Two individuals—Omar Shafik
ik H
Hammami, a United States citizen who allegedly provid
vided
support to a foreign terrorist orga
rganization; and Raddulan Sahiron, wanted for his allege
eged role in
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the overseas kidnapping of ann A
American—have been added to the FBI’s Most Wanted
ted Terrorists list.
A third man—Shaykh Aminullah
lah, wanted for questioning in connection with providingg m
material support to
terrorists—has been added to ou
our Seeking Information—Terrorism list.

Israel kills Hamas
as top military leader, destroys Ha
Hamas Fajar
missiles
Source: http://www.homelandse
dsecuritynewswire.com/bull20121114-israel-kills-hamas-top-military-leaderdestroys-hamas-fajar-missiles
tack early today
In a precise targeted attac
(Wednesday), the Israel Defen
fense Force (IDF)
killed Ahmad Jabari (far rightt in photo), the top

military leader of Hamas. JJabari ran the
organization’s armed wing, cal
called the Izz elDeen Al-Qassam.
deputy, Raed alIn a separate attack, Jabari’ss de
Atar, was also killed.
Half a dozen other top milit
ilitary leaders of
Hamas were attacked, but the
there is no news
about their fate.
Jabari was considered the m
most important
strategist of Hamas, and hee iis credited with
innovating the organization’ss aapproach to its
war with Israel.
Among other things, Jabarii w
was behind the
kidnapping of Israeli soldier Gi
Gilad Shalit, who
was held prisoner for five year
ears before being
exchanged earlier this year for a few hundreds
Palestinian terrorists in Israeli jails.
ja
The Israeli early morning strike
ikes also included
attacks about twenty or so targ
targets across the
Gaza Strip. These attacks inf
inflicted a heavy
blow on Hamas’s military ccapabilities by
destroying most of Hamas’s m
most threatening
weapons – the mid-rangee Fajar missiles
Hamas received from Iran and
nd with which the
organization could attack Tel
el Aviv and other
cities in central Israel.
ove armored and
The IDF has began to move
infantry units closer to thee Gaza Strip in

preparation of a land invasio
sion. Israeli sources
indicated that a land invasio
sion is not imminent
— but will be launched if Ha
Hamas retaliated by
attacking Israelii civ
civilian targets.
The killing of JJabari should be
considered a m
major intelligence
coup. Jabari was
as famous for his
secretive ways,, an
and he led his life,
both personall aand professional,
under a heavy bblanket of secrecy
and compartme
mentalization. The

attack this morning also killed
lled his son, who was
the driver of the car which wa
was attacked by an
Israeli missile.
Jabari is the most senior Ha
Hamas leader to be
killed since the Decemberr 20
2008-January 2009
Operation Cast Lead in Gaza
aza. Jabari has been
at the top of Israel’s most-w
wanted list for the
last six or seven years.
Jabari, a relative of one of the founders of
Hamas, Dr. Abdel Aziz Ran
Rantisi, who himself
was killed by Israel on 17 Apr
pril 2004.
The Israeli attack comes af
after two weeks of
relentless missile and rocket
et aattacks from Gaza
against Israeli cities andd vvillages in south
Israel. Hamas took respon
onsibility for these
attacks, in which more than
an 200 missiles and
rockets were launched.
The interesting question no
now is how Egypt
would react. Egypt is lead
ad by the
Muslim Brotherhood, a m
movement
with which the Ham
amas is
ideologically affiliated.
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Illuminating the Str
Structure: Intelligence in the Deve
evelopment of
CT Strategy
By David Segalini
Source: http://smallwarsjournal.
al.com/jrnl/art/illuminating-the-structure-intelligence-in-the
the-development-ofct-strategy
John Arquilla’s excellent piec
piece in Foreign
Policy called “Three Wars onn TTerror” recounts
the strategic debate that tookk pplace during the
Reagan Presidency about how
w best to counter
terrorism, whether through a “guerilla war
against guerillas” or through th
the application of
overwhelming conventional milit
ilitary force. The
article is well worth a read, not
ot lleast because it
demonstrates that there were (a
(and are) serious
strategic alternatives to thee path generally
adopted by the U.S. since 9/1
9/11. More than
this, however, the article inspire
pired an excellent
response piece by Adam Elku
lkus for the Abu
Muqawama Blog at the Cent
enter for a New
American Security. The re
response piece
examines Clausewitz’s concept
ept of identifying a
target’s Center of Gravity (COG
OG), i.e. that part
of the target which causes it tto topple when
struck. Elkus writes accura
urately that the
difficulty in determining a strat
trategic course in
counterterrorism operations is re
really a result of
the difficulty of clearly identify
ntifying a terrorist
COG. How do terrorist orga
rganizations hang
together? How do they make
ke their plans and
formulate their intentions? And how can
knowing this help us to stri
strike them most
effectively? Elkus puts it thus:
Today, there is still a rigorou
rous debate over
the structure and dynamics
ics of al-Qaeda.
That debate is complicated
d by the fact that
al-Qaeda, like most viole
iolent non-state
actors seeking to survive, exists
exis in a murky
realm. Intelligence--closed
sed or open
source--shines a light into
nto the
t cave but
cannot illuminate the entire
ire structure.
s
The
main problem with the targeted
tar
killing
program is precisely uncertai
ertainty over who
the targets really are and how their deaths
lead to strategic effect.
t. Much
M
of the
structure was more visibl
isible after the
September 11 attacks, and
d it became
b
clear
that the COG was al-Qaeda's
eda's base system
in Afghanistan. Destroying
g this
th system in a
military assault and aggressiv
essively targeting
its financial links comp
omplicated our
understanding of the COG.
G. Moreover,
M
alQaeda and its affiliates worldwide
wor
today
may not have a single COG
OG, just as the

Axis lacked a common
n connectivity
co
that
gave them order and purpos
rpose.
Of course, what the abovee ppassage brings to
mind is that identifying Al Qaeda’s COG is
precisely what the U.S.. has a strategic
intelligence apparatus for. It is not merely the
case that intelligence can “sh
“shine a light into the
cave”. Rather, it can, and sh
should be, aimed at
“illuminating the entire structu
cture”. That Elkus is
right, and a decade later
ater, much that is
fundamental about Al Qa
Qaeda and similar
organizations remains unkno
nown, suggests that
such understanding was ne
never the primary
objective for the CIA. In othe
other words, the CIA
never really sought to findd A
Al Qaeda’s COG.
Instead, from the very begin
eginning of the post
9/11 world, they were
ere following a
predetermined strategy relyin
lying primarily on the
exercise of conventionall m
military forms of
force. This fact is worth explo
ploring.
The two Garys--Schroen and
nd Berntsen—writing
about the CIA’s Alpha andd JJawbreaker teams,
or pseudonym Dalton Fury
ury’s work “Kill Bin
Laden” on the battle off T
Tora Bora, really
highlight this reality. The un
underlying strategy
for a response to 9/11 wass a military strategy,
and the CIA approached
ed its role in CT
assuming that premise andd with the objective
of supporting military operati
rations. Berntsen, in
“Jawbreaker,” writes that virtu
irtually all the men in
the Jawbreaker team had
ad extensive prior
military experience and that
at for most of them
this was their first Agency as
assignment. Being
fresh out of combat infantry
try units, is easy to
imagine that they would nnot approach their
mission from a strategic inte
ntelligence optic, but
would instead rely on theirir frframe of reference
as soldiers and marines. Indeed,
Ind
what did the
CIA do in Afghanistan? It bought
bo
support from
various tribal groups to allow the safe
deployment of U.S. forces. It embedded with
certain factions to conductt TTerminal Guidance
Operations-ie calling in airs
irstrikes. And once
more Special Operations For
orces came into the
theatre, the CIA largely fedd un
units from
JSOC and Special Forcess lo
locational
intelligence to fix and fin
finish AQ
fighters.
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In other words, from the outset
tset, the U.S. took
the approach of treating Al Qae
Qaeda as a group
of individuals to be killed or ca
captured through
surrender--a military objective--- instead of an
organization to be thoroughlyy understood
u
and
penetrated for the purposes of systematically
dismantling it permanently. As Paul Pillar has
noted in several places, th
the Intelligence
Community more often than no
not follows policy
rather than informs it. This wa
was certainly the
case here, where case the CIA
CIA’s role was to
support the actions which flowe
wed from the U.S.
strategic supposition, and little
le aabout the CIA’s
actions in Afghanistan called in
into question the
legitimacy of this working aassumption, or
offered a viable strategic alterna
rnative.
Arquilla says as much in his
is original article,
characterizing the Bush administration’s
approach as a decision “to attac
ttack other nations
in [an] attempt to create a le
less permissive
international environment for ter
terrorist networks”
and succumbing to the “impulse
ulse to send large
numbers of troops” into Iraq
Iraq, incurring a
stalemate there at great cost.
st. Both of these
quotes imply the primacy of a large forces
response.
Of course, confirmation biass ccomes into play
when gauging the effects of a campaign, and
Afghanistan, at least after its init
initial actions, was
viewed as a categorical su
success. Elkus
submits that Al Qaeda’s Center
ter of Gravity was
its base system in Afghanist
nistan during the
invasion of 2001, which thee m
military actions
there effectively swept away
way. This is a
tempting assertion, and certa
ertainly this view
seems to have been shared by large parts of
the U.S. government. But ultim
ltimately this is an
erroneous assertion. It is truee th
that U.S. forces’
biggest success, measured aga
against its military
strategy, was in removing Al Qa
Qaeda’s bases in
Afghanistan, but it does nott fo
follow that those
bases constituted Al Qaeda
eda’s Center of
Gravity. In fact, Al Qaeda’s
’s bbuild up of the
Afghan bases in the years prior
ior to 9/11 actually
represented a divergence both
th from its original
structure, and from the structure
ture it has adopted
in the years since.
Al Qaeda was founded as ann oorganization that
coordinated, trained, inspired an
and funded other

disparate groups of Islamic
mic terrorist groups
operating throughout the wor
orld. This is what it
did from its founding until th
the late 1990’s and
this is what it has done since
ce late 2001. It was
only in the late 1990’s that
at Al Qaeda began
planning and executing iits own terrorist
operations from a central co
command structure.
In other words, far from bbeing Al Qaeda’s
COG, the bases in Afghanist
nistan that supported
this central command system
tem really stands as
something as an aberration
tion in Al Qaeda’s
history.
If the working assumption und
underlying a strategy
fails to take in that larger con
ontext, it is bound to
leave us with a less effective
tive strategy. In the
case of the war on terror, this
his failure to properly
identify Al Qaeda’s COG ser
served to reinforce a
strategy that lead with con
conventional military
force augmented by a tar
targeted kill/capture
program lacking in clear
early demonstrable
strategic effects.
It is unclear, however, th
that this was an
inevitable outcome. As Arq
Arquilla notes in his
article, a covert action camp
mpaign of deception
and subversion achieved con
onsiderable success
against difficult enemies in the
he eighties such as
Abu Nidal. The fact that
at the Secretary of
Defense at the time feltlt such a strategy
smacked too much “of thee dark side” should
not have suddenly disqualifi
alified it from future
consideration. The senior of
official in charge of
the military is bound to su
suggest, and even
prefer, strategies thatt reflect military
capabilities and military pow
power. It does not
follow, however, that the Intelligence
Community cannot offer a ssecond strategy of
attacking a target based
ed on its unique
capabilities. These include
de illuminating the
structure and dynamics of an organization,
identifying a target’s centerr oof gravity, and then
subverting it with the goal
oal of inducing self
destruction and a perman
anent dismantling.
Doing both simultaneously is certainly possible,
and both can strengthen and
nd focus each other.
After all, knowing Al Qaeda
da’s true Center of
Gravity might have saved the U.S. a great deal
of the several years, billion
lions of dollars and
thousands of lives it hass spent fighting to
eliminate the enemy.

David Segalini is a former
er O
Operations Officer in CIA's 'ational Clandestine
tine Service. He
currently works for a riskk management
m
and intelligence consultancy in 'ew York.
The views in this article are strictly
s
his own.
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New database offer
ffers insights into terrorism counterm
termeasures
Source:
http://www.homelan
elandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20121114-new-database-ooffers-insights-intoterrorism-countermeasures

The National Consortium for the Study of
Terrorism and Responsess to Terrorism
(START), located at the univers
ersity of Maryland,
recently published a report whic
hich discusses the
development of the Cou
ountermeasures
against Extremism and Terro
rrorism (CoMET)
Database, which catalogues ggovernment and
non-government countermeasu
asures taken in
response to terrorist and extrem
emist activities.
abase specifically
START says that the databa
includes countermeasures take
taken against the
activities of Homegrown Is
Islamic Violent
Extremists in the United Kingd
gdom (HIVE-UK),
al-Qaida in the Islamic Maghre
hreb (AQIM), and
Anti-Abortion Extremists (A
AAE) in the
United States.
“CoMET is important because
se it is one of the
first large-scale datasets to systematically
catalogue counterterrorism events,” said
Jonathan Kennedy, author oof the CoMET
report. “Perhaps the biggest
st contribution of
CoMET is that it can enhance our
understanding of the variety
riety of counter-

measures employed against
st a variety of threats
and across different contexts.
xts.”
Within the report, several de
descriptive statistics
are available for HIVE-UK, AQIM.
A
and AAE in
the U.S., including:
• the total number of count
untermeasures taken
against each group
• the distribution of counte
ntermeasures taken
against each group type
ype, which includes
countermeasures taken by police and within
the prison system, among
ng others.
The new report also outline
lines the challenges
researchers faced in compilin
iling CoMET.
“Another contribution of CoM
oMET is that it has
helped to shed light on a ran
range of conceptual
and empirical challenges th
that have received
relatively little attention in this line of research,”
Kennedy said.
He noted that comparingg countermeasures
taken by different governme
ments in three very
different social, political
al and economic
environments, presentedd a significant
methodological challenge,, aas they pertain to
three very different types oof terrorist threats.

To request a copy of the
he Countermeasures
C
against Extremism and Terro
errorism (CoMET)
Database report, e-mail <info
infostart@start.umd.edu>

‘Home-grown weste
stern terrorists are new threat to India’
In
Source:
http://www.thehindu
du.com/opinion/interview/homegrown-western-terrorists-are-new-threat-toindia/article4088157.ece
The French Interior Ministry has released
sed a report pointing
to massive intelligence failures in the han
andling of Mohamed
Merah, the young Pakistani-trained terror
rorist from Toulouse,
south-western France, who killed seven
en people including
three Jewish children last March and who
who, according to his
conversations with the police, planned to attack the Indian
Embassy in Paris. Vaiju Naravanee talks to Mathieu
Guidère, Professor of Islamic Studiess aand Culture at the
University of Toulouse. Mr. Guidère is also the
author of The New Terrorists (in French)
h) and The
Historical Dictionary of Islamic Fundam
amentalism
(Scarecrow 2012). He led the S
Strategic
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Information Centre at the French
nch Defence Ministry from 2003 to 2007. Excerpts.
According to you there appears
app
to have
been a shift in the type of per
ersons attracted
by terrorist activity. If Moha
hamed Atta and
the 9/11 attackers were alll well-educated,
sophisticated young men, the new terrorists
come from deprived and often
o
criminal
backgrounds. Could you
u explore that
thesis?
The emergence of “new terr
terrorists” can be
traced to the aftermath of thee ddeath of Osama
bin Laden, leader of the al-Qa
Qaeda, when the
ideologues of al-Qaeda alongg w
with the leaders
of some radical Pakistani Islam
lamic movements,
reflected on a new strategyy th
that could keep
them active, relevant and att th
the centre of the
international scene. They vie
viewed the Arab
Spring as a development
ent that could
marginalise them and they argue
rgued that the best
way to remain at the forefront
ont of the Islamic
and world stages was to prom
romote what they
called “global proxy terrorism”
m” as against the
“global terrorism” they had pr
practised earlier.
Simply put, this means that orga
organisations such
as theirs that are unable to carry
arry out attacks far
away from home territory us
use outsiders to
perpetrate such attacks for them. These
individuals are not an integra
gral part of such
terrorist outfits (they could be monitored and
traced back to the parent body
ody and therefore
pose a risk) but they are giv
given designated
targets so that the terrorist or
organisation can
then claim responsibility for the
he attacks. So the
new trend is towards “global pro
proxy terrorism” of
implanted urban terrorists wh
who are remotecontrolled by distant terroristt ou
outfits, mostly in
the border areas between Af
Afghanistan and
Pakistan or between Pakistann aand India on the
Kashmir front. The other aspect
ect of this trend is
that many of these “home-gr
grown” terrorists
come from deprived backgroun
unds and have a
history of early criminal activity.
ty. So the violence
linked to criminal activity is then
hen converted into
terrorist activity.
Coming to the recent arrest
st of
o terrorists in
France, were you surprised
d th
that these cells
were located in cities ass far flung as
Strasbourg in the north east,
st, Cannes in the
south, Toulouse in the sout
uth west or the
Paris region in northern France?
Fra
Do you
find this disquieting?
This is not a new phenomen
enon at all. The
United States has experie
rienced similar

developments since 2009 wi
with terrorists there
having similar profiles. You
ou might recall the
cases of Nidal Hassan, Shaz
hazad from Pakistan
and most recently the Ban
angladeshi terrorist
Quazi Mohammad Rezwan
anul Ahsan Nafis
arrested in the U.S. All these
the persons were
remote-controlled by han
andlers in Asian
countries. What is new in FFrance is the shift
from criminal activities too tterrorist activities.
Also new is French citizens
ens moving against
targets in France (whet
hether French or
otherwise), for the bene
enefit of terrorist
organisations located outside
ide France.
How does someone who is reasonably low
on the social scale, a petty
tty delinquent or a
criminal get transformed
d into a terrorist?
What is the radicalisation
on process? What,
for example, happened to Mohamed
M
Merah?
In this process we should dis
distinguish between
the triggers and the motives
ives. These are two
different things. The trigge
gger is mostly an
international geopolitical even
vent such as a drone
attack in Pakistan or Israeli
eli acts in Gaza or
French action in Mali or elsew
lsewhere. This is the
trigger that makes a person
on shift from being a
normal person or a delinque
quent or criminal to
being a terrorist.
As for the motives, they are
re bboth psychological
and ideological. The psycho
chological motive is
linked to the notion of revenge
nge for something or
someone. The dynamics of revenge is either
for oneself or for lost family
ily members or acts
against the Umma. There
re is a feeling of
resentment, of being wronged
ged.
The ideological motives are
re aarticulated against
the concept of hegemony. Th
This is based on the
terrorists’ perception that ther
there is a hegemonic
power or state that is keepin
ping them down and
in a state of subjectionn — India versus
Pakistan, U.S. towards Egyp
ypt, France towards
Algeria. The hegemonic pow
ower in their minds
can change. Until 9/11 it was
as almost always the
U.S.
If one looks at the “new ter
terrorists” such as
Mohamed Merah and their
ir profile, these are
people who come from deprived
backgrounds, with low schooling, a
history of delinquency an
and living
on the margins of society.
ty. Do they
reason in terms of intellectual
inte
concepts such as heg
hegemonic
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power or do they simply h
have a grouse
against society, which finds
ds its outlet in
terrorism?
I do not agree with the no
notion of social
determinism as an explanation
tion for terrorism.
Many studies, including my oown, show that
many very poor and margin
rginalised people,
whether in France, India,
a, the U.S. or
elsewhere, have not shifted too te
terrorism. Social
determinism can be used as an alibi, an
excuse for terrorism but it’s no
not convincing as
an argument. If this was true,
ue, it would lead
millions of people to radicalism
lism and that has
not happened. I also do nott ag
agree that these
people are intellectually poor
oor, incapable of
conceptualising. Police transcrip
cripts in the case
of Merah show us that alth
lthough he was
marginal, and poorly educated
ated, his level of
understanding was very sophis
histicated. People
might not have degrees or for
formal education,
but they read a lot, especially
lly on the internet
and the web plays a majorr ro
role in how the
radicalisation process takes plac
lace.
How worried are you
u about this
phenomenon in France? How
ow big is it? After
all, France with some five m
million Muslims
has the largest Muslim p
population in
Europe.
In France the problem is proba
bably huge. It’s a
new phenomenon, we have littl
little knowledge of
it and it is growing becausee tthe geopolitical
environment is not under con
control. By that I
mean that on the southern
ern rim of the
Mediterranean Sea you have
ve countries like
Algeria, Egypt, Tunisia, Libya wh
where weak, proIslamic governments have come
me to power after
the Arab Spring. They are noo lo
longer in control
of society and more importantly,
tly, they are not in
control over the internet propag
paganda machine.

This
uncontrolled
ter
terrorist,
Islamic
fundamentalist internet propaganda is
spreading across the world
orld and given the
proximity between the two banks of the
Mediterranean, this propaga
aganda has begun
infecting French society.. TThat is why the
influence of this trend is gr
growing and could
lead to more radicalisation in the near future.
Given the fact that Mohame
med Merah told the
police he had wanted to
o ttarget the Indian
embassy, do you thinkk tthat India could
become a target in France
ce or is already a
target because of the Pakis
kistan-Afghanistan
link? Merah visited both
th these countries
and received terrorist traini
ining there.
The security services know th
that India is already
a target here just as it is a target in the U.S.
because of the conflict betw
tween Pakistan and
India on Kashmir. This is not
ot new. What is new
is that Indian interests in the West are being
targeted by western people.
ple. In the past the
perpetrators were either Pa
Pakistani/Afghan or
Bangladeshi. Now the proble
blem is that certain
westerners are joining han
ands with them to
target Indian interests in thee W
West.
How would you describe th
the cooperation on
counterterrorism betwee
een India and
France? Are the Indians aware
aw
of this new
emerging threat?
I think the Indian government
ent is not fully aware
of the new threat. It knows th
that Indian interests
abroad are targeted by Pakis
akistani services and
people but they are not fully
lly aware of the kind
of threat posed by western
tern forces here —
home-grown terrorism in the West. The
cooperation on counterterror
rrorism is good. It’s
really good.

Fighting ‘Terrorism
rism’ or Repressing
System of Mass Sur
Surveillance

Democracy?
cy?

Britain’s

By Dr. Paul Anderson
Source:
http://www.globalres
lresearch.ca/fighting-terrorism-or-repressing-democracy--britains-system-ofmass-surveillance/5311802
The focus of critiques of author
thoritarianism today lies increasingly in the use by libera
eral governments of
‘exceptional’ powers. These are powers in which an imminent threat to national secur
curity is judged to be
of such importance as to warra
rrant the restriction of liberties and other socially repres
ressive measures in
order to protect national secur
curity. ‘Terrorism’ has offered a particularly salientt so
source of
justification for a level of socia
ocial repression that would be intolerable in normall times.
tim
A
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dominant line of criticism is tha
that the use of exceptional powers to this end has gone
gon too far. Critics
emphasise the need to curtaill su
such power by bringing it into line with basic human righ
ights standards.[1]
As pertinent as this critique may be,, fo
focus on the proper
extent of the social repression te
tends to assume,
Scheuerman, Herman and Peterson po
point out, that there
is a real threat (e.g., terrorism) and tha
that repression by an
expansion of executive authority is its
itself an appropriate
response to that threat.[2] A lesss noticed
n
yet critical
feature of governments’ use of anti-te
terror power is the
prior erosion of democratic oversight
ht and control which
has enabled repression to appear a pplausible response
to what is, in many respects, an as yet unspecified
threat.[3]
pronged. The first
The erosion is essentially three-pro
aspect of democratic control to havee bbeen eroded is the
power to define what constitutes
tes a threat. In the absence of meaningful control, gove
overnments are able,
Clive Walker explains, to ascri
scribe to whatever political violence is being encounte
ntered, attributes of
novelty and extraordinary seri
seriousness so as to justify correspondingly alarmin
ing incursions into
individuals rights and democratic
atic accountability.[4]
Governments are able to do so in no small part because of the semantic fog thatt ssurrounds the core
concepts of national security,, th
threat and terrorism by which exceptional powers are usually evoked.
Terrorism, for instance, is a co
concept that resists consistent definition.[5] Common
only understood by
governments as the use or thr
threat of use of serious violence to advance a cause
use, the term elides
legitimate resistance to occup
upation and oppression with ‘senseless destruction’.
n’. Furthermore, by
relegating all terrorists to thee ccriminal sphere, the term delegitimises any political
cal content that acts
regarded by authorities as terro
rrorist may have. This helps to obscure from the public
blic the reasons why
people resort to such acts.[6]
[6] It also enables the police character of the prope
per response to be
presumed.
This brings us to the second as
aspect of democratic control to have been eroded, nam
namely, the power to
determine proper responses to threats. Responses are deemed automatically too re
require a dramatic
expansion in the scope of execu
ecutive authority, a requirement that is heightened the mo
more an atmosphere
of fear can be created such as by declaring a ‘war on terror’.[7] This response is alarming, Walker
suggests, because governmen
ents may assume repressive powers unimaginable
le ooutwith dictatorial
states. In Britain, for example
le, these now include powers to curtail critical liberti
erties (e.g., speech,
movement, assembly, protest,t, w
work, privacy), suspend habeas corpus and use arm
armed forces to deal
with domestic disturbances – all
al on the basis of ‘threats’ which the government assu
ssumes the power to
define.[8]
The third aspect of the erosionn cconcerns the capacity to review the use of both power
wers. Incursions into
democratic accountability includ
lude, Walker continues, growing immunity from parliame
mentary and judicial
control in the exercise of thes
hese powers.[9] It goes without saying, Girvan LJ po
points out, that the
“dangers to the integrity of soc
society and of citizens’ lives” of undermining accountab
tability in the use of
exceptional powers were “amply
ply demonstrated in the Fascist and totalitarian regimess oof Europe”.[10]
In short, the reported terrorism
m ccrisis is also part of an ongoing actual crisis of democra
cracy.
A case in point is the British
sh government’s
plans to monitor the entire
tire population’s
electronic communication on grounds that
this is ‘necessary to fight seri
erious crime and
terrorism’.[11] Criticism of thee pplans is various
and detailed, and has centredd oon the invasion
of privacy.[12] Many rega
gard plans for
intensified surveillance as a ‘sno
snooper’s charter’.
This is because they mandat
date a shift from
monitoring communications on the basis of
individual suspicion to the
he indiscriminate

stockpiling of individual da
data – essentially
blanket surveillance of thee ppopulation – for a
future unspecified purpose.
As pertinent as the objection
tion may be, limiting
criticism to the extent off tthe government’s
response leaves unquestione
ioned the plausibility
of the alleged threat andd the merits of
expanding executive powe
wer as a
proper response to that th
threat. It
would be useful to broaden
en criticism
to take account of how the th
threat has
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been defined, and the proper
er response to it
determined. To do so, it must
st lo
look deeper into
the extent to which democrat
cratic control has
been eroded, as this is an oobstacle to any
viable opposition to mass su
surveillance and
related socially repressive meas
easures. Doing so
would enable criticism to cast
st iinto sharp relief
some of the most press
essing questions
concerning democracy and liber
berty in our times.
As part of a more precise cha
characterisation of
the erosion of democratic contro
ntrol, it would also
be useful to see outlined somee legally relevant
aspects of this process, particu
ticularly given that
legal challenge is likely if the government’s
surveillance plans become law.
w. Three aspects
stand out. They follow from
om the fact that
because mass surveillance wo
would breach of
peoples’ right to privacy guara
aranteed inter alia
under the European Conventi
ention on Human
Rights, the onus will be on the government to
demonstrate that this breach
ch is nonetheless
justifiable. To do so, the government
gov
must
show that mass surveillance is ((a) necessary in
a democratic society for (b) the
he achievement of
a legitimate end and (c) is propo
oportionate to that
end. The more any legall cchallenge takes
account of the wider decline
ine of democratic
control, the less likely it is that
at tthe government
should be able to show, in each
ach of these three
respects, that mass surveillance
ce is justified.
Legitimate end?
An example of a significantt eend that could
justify breaching the right too pprivacy may be
reasons of national security. Since fighting
terrorism is such a reason, ma
mass surveillance
could, according to official view
iews in Britain and
the EU, be justified as a way of ppreventing
acts or threats intended to influence the
government or intimidate the ppublic which, for
the purpose of advancing a po
political, religious
or ideological cause, are violen
lent, damaging or
disrupting and which includ
lude those that
seriously destabilise the fundam
damental political,
constitutional, economic or soci
ocial structures of
a country.[13]
Two difficulties undermine tthe idea that
‘fighting terrorism’ might serve
ve as a legitimate
end by which to justify mass sur
surveillance.
Repressing democracy
The first difficulty is a growin
wing tendency to
expand the use of anti-terror
rror powers from
suspects to the public, especia
cially certain nonviolent social movements.[14] This problem is
made possible by the brea
readth of official

definitions of terrorism: the
he very purpose of
many social movementss is to ‘influence
governments’ by means such
uch as protest which
is by definition ‘disrupti
ptive’. Particularly
targeted are movements from
rom environmental to
social movements such ass O
Occupy which are
unified by resistance to the kind of
‘destabilisation of basic politi
litical, constitutional,
economic and social struc
ructures’ that, it is
claimed, follows from re-orga
rganisation of society
around the market, in pa
particular, financial
markets.[15] The problem fo
for government lies
in showing how repressingg ppopular democratic
expression in this way – a litmus
l
test for the
democratic constitutional state,
sta according to
Jürgen Habermas[16] – could
cou possibly be a
legitimate end in a democra
cratic society. This
problem turns not only on a definition of
terrorism that is sufficiently
tly broad to permit
authorities to generalise sus
uspicion, criminalise
certain behaviour and sanc
anction surveillance
and preventative detention. The problem also
turns, more fundamentally,
lly, as is explained
below, on a basic inco
coherence in the
government’s view of democr
ocracy itself.
Involvement in terrorism
Even if it can be someh
ehow shown that
repressing democratic expres
ression is legitimate
in a democracy, a second ddifficulty lies in the
government’s involvementt in terrorism, as
defined.
The definition
on preferred by
government is sufficiently bro
broad to capture two
forms of terrorism with
ith which it has
involvement. For the sakee oof simplicity, these
may be regarded, following
ng Edward Herman,
as ‘retail’ and ‘wholesale’ form
orms.[17]
‘Retail terrorism’ refers to ind
individuals and small
groups which are typically
ally responsible for
several hundred to severall th
thousand casualties
per year worldwide.[18] Recent analysis
reveals involvement by su
successive British
governments in financing, th
the training of, and
logistical support and comp
mponent supply for
many groups.[19] Analysis
ysis suggests that
involvement is motivated chie
chiefly by ideological
causes (a) of maintainingg in
influence in world
affairs, which helps explain
in why involvement
centres on resource-richh and strategically
useful countries, and (b)) oof protecting that
influence from threats, which
ich helps explain
why support is given to gr
groups in
those countries unified by a common
hostility to popular dem
democracy,
socialism and national secula
ularism.[20]
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‘Wholesale terrorism’ refers to the activities of
major institutions capable off fa
far greater harm
such as states which, Mark Curt
urtis explains, are
“responsible for far more deaths
ths in many more
countries
than
[retail]
terrorism”.[21]
Government involvement in wholesale
terrorism is widespread.[22] Two
Tw areas stand
out. The first is repressive
ive geo-strategic
foreign policy. Motivated by sim
similar ideological
aims of maintaining influencee aand of enabling
concentrations of private po
power to shape
foreign economic affairs, repr
epressive foreign
policy from Malaya, Kenya and Iran to more
recent examples such as Chec
hechnya and Iraq
has ranged from illegal sanctio
ctions and covert
operations to active suppo
pport for other
government’s violence.[23] Since
Sin World War
II, it is possible to attribute, C
Curtis continues,
several million deaths to suchh ppolicies.[24] It is
also possible to attributee to them an
appreciable if unsurprising escal
calation in the risk
of (retail) terrorism – a risk hei
heightened where
local resistance is criminalise
lised and denied
restitution.[25]
The second area in which thee ggovernment has
involvement lies in domestic
tic policies which
permit, rather than (say) crimina
inalise, wholesale
harms from private power itself
self. Permitted for
similar ideological reasons, har
harms include (a)
the ‘destabilisation of the basic
asic structures’ of
entire countries by financial insti
nstitutions such as
by means of induced crises fo
forcing ‘austerity’
onto sovereign nations; (b) the
he ‘intimidation’ of
governments by multinational
al corporations in
order to drive political chan
ange to provide
suitable investment climatess by means of
capital flight, investment strike
ke and attacks on
currencies; and (c) variouss kkinds of direct
‘violence and damage’ to peopl
ople, property and
planet.[26]
Taken together, the problem tthe government
would face is to justify mass
ss surveillance as
means of fighting terrorism inn lig
light of mounting
evidence that certain formss are permitted,
supported, created and perpetra
trated.
Proportionate?
Even if a legitimate end cann bbe established,
doubts arise about whether
er surveillance is
proportionate to that end.
A selective response?
It is unclear why, when
en appeasement
characterises government pol
policy to (much)
wholesale terrorism in ways in
indicated above,

the comparatively limitedd effects of retail
terrorism – in the rangee oof up to several
thousand casualties per ann
annum worldwide –
should warrant such pervasiv
asive and repressive
domestic measures as mass
ss ssurveillance.
A crude comparison with reso
resources devoted to
public survival elsewhere ma
may be instructive.
The current expenditure on counter-terrorism
measures of some £3 billio
illion per annum[27]
and an annualised averagee de
death rate in Britain
attributed to terrorism of five – a number that
compares with those killedd bby wasp and bee
stings and is one-sixth of the
he number of people
who drown in the bath each
ch year, – amounts
roughly to £60 million pe
per fatality.[28] In
contrast, at £18.2 billion gove
overnment spending
on cardiovascular disease
se healthcare and
research, which kills some
me 250,000 people
annually, works out roughly
ly at £7-10,000 per
fatality.[29] Similar figures are found for annual
deaths from cancer (150,0
0,000), air pollution
(39,000; much of it from ttraffic) and traffic
accidents
(3,000).[30]
Although
the
comparison is crude, it follo
follows at least that
even a small increase inn eefforts to combat
these and other serious no
non-terrorist threats
would, Thomas Pogge explain
ins, do much more
to protect public survival, at lower cost, than
would escalating a fight again
ainst an unspecified,
perhaps unspecifiable, threat.
at.[31]
Advancing the goals of terr
errorism?
A further problem lies in wa
ways in which mass
surveillance advances thee apparent aims of
certain retail terrorists. Thes
ese aims, as former
Home Office secretary,, Charles Clarke
declared to the Europeann P
Parliament, are to
destroy “many hard-foughtt rig
rights [such] as the
right to privacy [and] the righ
ight to free speech”.
Mass surveillance undermine
ines these rights –
and thus appears disproportio
rtionate – because it
obliterates any distinction bet
between law-abiding
and law-breaking citizens: eve
every citizen is to be
treated like a potential crimina
inal to be monitored
without warrant or reason.
The suspicion of disproportio
rtionality deepens in
light of two wider, disturbin
bing incursions into
individual rights and democr
ocratic accountability
with which surveillance plans
lans are linked. The
first concerns wider surve
rveillance measures
developed by the EU to crea
reate a database
on all European citizens.[3
s.[32] The
aim, as an EU Council Pre
Presidency
paper makes plain, is too ccreate a
detailed digital record…[of
[of] every
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object the individual uses, ev
every transaction
they make and almost everywhe
here they go.[33]
The second incursion followss from the everincreasing scope of exec
xecutive power.
Incursions, to expand uponn some already
indicated, follow from the execut
cutive’s
• power to curtail critical libe
liberties, suspend
habeas corpus and use ar
armed forces to
deal with domestic disturban
ances;
• growing immunity from par
parliamentary and
judicial control in the exe
xercise of these
powers; and
• power, reminiscent of the German
Ge
Enabling
Act 1933, to amend and rep
repeal almost any
legislation, subject to vagu
ague and entirely
subjective restraints, by decr
ecree and without
recourse to Parliament – such as might
render legal the governmen
ent’s involvement
with the US in abduction
tion, torture and
assassination.[34]
Such is the extent of thesee incursions into
‘hard-fought’ individual rightss aand democratic
accountability that former MI5 chief, Stella
Rimington, concedes that, unbe
beknown to much
of the public, Britain appears
rs to have been
turned into a police state.[35] If one adds to
these incursions the propose
sed surveillance,
then it is difficult to escapee tthe conclusion,
Curtis continues, that the great
eater threat to the
public, to its liberty and to w
what remains of
democracy lies in “the policie
licies of our own
government”. This outcome
me appears a
qualified victory for certain terro
errorists. For they
have, Jean Baudrillard notes,
s, induced in the
West a climate of fear andd obsession with
security, which is itself a vveiled form of
permanent terror.[36]
A proportionate response
This idea of ‘fighting terrorism’’ bby means which
actually advance its alleged aaims should be
contrasted with more maturee rresponses such
as that of Norway. Barelyy ffive days after
Anders Breivik murdered 77 people, the
Norwegian prime minister resp
responded not by
cracking down on civil liberties
es bbut by a pledge
not to allow a fanatic to succ
cceed in eroding
Norway’s democracy:
the Norwegian response to vio
violence is more
democracy, more openness
ss and greater
political participation.[37]
Necessary in a democratic so
society?
Even if mass surveillanc
nce might be
proportionate to a legitimate en
end, it must also

be shown to be necessary
ary in a democratic
society. Problems here are
re both specific and
general in nature.
Specific difficulties
While mass surveillance ma
may well help fight
serious crime and terrorism
rism, this does not
mean that it is necessary to th
that end. It merely
means that it is expedient to tthat end. To claim
that mass surveillance iss nnecessary implies
that these problems could
ld not be resolved
unless it were imposed. This
his assumes that the
police would be ineffective
ive without it. The
assumption is difficult to sustain for two
reasons. First, mass surveill
eillance is proposed
at time when killings and rela
related serious crime
are fewer than at any time
ime in almost thirty
years[38] and when, accord
ording to the Home
Office, “counter-terrorism w
work has made
significant progress over the
he last ten years” to
such an extent that “al Qa’ida
’ida”, for instance “is
weaker than at any timee since 9/11”.[39]
Second, it is already quite po
possible with proper
permission and oversightt to monitor people
suspected of terrorism and
nd serious crimes.
Consequently, the claim to bbe unable to deal
with serious crime and terr
terrorism except by
removing what remains of personal privacy
seems at best an admissionn oof incompetence.
In any case, the governmen
ent’s involvement in
terrorism undermines the argument for
necessity. It is actively
ly preventing the
achievement of the declare
lared legitimate end
(fighting terrorism) for whic
hich surveillance is
supposedly necessary m
means. If the
government were at all serio
erious about fighting
terrorism then it should, ass C
Chomsky remarks,
first stop participating in it.
General difficulties
Proving the necessity off m
mass surveillance
requires, Keith Ewing expla
plains, a “theory of
democracy by which to dete
etermine whether a
restriction on a [European]
an] Convention [on
Human Rights] right can be justified”.[40] A
problem lies in the fact tha
that, as Girvan LJ
suggests, mass surveillance,
ce, while acceptable
with totalitarian regimes, is antithetical to a
democratic society. It is ant
antithetical because,
as the House of Lords Const
nstitution Committee
explains, since privacy is an essential prerequisite to the exercise off in
individual
freedom, its erosion w
weakens
the constitutional
founda
ndations on
which democracy… ha[s] traditionally
tra
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been based.[41]
The difficulty of formulating
ing a theory of
democracy by which the breach
ch of privacy may
be justified deepens in light of incoherence in
the government’s view of de
democracy. The
incoherence may be observedd iin the argument
for exceptional powers in genera
neral and for mass
surveillance in particular. Itt is an argument,
Tony Bunyan notes, thatt assumes that
“everyone accepts that the ‘thre
threats’” which the
government proclaims are rreal and that
addressing them requires incur
cursions into civil
liberty and democratic accou
ountability.[42] It
follows that if national sec
security requires,
Bunyan continues, that the state
ate
sets the limits, boundaries and
nd sanctions of all
peoples’
actions
[includi
uding
peoples’
telecommunication, then] ther
here can be no
individual freedom, except that
hat sanctioned by
the state.[43]
This is to say that when the
he state assumes
exclusive power to define th
the nature of a
threat, and the appropriate mea
eans to deal with
that threat, it may also define
fine the extent of
individual liberty. Individual free
freedom becomes
at most little more than a disc
iscretionary grant
subject to executive will; at worst, national
‘security’ becomes code for soci
ocial repression.
In a framework in which the st
state determines
which liberties to grant to wh
which individuals,
political liberty is effectively pos
possessed by the
state. The source of sovereignt
gnty resides in the
state, much as it did for Hobbes
bes, rather than in
the individual. As Karma Nabul
bulsi explains, this
kind of ‘social contract’ affirm
firms a theory of
state, but it is far from a demo
mocratic one.[44]

Elementary to a nominally
ly democratic social
contract (or similar democrat
ratic model) such as
those expressed by the likes
kes of J.S. Mill, Kant
and Rousseau is the view
w that protection of
citizens’ liberty, particularly political
p
liberty, is a
supreme good. In this contra
ntract, the sovereign
citizen does not surrender
er sovereignty, but
instead delegates specifi
cific powers and
functions to the state. Because political
sovereignty is not transferred
red to the state, both
civil rights and political libertie
rties are inalienable.
These include the right to define the public
good and threats to it, thee rright to deliberate
and determine laws includ
luding those which
address threats, and the rig
right to adequately
review both.
Genuine democratic govern
vernance would by
definition structure political
al ppower toward the
public good. It would do so in part by
encouraging, rather than excl
xcluding, considered
public participation in the definition and
determination of the public go
good. An essential
preliminary to this would be to prevent those
who benefit from social
al repression from
exerting undue influence onn th
the exercise of that
power. A particular priorityy w
would therefore be
to dismantle the growing un
union of state and
private power – some harmfu
ful consequences of
which have been observed
ved (see ‘legitimate
end’). In their place would
ld aappear viable and
legitimate ways and mean
eans of addressing
violence, of which Norway’s
’s response appears
one example.[45] In short,
rt, such governance
would mean that the reported
ted crisis of terrorism
would no longer automaticall
cally mean an actual
crisis of democracy.
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Economic Security
ity a
at Risk as Pirates Adapt Tactics
ics in the Gulf
of Guinea
By William S. van der Veen
n.org
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The stunning reports of oil tank
nkers hijacked by
pirates in the Gulf of Guinea ha
have helped shift
attention from the dramaticc rrise of Somali
piracy to West Africa. The figure
ures are not quite
as eye-popping as in East Afri
Africa. The effects
are. Lloyd’s of London designate
ated the Gulf, like
Somalia, a “war risk” zone in August 2011,
boosting insurance rates.. The pirates’
inclination to violence has he
helped persuade
some oil super-majors that
hat investing in
exploration in the region is too
oo risky (This Day
[Lagos], July 3). With a quarter
ter of U.S. imports
projected to come from the Gu
Gulf of Guinea by
2015, the dynamics driving Wes
est African piracy
are too important to ignore.
As of October 26, there were 49 acts of piracy
or armed robbery reported too th
the International
Maritime Bureau (IMB) this year
ear. However, this
number understates the prevaleence of maritime
crime in the Gulf as atta
ttacks often go
unreported. Indeed, a compreh
rehensive look at
the reported incidents reinforces
ces this assertion.
Despite reports of attacks on local fishing
trawlers, as well as previous
us piracy-induced
fishing industry work stoppages
ges, the IMB has
not reported a single attack on a trawler this
year (al-Jazeera, June 12).. W
Whether this is
indicative of locals’ fear of reprisals for
reporting or due to a lack oof resources to
connect to the proper reportin
rting channels, it
certainly skews figures andd m
makes it more
difficult for regional officials to fin
find solutions.
Of the attacks reported to date
te this year, there
is a clear dichotomy in levels
els of complexity.
Many of the attacks against ves
vessels docked or
close to shore are simply thieve
ves looking for an
easy target. The lack of securit
urity in local ports
and inadequate maritime ssecurity forces
throughout the region makee ships an easy
target. Such unsophisticated atta
attacks have been
seen from Guinea-Conakry to the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (http://www.iccccs.org/piracy-reporting-centre/li
re/live-piracymap). Violence as intimidation
ion is frequent in
these attacks, especially iff th
the crew offers
resistance.
While this type of piracy is certa
ertainly a threat to
trade in the region, it is lesss virulent than its
more sophisticated cousin, a m
more dangerous
brand of piracy that has focuse
sed attacks on oil
and gas industry vessels, inc
including product
tankers. These pirate gangs
ngs, unlike their
smash-and-grab brethren, ar
are resourceful,
flexible and show a willingness
ess to adapt new
tactics. When Nigeria and B
Benin launched

Operation Prosperity in 2011
011, Nigerian pirates
demonstrated dangerous ta
tactical agility. As
Nigerian and Beninese wate
aters have become
better patrolled, pirates hav
ave expanded their
operations down the coast
ast, into Togolese,
Ghanaian and Ivorian Coa
oast waters. Pirate
gangs in the Gulf have aalso adopted the
“mother-ship” tactic used bby Somali pirates
(Breakbulk.com, April 13).). B
By hijacking local
fishing vessels and develo
eloping blue water
capabilities, pirates decrease
sed the likelihood of
being spotted by nationall nnaval forces. After
finishing with the hijacked sh
ships, pirate gangs
often take the opportunity
ty tto ransack them,
snatching equipment such
ch as radar, echo
sounder, SSB and VHF radios
r
(This Day
[Lagos], Aug 9, 2011).
Once a tanker is hijacked, pir
pirates coordinate a
rendezvous with a secondd sship to transfer a
portion of the oil. From here,
re, the oil returns to
port, where it can either bee rrefined locally and
sold within the region oor internationally
(News24 Nigeria, Octoberr 223). Selling the oil
requires connections to inte
international criminal
networks to be able to findd a buyer. This, as
well as the intelligence it ta
takes to coordinate
such hijackings—ship names
mes, courses, cargo
value, etc.—lead analysts to believe that such
operations are actually be
being financed by
international criminal enter
terprises (REDFour
Security Group, March 4).. TThe recent closure
of a crude storage facility in the Lagos port of
Apapa, alleged to have ho
housed the stolen
product from the August
st 19 MT Anuket
Emerald hijacking confirmss th
the depth of these
connections (Vanguard [Lagos],
[La
September
30).
Fortunately, Nigerian milita
ilitary forces have
shown a willingness to confr
nfront sea piracy. In
September, a tanker wass hijacked over 90
miles off the coast of Benin.
in. Previously sailing
into the waters of a neighbo
hboring country has
proven an effective meanss oof escape. In this
instance, thanks to the callll tto the IMB Piracy
Reporting Centre and a re
renewed sense of
purpose in the Nigerian Nav
avy, the tanker was
intercepted with the ccrew unharmed
(http://www.icc-ccs.org/piracy
cy). In a land
operation, the Joint Taskk Force (JTF - a
military/police group create
ated specifically to
combat illegal oil bunkering)
g) sspearheaded a
multi-agency raid in Ondoo S
State, in
the northern Delta region (P
PM News
[Lagos], September 26).. F
Fourteen
piracy suspects connected to a large
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“syndicate” were arrested.
Unfortunately, even if the Nige
igerian military is
making strides in combating pira
piracy (though the
JTF has been accused of spons
onsoring illegal oil
theft, or “bunkering”), the ccriminal justice
system has not been as effec
ffective. From the
details released about the piracy
racy gangs as well
as previous statements from
om the Nigerian
Maritime Administration andd Safety Agency
(NIMASA), it becomes clearr th
that pirates are
enjoying a degree of cover fro
from government
officials. NIMASA’s mission to curb piracy is
frustrated by the continual ea
early release of
piracy suspects from prison
on prior to full
investigation, according to NIM
NIMASA Director
General, Ziakede Akpoboloke
okemi (This Day
[Lagos], October 19). Analys
lysts surmise oil
bunkering and arms trafficking
ing networks, with

well-known ties to state gove
overnors and federal
officers, are behind the ccomplicity (Africa
Confidential, October 21, 201
011).
While regional naval coord
ordination is being
stepped up, there are no nea
ear-term solutions to
stop piracy in the Gulf of Gu
Guinea. In the shortterm, operators are mostly on their own. It will
take time for adequate secu
ecurity forces to be
developed. Adhering to thee B
Best Management
Practices created for pr
protecting vessels
traversing the Somali Basin
in ccould help protect
against high seas piracy inn th
the Gulf. In reality,
though, sustainable solution
tions to curb piracy
and armed robbery will only
ly come through the
economic development of the region. Until that
happens, piracy will contin
tinue to appear to
some as an attractive occupa
pation.

William van der Veen previo
eviously worked for the United 'ations Office on
n Drugs
Dr
and Crime
(U'ODC) Counter-Piracy
cy Program
P
in 'airobi, Kenya. He obtained his masters at the
American University in Cairo
airo and currently resides in Arlington, VA.

‘Local Planning for Terror and Disaster’: One of the most
important books of the year
Source:
http://www.newjers
erseynewsroom.com/style/local-planning-for-terror-and-di
disaster-one-of-themost-important-books-of-the-yea
year
Hurricane Sandy was far wo
worse than most
people expected, but that
should have been no
surprise. One of the key
lessons we’ve learned from
natural disasters, as well as
terrorist attacks, is that you
should
“expect
the
unexpected.” Anticipate the
unusual. Black swans are
rare, but they exist.
That’s one message of a
fine new book, “Local
Planning for Terror and
Disaster: From Bioterrorism
to Earthquakes,” edited by
Leonard A. Cole and Nancy
D. Connell (Wiley-Blackwell,
Hoboken, 2012).
Cole, a Ph.D. and DDS, is
an adjunct professor of
University-Newark
political science at Rutgers Un
and director of the program on terror medicine
and security at the Universityy oof Medicine and
Dentistry of the New Jerse
rsey Center for
Biodefense. He resides in Ridge
dgewood. Connell,

a Ph.D., is a professor of infe
infectious disease at
thee M
Medical School of
UMD
MDNJ.
Disas
isasters
don’t
nece
cessarily follow old
scrip
ripts. No terrorists
hadd flown airplanes
into
to office buildings
befor
fore 9/11. In Great
Britai
ritain, before 2005,
terror
rrorists had mainly
plant
anted
individual
explo
plosives and only
rarely
rely a series of
explo
plosives, as they did
on three London
unde
derground
trains
andd a bus in that year.
In JJapan, a 25-foot
coas
astal wall had been
built
ilt for protection
against tsunamis. The 22011 earthquake
unleashed a 30-foot wave tha
that poured
over the walls.
attacks in
Before the 2001 anthrax at
this country, bio-attack scena
enarios had
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been created—but no one had
ad considered the
possibility of spreading mic
icrobes through
mailed letters. “Creative thin
thinking, whether
about the known or the uunknown, is a
necessary part of preparedness,
ss,” writes Cole.
“Anticipate the unusual” is aanother way of
saying: Be prepared for blackk sswans, as Cole
has pointed out.
“Local Planning” may be am
among the most
important books published this
his year, although
its readership may unfortunately
tely be confined to
people involved in preventingg aand responding
to terrorist attacks. Certainly
ly more terrorist
attacks are coming, along
ng with natural
disasters — fires, snowfall
falls, hurricanes,
earthquakes, train wrecks.
How complicated the subjec
bject can be is
suggested by the fact tha
that 32 people
contributed to this book, and th
that it deals with
such seemingly specialized sub
subjects as finding
a useful role for volunteerss w
who rush to a
disaster site to help. (Their cars just may clog
up the roadways, and they th
themselves may
inadvertently contribute to th
the number of
injured.)
Or just consider triage, the me
method by which
the injured are supposedl
edly treated in
accordance with the severityy oof their wounds.
Actually, those who seem fa
fatally wounded
might justifiably be neglectedd in favor of those
who seem likely to recover. Sold
oldiers who might
quickly return to action mightt bbe given priority
over ordinary civilians; so mi
might an injured
physician who had been treating
ting the wounded.
And should medical people tre
treat a suspected
terrorist exactly the same as a firefighter in
need of help?
Besides thinking in terms off bl
black swans, we
have learned the importance
ce of swift and
accurate communication. Profes
fessionals dealing
with a disaster, as well as the
he general public,
need good advice on what to do. There’s a
phrase, “the golden hour,” referr
ferring to the small
window of time after an injury
ury when medical
help may mean the differencee bbetween life and
death. And the record has nott be
been reassuring.
Because of confusion, during
ring the London
attacks of 2005, fire and am
ambulance teams
sometimes stood by idly wh
while victims lay
dying. Only half the 201 Londo
ndon ambulances
available were even sent to the
he aattack scenes.
When the first case of anthrax
rax was confirmed
in this country during the 20
2001 bio-attack,
Florida Governor Jeb Bush
ush announced:
“People don’t have any rreason to be

concerned.” The U.S. Pos
ostmaster General,
John Potter, visited the B
Brentwood postal
center in Washington, D.C
D.C., and told the
employees they were in nno danger. (They
were.) The Centers for Dise
isease Control and
Prevention, usually an exemp
mplary organization,
counseled against giving Ne
New Jersey postal
workers Cipro. The state
ate’s acting health
commissioner, Dr. Georg
orge DiFerdinando,
against the CDC’s advice,, ssaw to it that the
workers received the medic
dication — possibly
saving lives and thus emergi
rging as “an unsung
medical hero,” Cole has writte
ritten.
In India in 1984, after the esc
escape of 40 tons of
methyl isocynate gas from
m a Union Carbide
plant in Bhopal, because off th
the darkness some
victims moved toward the source of the
contamination. Absent advice
vice not to drink milk
from cows that had eaten co
contaminated grass
after the Chernobyl disaste
ster, many Russian
children came down with thyro
yroid cancer.
In 2001, after Flight 11 crash
ashed into the North
Tower, 911 operators told
ld occupants of the
tower to stay put and await
ait rescue workers.
The deputy fire director also
so told people in the
South Tower that the buildn
ildng was safe and
they should remain in theirir ooffices. When the
South Tower was hit byy Flight 175, 911
operators again told occupan
pants to stay put —
even though the fire departm
artment five minutes
before had issued an order
der for everyone to
leave the building.
Cooperation between agenci
ncies is also a goal.
But different branches of government may
compete against each other,
er, even in a time of
emergency. The 9/11 Co
Commission report
showed that New York polic
olice and firefighters
continued to operate as inde
dependent agencies
– their radios could not even
en talk to each other,
and the firefighters and thee ppolice did not even
WANT to talk to each other.
Still another lesson to be lea
learned: Prepare not
just for black swans but forr lo
loathsome birds of
prey. During the 20,000 Ara
rab terrorist attacks
against Israel from 20000 to 2006, some
Palestinians on their way to Israeli hospitals
were found to have explosiv
osives hidden under
their clothing. And sev
several Palestinian
ambulances were foundd to be carrying
weapons and gunmen.
One of the last chapters in the book focuses
on cyber-conflict. One of the
chapter’s conclusion is that
at “time is
short before malicious ac
actors in
cyberspace reach a stage wh
when they
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track a hurricane and launch cy
cyber attacks” to

impede the efforts of rescuee w
workers.

The five-year-old terrorists
ter
Source: http://www.dailymail.co
.co.uk/news/article-2234840/The-year-old-terrorists-Youn
ungsters-trained-killpistols-assault-rifles-shocking-pi
pictures-al-Qaedas-heartland.html
These terrifying pictures sho
how children as
young as five being trained to kill with pistols
and deadly AK-47 assault rifles.
es.
They were taken from footage
ge of an al Qaeda
terror camp in north Waziris
iristan, near the
Pakistan-Afghanistan border.
Many of the children are oorphans of the
terrorist organisation's 'martyrs
tyrs' following the
same deadly route as their fathe
thers.

Child soldiers: Children as you
young as five are
being trained to become soldier
iers for al Qaeda.
This image shows them beingg ddrilled in the use
of firearms

They are brainwashed into wa
waging Jihad on the
West and becoming suicid
icide bombers, the
Sunday Mirror reported.
It was posted on an under
derground al Qaeda
website and issued by the
he Turkistan Islamic
Party, which trains fighters
rs to fight alongside
the Taliban in Afghanistan.
It is believed the armed group
oup is responsible for
more than 200 acts of terro
rrorism worldwide in

the past 20 years, the paper
er rreported.
Terrorism expert Neil Doyle
le ssaid: 'The video is
part of disturbing trend.
'This is the fourth Islamistt in
insurgent
group in recent weeks thatt hhas been
linked to training children
en for the
battlefield.
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'Groups in Syria and Soma
malia have also
claimed to be coaching children.
en.
'These children are livingg a very bleak
existence. There is growing
ng evidence that
many are forced into it.'
The Pakistani Taliban is onee oof many loosely
allied extremist groups tha
that operate in
Pakistan's tribal region.
It wants to impose the samee kkind of hardline
interpretation of Islamic law
w aas the Afghan
Taliban that ruled Afghanistan
tan until the 2001
U.S.-led invasion ousted thee hhardline regime
for sheltering al Qaeda's leaders
ers.

The militant hideouts alo
along the AfghanPakistan border have longg bbeen a source of
tension for Kabul, Islam
lamabad and the
international coalition.
Pakistan wants NATO andd Afghan forces to
crack down on Pakistanii m
militants launching
attacks from hideouts on the
he A
Afghan side of the
border.
Meanwhile, American milita
ilitary commanders
have been pressuring Islam
lamabad to launch
military strikes on terrorists in North Waziristan.

Pakistani Taliban
n tthreaten to target India after ex
execution of
Mumbai attacker
Source: http://www.cnn.com/201
2012/11/22/world/asia/pakistan-taliban-india/index.html
The Pakistani Taliban vowed Th
Thursday to carry
out attacks against India to aven
venge the death of
a man executed by Indian aut
authorities for his
role in the 2008 terrorist assault
ult on Mumbai.
Mohammed Ajmal Kasab, a Pakistani, was
hanged Wednesday in Pune,, a city southeast

of Mumbai. He was the lone su
surviving gunman
from the attacks in India's fina
financial capital in
November 2008 that killed m
more than 160
people.
Ihsanullah Ihsan, the spoke
kesman for the
Pakistani Taliban, said the milita
ilitant group would
conduct various attacks in India
dia in response to
the execution. He didn't provide
ide further details.
The Pakistani Taliban, who are
re closely linked
with their namesake in Afghanis
nistan and with al
Qaeda, operate in the ungove
overned area that
sits on the border of Pakistan an
and Afghanistan.
India has requested extra pro
protection for its
diplomats in Pakistan following
ing the execution,

said J.P. Singh, an official at India's Ministry of
External Affairs.
He said the ministry had no immediate
comment on the threat from th
the Taliban.
The Taliban spokesmann said they are
demanding that Kasab's bod
body be returned to
Pakistan
an for an Islamic
burial. H
He criticized the
Pakistani
ani
government,
saying it had failed by not
requestin
ting the return of the
body.
Indian authorities said
Wednesd
esday that Kasab
had bee
een buried in the
"surround
unding area" of the
jail where
ere he was hanged.
They did
didn't say what kind
of burial
rial rites had been
performed
med.
The Paki
akistani government
has
so
far
barely
commented on the execut
cution. The foreign
ministry declined to give ann im
immediate reaction
Thursday to the Taliban's criti
riticism.
India blamed Lashkar-e-Tayy
ayyiba, a Pakistanibased terror group allied with
ith al Qaeda, for the
Mumbai siege.
Indian authorities said Kasa
sab was trained by
the organization, which w
was banned in
Pakistan in 2002 after an att
attack on the Indian
parliament. The group
up has denied
responsibility.
The Mumbai attacks des
destabilized
peace talks between the Ind
Indian and
Pakistani governments, which
hich remain
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bitterly opposed over issues
es such as the
disputed Himalayan territory of K
Kashmir.
Since then, the two nuclear
ar-armed nations
have resumed the high-level
el meetings and
relations have improved.
In April, Pakistani President Asif
sif Ali Zardari met

with Prime Minister Manmohan
han Singh in New
Delhi during a brief private trip.
rip. It was the first
visit to India by a Pakistanii he
head of state in
seven years.
Indian sporting authorities aalso this year
announced the resumption of bilateral cricket
tournaments with Pakistan. The
he sport has often
been used as a platform to ease
ase relations.
But tensions remain close to the surface. In
August, New Delhi alleged tha
that "elements" in

Pakistan were using social-nnetworking sites to
stir religious unrest in India am
amid ethnic clashes
between Muslim migrantss and native tribal
groups in the northeastern sta
state of Assam.
News of Kasab's death wass ppositively received
Wednesday by many Indians.
ns. The conservative
Bharatiya
ya Janata Party, the
country's
's main opposition
party, expr
xpressed support for
the gover
vernment's decision
to go aahead with the
execution.
on.
"It's a stro
strong message that
India does
oes not and will not
tolerate terrorism," said
Prakashh JJavadekar, a party
spokesma
man.
But huma
man rights activists
criticizedd th
the move.
"The han
hanging of Ajmal
Kasab ma
marks a distressing
end to India's moratorium on executions and is
a step backwards for India's
ia's justice system,"
said Meenakshi Ganguly, So
South Asia director
at Human Rights Watch, an advocacy group.
"The government should ttake prompt and
decisive action toward a total abolition of
capital punishment."
The last state execution inn th
the country was in
2004, when a man was han
hanged for the rape
and murder of a teenage girl.
irl.

“Nnew IRA” group
pc
claims it murdered prison officer
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/20
/2012/nov/12/david-black-new-ira-prison-officerSource:
David Black's hat and gloves
loves rest on his coffin
during the funeral service
rvice at Molesworth
Presbyterian chuch in Cookstown,
Cook
Northern
Ireland. Photograph: Peter
ter Morrison/AP
Mo

A republican terror alliance
ce styling itself as a
new IRA has claimed it m
murdered Northern
Ireland prison officer David Bl
Black.
The group issued a stateme
ment to the Belfast
paper the Irish News on M
Monday linking the
killing to conditions inside
ide the top-security
Maghaberry prison.
The faction comprises members
ers of the Real IRA, independent dissident republicann uunits in areas such
as East Tyrone and the Derry-ba
based Republican Action Against Drugs.
In a statement to the Guardiann dduring the summer the grouping of paramilitary organis
anisations said it was
uniting to form a new IRA.
Black, 52, died after his car was
as riddled with bullets during an ambush along the M11 m
motorway
near Portadown on 1 November
ber. He had been driving to work at Maghaberry prison.
During his funeral last week,, nnear his home in Cookstown, County Tyrone, a Pres
resbyterian
minister said the prison officerr hhad been a "man of peace".
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At the time of the murder repub
publican sources indicated that the new IRA was respon
ponsible for the fatal
shooting.

Beyond al-Qa’ida
By Bill Braniff
Source:http://www.start.umd.edu
edu/start/announcements/announcement.asp?id=450&ut
&utm_source=STAR
T+Announce&utm_campaign=08
=08c3ba80c2-START+November+Newsletter&utm_medi
edium=email
The following is a special first look
ok at an article that will appear in a publication by the Institute
tute for Economics and
Peace and online at www.visionofh
ofhumanity.org. It will be published as part of the release of tthe inaugural Global
Terrorism Index, which will be launc
unched in Washington, D.C., at 3 p.m. Wednesday, Dec. 5.

Data found in the Global Terro
errorism Database
(GTD) and conveyed in the Institute for
Economics and Peace Te
Terrorism Index
demonstrate the breadth of viole
iolence emanating
from violent jihadist groups globa
lobally. The Global
Terrorism Index lists Ira
Iraq, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Yemen andd Somalia as
experiencing the greatest increa
rease in “impact of
terrorism” between 2002 andd 2011. The ten
most lethal organizations in that timeframe
include the Taliban, the Islami
mic State of Iraq
and its two precursor organiza
izations (al-Qa’ida
in Iraq and Tawhid wal Jihad - which make the
top ten on their own record),), Tehrik-i-Taliban
Pakistan, and Boko Haram.. FFour of the five
most lethal-single attacks oof 2011 were
conducted by al-Qa’ida in the Arabian
Peninsula (110 killed), thee Tehriki-Taliban
Pakistan (80 killed), al-Shabaab
ab (70 killed), and
al-Qa’ida in Iraq (65 killed). Acc
According to GTD
data for 2011, 11 of the mostt 220 active groups
globally were al-Qa’ida linked.
d. TThe same year,
however, the al-Qa’ida organiz
nization itself was
responsible for only one inciden
ent, a kidnapping,
out of the 5,000 terrorist incide
cidents conducted
globally.
As a result, the al-Qa’ida oorganization no
longer captures media attention
tion, except when
another important cadre memb
mber is killed or
captured. Instead, observerss nnow ponder the
meaning of the continuous
us or frequently
increasing levels of violence fro
from other jihadist
groups in the context of a po
post Arab-Spring
world. This is despite the fact
ct tthat the various
narratives of the Arab Spr
Spring seem to
undermine al-Qa’ida’s reliancee oon violence and
its call to reestablish the ca
caliphate as the
governing structure for thee M
Muslim nation.
Additionally, individuals continue
inue to join jihadist
groups or plot violent attacks
cks of their own
volition. What should we ttake from the
seemingly contradictory devel
velopments of a

popular rejection of al-Qa’id
a’ida on the world
stage, and heightened le
levels of jihadist
violence? Did al-Qa’ida suc
ucceed by inspiring
widespread jihadism, or has
as it lost to a variety
of more popular, parochiall ac
actors? To address
these questions, it is essent
ential to understand
al-Qa’ida’s origins and its pla
place in the broader
Islamist landscape; only in context can the
decline of the al-Qa’ida orga
rganization and the
persistence of violent jihadis
dism be understood
and can governments formu
rmulate policy for a
threat environment beyond al
al-Qa’ida.
Historical Context
The al-Qa’ida organizationn gained centrality
among militant organizations
ns as a result of the
role played by key members
ers during the antiSoviet Jihad in Afghanista
stan in the 1980s.
Through their participation
ion in a logistical
organization known as tthe Maktab alKhidamat, or the “Service Bu
Bureau,” Usama bin
Ladin and his key assoc
sociates networked
extensively with individua
dual recruits and
organizations that traveled
led to support the
defensive jihad of the Afgha
ghan mujahidin. The
Services Bureau create
ated mobilization
infrastructure largely inn the safe-haven
provided by the Haqqani
ni network, which
promulgated local and global
bal jihadist sentiment
prior to the conflict with thee S
Soviet Union. Tens
of thousands of volunteers,
s, many veterans of
previous or on-going loc
local and regional
conflicts, socialized together
er in the intake and
training camps preparing tthem to fight an
imperial superpower. Militant
ants from Southeast
Asia met those from Northh A
Africa, South Asia,
China, and the Middle East,t, aand in this peculiar
historical moment the seeds
ds of global jihadism
were sewn.
Al-Qa’ida, a small organizat
ization that
emerged from the Servicess B
Bureau in
1988, has spent the lastt 224 years
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arguing that the grievancess vvexing each of
these militant communities were
ere not unrelated,
but instead were the result
sult of a global
conspiracy against “true” Islam
m lled by the West
and enabled by apostate Muslim
lim rulers.
The failure of local jihadi
adist groups to
successfully topple corrupt Mu
Muslim rulers, the
“near enemy,” and regionally
ly ooriented jihadist
groups to reclaim political cont
ontrol of occupied
territory has been a source of ffrustration since
the 1970s. Upon Bin Ladin’s fail
failure to convince
the Saudi government to allow
w this community
of jihadist veterans to protec
tect the Arabian
Peninsula from Saddam Hus
Hussein’s Bathist
military, al-Qa’ida formulated
ted the master
narrative that would underpin th
the next 20 years
of ideological and operationa
onal output. The
reason that the Royal Family
ly w
would not allow
the mujahidin to defend Mecc
ecca and Medina
from Iraq’s advance was the sa
same reason that
local and irredentist jihadist gro
groups elsewhere
had failed in their parochial
ial contests. The
regimes were illegitimate prox
roxies of foreign
powers, and behind each of these puppet
regimes was the military andd eeconomic aid of
the “far-enemy.” Led by the Un
United States, the
far enemy pulled the strings acr
across the Muslim
world for their own imperiall pu
purposes and to
undermine Islam.
ould emerge from
Al-Qa’ida’s grand strategy woul
this diagnosis; al-Qa’ida wou
ould enable and
repurpose the violence of other
her militant actors
to erode the political, econom
omic, and military
will of the United States to rem
emain engaged in
the Muslim world. If al-Qa’ida’s
a’s geographically
distributed attrition warfare could
ould sever the ties
between the puppet-master an
and the puppets,
revolutionary local and region
gional campaigns
could reestablish Islamic gove
overnance for the
Muslim nation.
To realize this grand-strate
rategy, al-Qa’ida
exploited relationships created
ed during the antiSoviet jihad and inserted its
itself into extant
violent campaigns. It prov
rovided training,
financing, and propaganda supp
upport when it did
not also engage directly in the violence. The
increasingly intertwined histo
istories of local,
regional and global jihadist acto
ctors had multiple
consequences. Most significan
cantly, the global
jihadist cause often benefitedd from resources
mobilized for the purpose of defensive or
classical jihad – a concept far
ar easier to justify
politically and religiously than
an the offensive
jihad practiced by globall jihadists. Iraq,
Pakistan, Afghanistan, Yemen
en and Somalia,

the five fastest rising nations
ns of the last decade
in the Global Terrorism Ind
Index, illustrate this
volatile
relationship
be
between
military
occupations or aerial strike
rikes into sovereign
territory and violent mobiliza
ilization. In addition,
the multiplicity of grievanc
nces espoused by
local, regional and global
bal actors created
numerous radicalization pa
pathways, and the
harmonization of parochia
chial and cosmic
narratives by al-Qa’ida’s ppropaganda organ
helped conflate actions on the ground.
In many cases, money, arm
arms, and individual
recruits were syphoned of
off from relatively
robust resource pipelines
es and reoriented
towards al-Qa’ida’s globa
lobal cause. The
perceived legitimacy of the conflicts in the
Balkans, Chechnya, Iraq, Afg
Afghanistan, Kashmir
and Somalia drew foreign fig
ighters who did not
necessarily act in the best int
interests of the local
communities in which theyy ffound themselves.
This often created tensionss aamong the jihadist
factions, or between the local
cal populace and the
militant actors. As a result
ult, al-Qa’ida rarely
succeeded in retaining popul
pular support among
the populace or reorientingg jjihadist groups en
toto to their tactical and targe
rgeting preferences.
However, they frequently
ly achieved partial
successes
that
amplif
plified
al-Qai’da’s
operational reach farr beyond their
organizational safe havenn aalong the Durand
line. In several instances,, th
the key leaders of
militant organizations were pe
persuaded to adopt
fully al-Qa’ida’s operational
nal paradigm, even
changing their name too reflect a formal
affiliation with al-Qa’ida.
Ideological context
The al-Qa’ida organization is a reincarnation the latest manifestation off a militant idea that
has surfaced at moments of crisis throughout
Sunni Islamic history. Th
The grand-strategy
formulated by al-Qa’ida inn th
the context of the
first Gulf War embodies a logic previously
articulated but not widely ac
accepted. Scholars
such as Ahmed Ibn Taymiyy
iyya argued that the
reason the seat of the calipha
phate, Baghdad, had
been sacked by the Mongols
gols in the middle of
the 13th century was that Mu
Muslims had turned
their back on the proper, arch
rchetypal modality of
Islam realized during the tim
time of the Prophet
Mohammad and his contem
temporaries - the
establishment of a theocracy
cy in which
Islam served as the or
organizing
principle of society.
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Of particular importance to contemporary
violence, Ibn Taymiyya not only
nly diagnosed the
problem through the lens of pol
political Islam, but
provided the justification for revolutionary
violence that jihadists cite toda
oday. In the antiMongul fatwas, written half a ce
century after the
Monguls had conquered the Ab
Abbasid Caliphate
and after many had converted
rted to Islam, Ibn
Taymiyya excommunicated th
them and their
proxy rulers for not gove
overning by an
unadulterated interpretation of IIslamic law. For
this sin, he declared that they
ey were no longer
Muslim and could be violent
lently overthrown,
upending the Sunni convention
on of non-violence
towards Muslim (even tyrannical or
incompetent) rulers.
In the 19th and 20th centuries,
es, the ravages of
colonialism, the failures oof nationalism,
monarchism, Marxism, and pan
an-Arabism in the
post-colonial Middle East and North Africa,
similar failures in South Asia,, aand the creation
of the states of Israel and
nd Pakistan, all
contributed to the rise of milita
ilitant Islamism. In
this latest incarnation, an impris
prisoned Egyptian
named Sayyid Qutb called for a vanguard to
act upon the ideas put forward
ard by ideologues
like Ibn Taymiyya when facedd w
with insufficiently
Islamic governance from with
ithin the Muslim
world, and toxic foreign id
ideological and
physical incursions from outside
side of the Muslim
world. These thought-leaders
ers, hand-picked
from moments of crisis, rema
main foundational
thought leaders of jihadist move
vements today.
The vocabulary of this narrative
tive is supplied by
revivalist interpretations of Isla
Islam. Maximalist
notions of tawhid, absolute mo
monotheism, and
taqlid, emulation of the actions
ns of the Prophet
Muhammad and a literalist inter
terpretation of the
Qur’an, provide a universally
ly accessible and
seemingly unassailable have
aven for Sunni
Muslims looking for alterna
rnatives to the
oppressive realities providedd bby their current
regimes. Faced with persecutio
ution by a morally
bankrupt ruling class, the Prop
rophet emigrated
from Mecca to Medina in 6622 where he
established the first Islamic cit
city-state. In this
archetypal moment the Proph
phet Muhammad
reorganized society around Isla
Islam as opposed
to the bonds of kinship and triba
tribal custom, after
which he successfully defen
fended his new
Muslim nation and expanded
ded the political
boundaries of the Muslim empire
pire.
For many Islamists, violent org
organizations like
al-Qa’ida among them, this ppre-Westphalian
modality of Islam is instructiona
ional. “True” Islam

only exists when it is thee pprimary source of
governance, manifest ttoday by the
implementation
of
a
fundamentalist
interpretation of Islamic law
law. It supersedes
tribe, or nationality today, it iis to be defended
everywhere it exists, and whe
when it exists it is an
ascendant force. Accordingg to this logic, in the
current moment of extended
ed crisis Muslims are
duty-bound to follow thee example of the
Prophet and emigrate ffrom places of
persecution to a place where
ere they can fight on
behalf of true Islam. If they
ey cannot make that
journey, they are to fight wher
here they live.
This ideological context hhelps to explain
jihadism’s appeal beyond its embodiment in alQa’ida. In any current politic
ical climate where
national leaders fail to ddeliver economic
prosperity, just governancee and security, and
foreign powers prey on this
is in
internal weakness,
the argument can gain tracti
ction. By describing
an alternative political orde
rder in a religious
lexicon, jihadist ideologu
gues disassociate
themselves from the corruption and
incompetence demonstrated
ted since the postColonial era. Because al-Q
Qa’ida inherited a
resonant argument andd spent decades
propagating it in training camp
mps and online, and
because modern jihadist ide
ideologues continue
to interpret this argumentt fo
for current political
conditions, al-Qa’ida’s contin
ntinued salience as
an organization is not require
ired for this narrative
to remain compelling.
Bin Ladin is dead; long live
ive jihadism
Jihadism persists because it ppredates al-Qa’ida
and is not dependent upo
upon al-Qa’ida. Ibn
Taymiyya’s revolutionary na
narrative, inherited
and amplified by al-Qa’ida,
a, can gain traction
among other aggrieved Sunn
unni militant groups.
Al-Qa’ida sought footholdss w
where extant local
or regional groups alreadyy eexisted and often
propagandized on their beha
ehalves, creating the
perception that these conflicts
licts existed because
of al-Qa’ida. While this interp
erpretation is untrue,
it is true that al-Qa’ida had
ad varying success
enabling the violence of othe
thers and reorienting
that violence against the Wes
est. Even without a
robust al-Qa’ida presence,, m
members of local
and regional groups mayy continue to see
Western targets as legitima
imate. As al-Qa’ida
currently discourages foreig
reign fighters to
travel to Pakistan, globally
lly minded
individuals are more likely to ttarget far
enemy targets in their ownn llocale. If
nothing else, al-Qa’ida demo
monstrated
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that small groups can attac
ttack successfully
powerful nation-states, potential
tially emboldening
disparate groups and cells to tak
take action.
In addition, jihadism persists bec
because al-Qa’ida
delegates operational decisi
cision-making to
varying degrees in varying cont
ontexts, to include
empowering lone-actors wit
with no formal
connection to the organization
ion to take direct
action. Following Nidal Hasan’s
n’s terrorist attack
at Fort Hood, for example, al
al-Qa’ida did not
claim the attack but endorsed
sed the behavior.
This is in large part because
se al-Qa’ida is a
pragmatic vanguard with an expansive
definition of itself. When
en operationally
constrained it has stuck to the strategic
principle of enabling the violenc
ence of others, as
opposed to privileging absolute
ute command and
control.
Conclusion
The death of the 21st centur
tury’s first superempowered individual, Usamaa bbin Ladin, led to
broad reflection about the vviability of his
organization and its place iin a changing
political landscape. Underscor
coring al-Qa’ida’s
failure to generate widespreadd ssupport for both
the ends (severing of ties betw
etween the West
and the Muslim world and ree
reestablishment of
the caliphate) and means (v
(violence) of its
campaign, protestors acted lar
largely peaceably
and entirely within the para
arameters of the
international system that al-Qa
Qa’ida sought to
overthrow. Control of the natio
ation-state, not its
dissolution, remained the pri
prize of popular
protests even for the Islamist
ist political parties
that have benefited from the inst
instability.
Within the context of this ppolitical turmoil,
extant violent groups persistt aand some have
found new safe-haven. Whilee m
many coalesced
around a local agenda withou
hout any impetus
from the al-Qa’ida organizati
ation, al-Qa’ida’s
long-running propagation off gglobal jihadism
and its vilification of the West
st has influenced

these militant organizationss to varying degrees.
As a result, in contested reg
regions far from alQa’ida’s geographic centerr oof gravity, violence
targeting both local Muslim po
populations and farenemy targets persists. Ma
Making this mix of
violence more difficult to dis
disentangle, it often
occurs in places where
ere anti-American
sentiment is paramount crea
reating the very real
risk that American audiences
ces will conflate the
two.
It is essential, therefore,, th
that policy-makers
understand the differing moti
otivations and goals
among violent and non-viole
iolent Islamist actors
in a given region. Many of the
these actors choose
to act within the internationa
nal system with the
goal of winning a seat at the table. Others act
outside of the system in the
he medium term, but
for the same prize; the ability
ility to govern within
the international system. Fore
oreign policy should
endeavor to influence the bbehaviors of these
organizations with the un
understanding that
Western nation states retain
ain the advantage in
this arena, even if policyy options are less
attractive now than they were
ere prior to the Arab
Spring. There is a new politica
itical reality at play.
At the same time, the in
interplay of local,
regional and global actorss ppresents a parallel
reality that counterterroris
orism professionals
continue to address. This co
condition will persist
to varying degrees evenn if the al-Qa’ida
organization fails to recover
er ffrom the withering
attacks made against it in recent years.
Sophisticated counterterroris
rorism policy must
minimize the effects of globa
obal jihadism without
inciting local and regional gro
groups to take up its
cause. This requires an und
understanding of the
jihadist narrative and the abil
bility to distinguish it
from political Islam and anti-American
sentiment, as well as an und
understanding of the
specific history that allows al
al-Qa’ida to enable
the violence of others in so m
many regions of the
world.

Bill Braniff is Executive Director,
Dire
START Consortium, University of Maryland
land

Supo chief: Terroris
rism growing in Finland
Source: http://yle.fi/uutiset/supo_
po_chief_terrorism_growing_in_finland/6392166
The number of people in Finland withh links to terrorist
organisations has multiplied over the past decad
cade, Supo
chief Antti Pelttari told Yle’s A-Studio dis
discussion
programme on Monday night.
"There are people in this country who have
ve been to
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foreign training camps and have
ve fought alongside terrorist groups," he explained.
According to Pelttari, Finland is currently home to more than one hundred people who could pose a
potential threat. But he said the
there's no proof of Finland being a terrorist target. Most
ost terrorist activities
are aimed abroad.
More worryingly, foreign statess aare increasingly engaged in spying on their nationals
ls re
resident in Finland,
according to Supo.
"Today threats to Finland relate
te to illicit foreign surveillance," he said.
Supo says that so-called 'refug
fugee espionage' is practiced in Finland and is beingg cconducted by nondemocratic states.
Information obtained by spyingg m
may be used against a target’s family or friends in their
eir homeland.

Northern Nigeria's
's Boko
B
Haram – The Prize in al-Qae
aeda's Africa
Strategy
By Jacob Zenn
Source: http://www.jamestown.o
n.org/programs/books/bookpaypalorder/
The Occasional Paper, entitled
itled “Northern Nigeria’s Boko Haram: The Prize in Al-Qaeda’s
A
Africa
Strategy” is now available for purchase on our
website. This Occasional Pape
aper examines the
evolution of al-Qaeda’s Africa
ica strategy from its
focus on East Africa in the 19
1990s to the entire
African continent by the mid
mid-2000s. It then
analyzes al-Qaeda’s efforts
ts to establish a
relationship with Boko Haram’s
’s predecessor, the
Nigerian Taliban, from 2003
003 to 2009; the
evolution of the Boko Haram thr
threat to Nigeria and
its neighbors from 2009 to lat
late 2012; and the
extent to which al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb
(AQIM), which now controls the
he separatist state in
northern Mali called “Azawad
ad” with two allied
Islamist militias, has interacted
ed with Boko Haram
and other militants in northernn N
Nigeria.
The paper argues that al-Q
Qaeda has been
interested in expanding its aanti-American and
transnational militant agendaa to Nigeria through
local Nigerian militants, butt that the Nigerian
Taliban largely pursued its oown socio-political
agenda in Nigeria. As a resu
esult, a partnership
between al-Qaeda and Nigeri
erian militants was
never forged in the 2000s. How
owever, since the rise of Boko Haram in 2009, which
ich evolved from the
Nigerian Taliban, the group‘s ide
ideology has become much more anti-American, largely
gely due to a change
in leadership from the late Mo
Mohammed Yusuf to his former second-in-commandd Abubakr Shekau.
AQIM’s rise in northern Mali,, wh
which is only 300 miles from northern Nigeria, will faci
acilitate an al-Qaeda
and Boko Haram alliance. As AQ
AQIM and Boko Haram’s areas of operations begin too overlap
o
in northern
Mali, Niger and northern Nigeria
ria, so will their interests. This will have a significant imp
mpact on the stability
of Nigeria, U.S. interests in Nige
igeria, and West African regional security.
Jacob Zenn is an analystt of West African affairs for The Jamestown Founda
undation and works
as a legal advisor specializin
lizing in international law and best practices related
ated to the freedom
of association. He earned
d a J.D. from Georgetown Law in 2011, wheree he was a
Global Law Scholar and a gr
graduate degree in International Affairs from the Johns
Hopkins School of Advance
anced International Studies (SAIS) Center forr ChineseCh
American Studies in 2007.
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Terrorism suspects
cts may have trained at Chino paintb
intball facility
featuring simulated
ted Middle Eastern cities
Source: http://www.pasadena
enastarnews.com/mpggogreen/ci_22042947/paintball-co
course-where-terrorsuspects-may-have-trained

The entrance to SC Villagee in Chino.
C
The field was used for training by four Inland
land E
Empire men who
were arrested on suspicion
n of plotting
p
to join Al-Qaida and the Taliban in Afghani
fghanistan in hopes of
killing Americans.

Two of the four Inland Empiree m
men arrested on
terrorism-related charges thiss w
week may have
trained at a paintball park featuri
turing a simulation
of the Pakistani town where aal-Qaeda leader

Osama bin Laden was killed.
According to FBI documents
nts released this
week, Ralph Deleon, 23, of Onta
ntario, and Miguel
Alejandro Santana Vidriales,, 221, of Upland,
went to an as-yet-unidentified
ified Corona-area

paintball/airsoft facility with a confidential
informant on Sept. 23.
There, the pair reportedly "se
"selected and rented
paintball guns that resembl
bled assault rifles.
Santana to
told the (informant)
that he ch
chose that type of
weapon so that he could get
used to the weight," the FBI
criminal co
complaint reads in
part.
The closes
sest paintball and

airsoft (re
(replica guns that
fire non--metallic pellets)
course iis SC Village
Paintballll P
Park, which has
a Corona
na mailing address
despite bbeing located in
southernn Chino, and is
owned by Hollywood Sports
orts in Bellflower.
The park has a strong U.
U.S. military
flavor, with surplus Army
my trucks,
camouflage netting and repli
plica Army
checkpoints decorating the pa
park.
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In May 2011, SC Village Paintb
intball Park briefly
made headlines when, afterr bbin Laden was
killed by Navy SEALs, the ccompany spent
$250,000 adding SC Viper Fie
Field. The airsoft
gaming field is designedd to look like
Abbottabad, the city in Pakis
kistan where bin
Laden's compound was located.
ed.
"Our philosophy for the lastt 330 years, when
there's a conflict around the wo
world, we make a
playing map that simulates that
hat just like (video
game) `Call of Duty'," Hollywo
ywood Sports coowner Giovanni D'Egidio said Friday. "We
wanted a video game come too lif
life."
The town features replica bu
buildings, Arabic
language signage (including
ing an ad for
McDonald's), and other detai
tails intended to
allow players to re-create th
the raid on bin
Laden's compound.
The paintball park also features
es courses built to
resemble Baghdad, Beirut, Bo
Bosnia, Kosovo,
Kuwait and other warzones,
es, according its
website.
"Right now, the Middle East is popular, so we
do the Middle East ones," D'Egid
gidio said.
Army combat trainer Sgt. 1st Class Daniel
Addams decried Hollywood Sp
Sports' simulation
of real-world battlefields.

"We train as we fight, and if our war was with
Hitler's army then we would
uld train in German
scenarios," he said. "Places
ces like this are a
breeding ground for hatred,, w
which is something
we don't believe in."
Such simulation is not univ
niversal at paintball
and airsoft courses.
"Our whole purpose is to hav
have a safe place for
kids to paintball," said Wayn
ayne Woodruff, who
owns Action Star Games in Colton. His maps
don't resemble real-world battlegrounds.
ba
"We
want to show kids that war is the stupidest
thing in the world and that
at w
when you're done
paintballing you can still ha
hang out with your
friends. In real war you mayy nnot be able to."
As of Friday afternoon, FBII of
officials had not yet
confirmed the name of the pa
paintball park visited
by Deleon and Santana. But
ut Hollywood Sports
owns many of the paintballll aand airsoft parks in
the region, according to D'
D'Egidio, making it
likely that Deleon, Santan
tana and the FBI
informant they played with,, w
were at one of his
company's parks.
"We've been doing this for
or 30 years. If they
looked out of the ordinary, we
we'd report it" to the
police, he said.

Jihad in Syria: A Pro
Profile of Jabhat al-Nusra
By Murad Batal al-Shishani
Source: http://www.jamestown.o
n.org
The jihadists that began to em
emerge in Syria
several months after peaceful
ul pprotests against
the Bashar al-Assad regime bbegan in March
2011 can be broadly catego
gorized into two
groups: al-Qaeda-style group
oups and local
jihadist groups. The latter type
pe is represented
by locally-formed jihadist groups
ups, the largest of
which is Ahrar al-Sham. The lo
local type adopts
the basic components of jihad
adist rhetoric but
insists that their major goal is the toppling of
the Bashar al-Assad regime.
The al-Qaeda-style trend iss rrepresented by
several jihadist groups, such as the Lebanonbased Fatah al-Islam group tha
that clashed with
Lebanese authorities in 2007,, an
and the Abdullah
Azzam Brigades, which hhave claimed
responsibility for several attacks
cks against Israel
from south Lebanon. Howeve
ever, the largest
group in this category is Jabhat
hat al-Nusra li-Ahl
al-Sham (Front for the Suppor
port of the Syrian
People, commonly known as “al
“al-Nusra”).

Al-Nusra
announced its
formation in
late January,
2012
and
their statements
have found their way intoo m
major jihadist
web forums ever since. Th
The leader of the
group, using the nom de guerre of Abu
Muhammad al-Golani, state
tated in the audio
message in which he proclaim
laimed the formation
of the group, that he and his colleagues came
to Syria “a few months afte
after the revolution,
from one of the jihadi battle
ttlefields to help the
people of Levant against the [Assad] regime.”
Citing the refusal of Western
ern countries to help
topple Assad’s rule, al-Golan
lani declared a jihad
against
the
Syrian
regime
(muslm.net, January 24).
On June 20, Ansar al-Mujahd
hdeen web
forum released a booklett ex
explaining
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their ideology entitled Jabhatt al
al-Nusra li-Ahl alSham: Who are they? Whatt aare their Aims?
The booklet introduces the group
oup as:
A blessed front that has the be
best mujahideen
from various parts of the earth
rth in a sole group
on the land of Levant, [aiming
ing] to clean the
abomination of Bashar and hi
his gang and to
establish the rule of Allah in the Levant and not
just implementing a phony cha
change of people
and names, as happened in Yemen, Egypt,
Tunisia and Libya! But the fro
front aims by its
jihad to change the whole gove
overnance system
and bring justice, freedom and
nd equality in the
country, as it is ordered by Allah, not as
promoted by the West! (As-An
Ansar.com, June
20).
Clearly the Nusra front adop
dopts the jihadist
ideology and since it emerged
ed in Syria it has
taken an active part in attacks
ks against Syrian
government troops. Its attacks
cks, according to
the group’s frequent statements
nts on jihadist web

forums, have increased dram
ramatically since
March 2011. According to a Syrian activist
working in an area where fur
furious fighting is
ongoing, this is due to an increasing
acceptance among locals off th
the Nusra Front,
“which shows high military ccapabilities and
strong organizational skills.” [1
[1] In the same
context, the Ansar al-Mujah
jahideen booklet
states that locals gave help an
and assistance to
al-Nusra members “after theyy sa
saw the sincerity
of al-Nusra’s commanders aand soldiers in
defending their lives and their
eir towns, and in
revenge for the blood of theirir cchildren and the
dignity of their women. That is at a time when
they were abandoned by th
the hypocritical
governments of the West, andd th
the cowards and
traitorous Arab rulers!” (As-An
Ansar.com, June
20). Al-Nusra seems very kkeen to avoid

clashes with locals and to avo
avoid disagreements
with other groups in Syria whi
while expanding their
zone of operations to Da
Damascus, Aleppo,
Hama, Darra and Dier al-Zour
our.
Al-Nusra coordinates with other
oth factions of the
rebel Free Syrian Army (FS
(FSA), however, the
tactics used by jihadists in S
Syria are similar to
those used by jihadists in Iraq after the
American invasion in 2003.
3. TThe group carries
out ambushes, kidnappings
ngs, assassinations,
IED attacks and suic
suicide bombings.
Implementing such tactics
ics made al-Nusra
attractive to young people wh
who want to join the
fight against regime troops.
s. According to the
Syrian activist cited earlier,r, “al-Nusra front is
more capable in using non-co
conventional tactics
than the FSA,” most of who
whose members are
deserters from the regular
lar army and lack
training in such tactics. [2]
Al-Nusra Front publishes
es its statements
through its media company,
y, aal-Manara al-Baida
(White
ite Beacon). The
groupp focuses in its
media
ia releases on its
attacks
cks and avoids
debates
ates with other
groups.
ps. However, it is
gradua
ually
gaining
legitima
imacy among jihadist
scholar
lars.
Al-Nusr
usra has been
criticize
ized by SalafiJihadis
dist ideologue Abd
al-Mun’
un’im
Mustafa
Halima
ma (a.k.a. Abu Basir
al-Tartu
artusi) as well as by
Salafifi cleric Adnan alArour, a strong supporter of the FSA and the
revolution against the Syrian
rian regime. Though
Tartusi was more explicitt in his remarks, alArour criticized the role pplayed by foreign
fighters in the movement,
nt, rejected suicide
bombings as a tactic and den
denounced the takfiri
orientation of the group. [3]
This criticism has not stopp
pped al-Nusra from
receiving the endorsement
nt of a number of
leading jihadist clerics. JJordanian SalafiJihadist Abu Muhammad al--Tahawi has urged
Muslim youth to join al-Nu
Nusra front to fight
against “the Sharon of the Le
Levant” [i.e. Bashar
al-Assad] (As-Ansar.com, No
November 8; for
al-Tahawi, see Militant Le
Leadership
Monitor, May 31, 2011).). Abu alMundhir al-Shanqiti, a pprominent
Mauritanian jihadist scholar,r, w
wrote an
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article endorsing the group and later issued a
fatwa urging anyone who wan
ants to go to the
jihadi battlefield in Syria to join
in JJabhat al-Nusra
(Minbar al-Tawhid wa’l-Jihad,
d, March 9; June
3). Jihadist internet ideologue
ue Abu Sa’ad alAmili has also expressed his
is oopinion that the
righteous banner of jihad in Syri
yria belongs to alNusra (Aljahad.com, March 6).
There are three factors playing
ing major roles in
increasing the influence of Jab
abhat al-Nusra in
Syria:
• The effect on the Syrian
an people of the
regime’s atrocities
• The movement’s militaryy ccapabilities and
avoidance of clashes with loc
locals

• Endorsements by jihadist
ist clerics that raise

the credentials of the gro
group in the SalafiJihadist community.
These factors will play a majo
ajor role in attracting
foreign fighters who are aimi
iming to join jihad in
Syria. All these factors indica
icate that the role of
Jabhat al-Nusra will increase
ase in Syria, but at
the same time future relations
ons with other armed
groups and local communi
unities inside Syria
could be different if the As
Assad regime was
toppled. In this situation, al--Nusra’s continued
presence in Syria could bee oopen to question if
there is no longer any place
ce in Syria’s political
evolution for a jihadist ideolog
logy.

Notes
1. Interview via Skype with a Syr
Syrian activist who preferred to remain anonymous, Nove
ovember 1, 2012.
2. Ibid, November 17, 2012.
3. For Tartusi’s remarks, see mu
muslm.net, January 27, 2012. For al-Arour’s comments,
ts, see
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
h?v=JbIX0IlYwsU and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
?v=WvLmoT9lETU.
Murad Batal al-Shishani is an
a Islamic groups and terrorism issues analyst
st ba
based in London.
He is a specialist on Islamic
ic Movements
M
in Chechnya and in the Middle East.
ast.

Global Terrorism Ind
Index
Source: http://www.visionofhuma
manity.org/terrorismindex/about-the-gti/
Released December 04, 2012
The Global Terrorism Index (GTI) is th
the first index to
systematically rank and compare 158 countrie
tries according to the
impact of terrorism. Produced by the Institu
titute for Economics
and Peace, the GTI maps and analyses trend
nds in terrorism over
the last 10 years. The index is based on dat
data from the Global
Terrorism Database (GTD) from the Nation
ional Consortium for
the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terr
errorism (START) at
the University of Maryland.
Key Findings
• From 2002 to 2011, North America
rica was the region
least likely to suffer from terrorism
• While more terrorist attacks are be
being recorded, the
number of fatalities has declined by 25% since
ince 2007.
• Only 31 out of 158 countries rranked have not
experienced a terrorist attack since 2002
• Most terrorist attacks occur in the
e ccontext of a wider
•
•

conflict situation
Since the start of thee IIraq invasion the number of terrorist incidents occurri
urring each year has
increased fourfold, glob
lobally
In 2011 Iraq was the country that was most impacted by terrorism, follo
llowed by
Pakistan and Afghanist
nistan
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Top 15 countries

Turkey – Greece – Norway – United
U
Kingdom
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Al Qaeda 3.0: Terror
rrorism’s Emergent New Power Base
ases
Source:http://www.thedailybeast
ast.com/articles/2012/12/03/al-qaeda-3-0-terrorism-s-em
emergent-newpower-bases.html
While Pentagon lawyers claim aal Qaeda’s tipping into defeat, in fact we are seeing the emergence of the
third generation of the terrorist movement.
m

Iraqi security forces survey
ey the scene outside the Sayidat al-Nejat Catholic Cathedral,
Cath
or Syrian
Catholic Church, in central
al Baghdad
Bag
on November 1, 2010, the morning afterr seven
seve security force
members and 37 Christianss were killed when US and Iraqi forces stormed the cathedr
athedral to free dozens
of hostages in an attack claimed
imed by
b an Al-Qaeda group. (Sabah Arar / Getty Images)

Under siege by drones in Pakist
kistan and Yemen,
al Qaeda 3.0 has exploit
loited the Arab
Awakening to create its larges
gest safe havens
and operational bases in more
re than a decade
across the Arab world. This m
may prove to be
the most deadly al Qaeda yet.
The first generation was thee ooriginal band in
Afghanistan created by Osama
ma bin Laden in
the 1990s. The second emer
erged after 9/11
when the group resurfaced in Pakistan and
then across the Muslim world
orld. Now a third
iteration can be discerned inn th
the wake of bin
Laden’s death and the Arab Awa
wakening.
The fastest-growing new al Qae
Qaeda is in Syria.
Using the cover name Jabha
hat al Nusra, al
Qaeda has become perhapss tthe most lethal
element of the opposition to Ba
Bashar al Assad’s
brutal dictatorship. Al Qaeda’s
’s aamir, Ayman alZawahiri, called for jihadists acro
cross the world to
flock to Syria this spring to jo
join the uprising

against the Assad regimee and the Alawite
minority that supports it. For
or al Qaeda, Assad
and the Alawis are a perf
erfect target; many
Sunnis believe Alawis to bee a deviationist sect
of Islam that should be sup
uppressed. While al
Qaeda is a small part of thee oopposition in Syria,
it nonetheless brings unique
ique skills in bombmaking and suicide operation
ions.
Now jihadist websites are re
reporting every day
that new al Qaeda “martyrs”
rs” have died in the
fighting in Damascus and A
Aleppo from Saudi
Arabia, Palestine, and Egypt
ypt. Reliable reports
speak of bands of jihadists
sts operating in the
country with a loose affiliation
tion to al Qaeda and
composed of Muslim fanatics
tics from as far away
as Pakistan and Bangladesh.
sh.
The Syrian al Qaeda franchi
chise has sought to
learn from the mistakes
es of its
predecessors. It avoids
ids open
association with the brand na
name and
seeks to work with othe
ther Sunni
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groups. It is well armed, usess bbases in Iraq for
In North Africa, Al Qaeda
eda in the Islamic
support and supply, and benefits
efits from the arms
Maghreb, originally an Algeria
erian franchise of the
supplied by Qatar and Saudi
udi Arabia to the
al Qaeda global terror oorganization, has
opposition. Its leader uses thee nom de guerre
successfully aligned itself with a local extremist
of Abu Mohammad al Golani,
ni, a reference to
group in Mali named An
Ansar al Dine, or
the Israeli-occupied Syrian Gola
olan Heights and
Defenders of the Faith; tog
together, they have
a signal that the top leader is a Syrian, not a
effectively taken control of the northern two
foreign fighter.
thirds of Mali. Now AQIM
The longer the civil war in
controls
ls tthe fabled city of
Al Qaeda is an adaptive
Syria goes on, the more al
Timbuktu.
ktu.
organization, and it has exploited
Qaeda will benefit from the
For most
ost of its existence,
the chaos and turmoil of
chaos and the sectarian
AQIM had been confined to
polarization. It will also
kidnappin
ping
Westerners
revolutionary change to create
benefit from the spill over
traveling
ng
in
the
remote
operational bases and new
of violence from Syria into
desertss of Algeria, Mali,
stronghold.
Lebanon, Turkey, Iraq and
Mauritania
ania, and Niger and
Jordan that is now inevitable.
other criminal enterprises. So
Sources in the U.K.
Like the rest of the world,, aal Qaeda was
say it raised 50 million euro
uros this way. This
surprised by the revolutions
ns that toppled
spring, after a military cou
oup in Mali, AQIM
dictators in Tunisia, Egypt, Liby
Libya and Yemen.
found a partner in Ansar all D
Dine; together, they
Its ideology of violence and jih
jihad was initially
swept out government forces
ces from the north of
challenged by the large
rgely nonviolent
Mali, and now they control
trol a vast Saharan
revolutionary movements that
hat swept across
stronghold the size of Texas
xas. AQIM is also at
North Africa and the Middle Eas
ast. But al Qaeda
work in Libya, especiallyy aaround Benghazi.
is an adaptive organization,
ion, and it has
Spanish and French leaders
ers are now labeling
exploited the chaos and turmoil
oil of revolutionary
the new AQIM strongholdss iin Mali and Libya
change to create operationall bbases and new
the gravest threats to regiona
onal stability in more
strongholds.
than a decade.

Eco-Terrorist Surren
rrenders
Source: http://www.fbi.gov/ne
/news/stories/2012/december/eco-terrorist-surrenders-tw
two-fugitives-still-atlarge/eco-terrorist-surrenders-tw
two-fugitives-still-at-large?utm_campaign=emailImmediate&utm_medium=email&
ail&utm_source=fbi-top-stories&utm_content=159736
After a decade as an interna
rnational fugitive,
Canadian citizen Rebecca Rub
ubin gave up life
on the run last week when she turned herself
over to the FBI at the internat
national border in
Washington state.
The 39-year-old alleged me
member of the

domestic terrorist cell call
alled “The Family”
will face federal arson cha
harges for her role
in the largest eco-terroris
rism case in U.S.
history, known as Operatio
ation Backfire. With
Rubin in custody, only two
wo Family members
remain at large.
The 1998 arson
son at a Vail, Colorado
ski resort caused
aused more than $24
million in damages
mages.

Along with a dozen other
conspirators, Rub
ubin is charged with
multiple crimes frfrom 1996 through
2001 in the W
West and Pacific
Northwest, includ
cluding in Oregon,
Colorado, and Ca
California. The
Family committ
itted an
estimated $488 million
worth of arso
rson and
vandalism unde
nder the
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names of the Animal Liberation
tion Front and the
Earth Liberation Front.
The cell’s most notorious crime
ime was the 1998
arson of a Vail, Colorado ski res
resort that caused
more than $24 million in dama
amages and drew
international attention to eco-te
terrorists—those
who break the law in the misgu
sguided attempt to
protect the environment and ani
animal rights. The
FBI took the lead in the Va
Vail investigation,
working closely with local, sta
state, and federal
law enforcement partners,, aand in 2004,
multiple eco-terrorism invest
estigations were
condensed into Operation Backf
ckfire.
In July 2011, one of Rubin’
in’s conspirators,
Justin Solondz, was turnedd over to U.S.
authorities by the Chinese
ese government.

Solondz had been imprisoned
ned in China on drug
charges. That leaves two O
Operation Backfire
fugitives still at large, and the
there is a reward for
information leading to their arr
arrest.
“Two years ago we had four
ur fugitives. Now we
have two—so we are half
alfway there,” said
Special Agent Tim Suttles,
s, w
who works in our
Portland Division and hass bbeen investigating
the eco-terrorist group sincee 22005.
Although Suttles said it iss “v
“very satisfying” to
see Rubin surrender and sub
submit herself to the
judicial process, the Op
Operation Backfire
investigation will not be close
sed until the last two
fugitives—Joseph Dibee and Josephine
Overaker—are in custody.

A reward of up to $50,000 eac
ach is being offered for information leading to the arrest
arr of Dibee and
Overaker, both of whom aree b
believed to be living abroad.
Here is what we know about the two:
• Dibee was indicted in 2006
06 on charges of
arson, conspiracy, and an
animal enterprise
terrorism. He was believed
ed to be living in
Syria with family members
rs but may have
fled the country due to the
he recent violence
and upheaval there.
• Overaker was indicted in 200
2004 and 2006 for
her involvement with the 11998 Vail arson
and other crimes. She is be
believed to have
spent time in Germany aand may have
settled in Spain. Shee speaks fluent
Spanish.
Suttles believes Rubin
n may have
surrendered because she wa
was tired of life

on the run. “She may havee rrealized that being
a fugitive meant she couldd nnever go home or
could never have contact wi
with her mom, who
she is very close to.” Like
ike many long-term
fugitives, he added, “she may
ay have come to the
realization that coming in,, ad
admitting what you
did, and taking your punishm
hment will allow you
to move on with your life.”
To date, Operation Backfire
re iinvestigators have
solved more than 40 criminal
nal acts ranging from
vandalism to arson. Seve
venteen individuals
have been indicted, 15 of wh
whom pled
guilty and were sentenced in 2007 to
jail time ranging from more th
than three
years to 15 years.
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Swiss Spooks Warn
arn Of Counter-Terrorism Intelligenc
ence Breach
Source:
http://www.informa
rmationweek.com/security/attacks/swiss-spooks-warn-of
of-counter-terrorismi/240143979
In September, Swiss attorneyy ggeneral Michael
Lauber and a senior prosecutor,
tor, Carolo Bulletti,
held a press conference to discl
isclose the alleged
data theft, and said that they ha
had a suspect in
custody. "The intention was to sell the data to
other countries," said Bulletti,
tti, but authorities
didn't know whether that had hap
happened.
Earlier this week, Reuters
rs reported that
unnamed
European
intelligence sources with
knowledge
of
the
investigation said that
Swiss authorities still
haven't ascertained
whether the suspect
sold the data. That
led
Swiss
authorities to warn
all
intelligence
agencies
that
share
counterterrorism
information
w
with
Switzerland -- including the CI
CIA and Britain's
Secret Intelligence Service, or MI6 -- that the
information may have beenn ssold to foreign
intelligence agencies or commer
ercial buyers.
The suspect worked for the NDB
DB, Switzerland's
federal intelligence service, whi
which is part of its
defense ministry, for eight years
ars. He reportedly
had administrator-level rights to most of the spy
agency's networks, including
ing ones storing
highly secret information,, and became
disgruntled after feeling tha
that higher-level
managers were ignoring his reco
ecommendations.
Reportedly, the quantity off breached data
involves terabytes of secrett in
information and
was stolen when the suspectt ccopied it onto a
portable hard drive and w
walked out of
government premises with thee ddrive stored in a
backpack. Swiss authorities
es arrested the
suspect -- who under Swiss
ss laws can't be
named -- in May, and said
id tthey recovered
numerous portable devicess containing the
surreptitiously copied intell
telligence data.
Authorities were tipped off by Sw
Swiss bank UBS,
which had traced an attemptt tto open a new,
numbered bank account to the IT technician.

The suspect has been relea
leased on bail while
the related investigation contin
ntinues.
According to the Europ
ropean intelligence
sources, the employee began
gan displaying some
of the classic warning sig
signs that precede
insider attacks, such as manifesting a
disgruntled attitude and re
regularly failing to
show up for work. The sign
igns, however, were
ap
apparently
ignored.
Th Swiss case is
The
fa from the first
far
tim
time
that
a
di
disgruntled
ITsa
savvy
employee
wit
with
access to
sen
sensitive
information
has been accused of
stea
tealing it. In 2009,
forr example, MI6
caug
ught
Daniel
Houg
ughton, one of its
comput
puter programmers,
trying to sell cutting-edgee eemail interception
technology, as well as staffff lilists containing cell
phone numbers and homee aaddresses for MI6
and Britain's MI5 domestic in
intelligence service.
Houghton had downloadedd aat least 7,000 files
onto a secure digital memory
ory card and offered
it for sale to the Dutch intelli
telligence service, or
AIVD. Dutch officials tippe
ped off MI6, who
busted Houghton in a sting op
operation.
Arguably, that data breach
ch could have been
prevented if proper controls
ols been in place to
monitor for unusual network
rk behavior, such as
copying 7,000 files to a re
removable memory
card. The same, of course,
e, could be said for
the NDB in Switzerland, orr fo
for that matter, the
Department of Defense, wh
which saw 251,000
sensitive diplomatic cables
les get leaked to
WikiLeaks. The alleged pe
perpetrator, Private
First Class Bradley Manning
ning, an intelligence
analyst, allegedly copiedd the data onto
rewritable CDs, which hee sstored in a Lady
Gaga CD case. According
ng to psychologists,
Manning's superiors ignored
red obvious insiderattack warning signs indicate
ated in his emotional
and mental state.
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Death by Algorithm
hm: West Point Code Shows Which
ich Terrorists
Should Disappearr Fi
First
Source: http://www.wired.com/da
/dangerroom/2012/12/paulos-alogrithm/
Paulo Shakarian has an algori
orithm that might
one day help dismantle al-Qaid
aida — or at least
one of its lesser affiliates. It’s an algorithm that
identifies which people in a terror network
really matter, like the mid-leve
evel players, who
connect smaller cells with the larger militant
group. Remove those people,
e, eeither by drone
or by capture, and it concentra
ntrates power and
authority in the hands of one
ne man. Remove
that man, and you’ve broken the organization.
The U.S. military and intelligenc
ence communities
like to congratulate themsel
selves whenever
they’ve taken out a terrorist lead
eader, whether it’s
Osama bin Laden or Abu Muss
ussab al-Zarqawi,
the bloodthirsty chief of al--Qaida in Iraq.
Shakarian, a professor at West
st P
Point’s Network
Science Center who served tw
two tours as an
intelligence officer in Iraq, saw
aw first-hand just
how quickly those militant ne
networks regrew
new heads when the old ones
es were chopped
off. It became one of the inspi
spirations for him
and his colleagues at West Po
Point to craft an
algorithm that could truly target
et a terror group’s
weak points.
“I remember these special force
rces guys used to
brag about how great they we
were at targeting
leaders. And I thought, ‘Ohh yyeah, targeting
leaders
of
a
decentralized
organization. Real
helpful,’”
Shakarian tells
Danger
Room.
Zarqawi’s group,
for instance, only
grew more lethal
after his death. “So
I thought: Maybe
we shouldn’t be so
interested
in
individual leaders,
but in how whole
organizations
regenerate their
leadership.”
These
days,
American
counterterror policy is even m
more reliant on
taking out individual militants
nts. How exactly
those individuals are picke
icked for drone

elimination is the matter off in
intense debate and
speculation. The White H
House reportedly
maintains a “matrix” of the most dangerous
militants. Social-network aanalysis — the
science of determining the connections
between people — almost cer
certainly plays a role
where those militants appear
ar on that matrix.
It’s clearly an imperfect proccess. Hundreds of
civilians have been killed in the drone strikes,
along with thousands of milita
ilitants. And while the
core of al-Qaida is clearly w
weakened, Obama
administration officials will
ill only talk in the
vaguest terms about when th
the war against the
terror group might some dayy ccome to an end.
In a paper to be presented
ted later this month
before the Academy of Science and
Engineering’s Internationall Conference on
Social Informatics, Shakaria
arian and his West
Point colleagues argue forr a new way of using
social-network analysis to target militants.
Forget going after the leade
ader of an extremist
group, they say. At least right
ght away.
“If you arrest that guy,
y, the number of
connections everyone else ha
has becomes more
similar. They all become le
leaders. You force
that
terror
group
to
become
more decentralized. You mig
might be making it

harder to defeat these organi
anizations,”
Shakarian says.
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This chart shows how
w West
W
Point’s
“GREEDY_FRAGILE” algorith
lgorithm renders a
network brittle by removing
ving relatively
r
few
nodes.

depi
a terror
The second illustration depicts
network, as the algorithm centralizes
centra
it — and
makes it easier to break. Photos:
otos: West Point

Instead, counterterrorists sho
should work to
remove militant lieutenants in su
such a way that
terror leaders actually become
me morecentral to
their organizations. That’s be
because a more
centralized network is a moree ffragile one. And
a fragile network can ultimatel
tely be smashed,
once and for all.
The West Point team — which includes
professors Devon Callahan, Je
Jeff Nielsen, and
Tony Johnson – wrote up a sim
simple (less than
30-line) algorithm in Python
on they named
GREEDY_FRAGILE. It lookss for nodes that
can be taken out to “maximize
ize network-wide
centrality” — concentrate conn
onnectivity in the
terror leader, in other words.
s. The professors
tested GREEDY_FRAGILE against
aga
five data
sets. the first is the social netw
network of the alQaida members involved in the 1998 bombing
of the U.S. embassy in Darr ees Salaam; the
other four are derived from re
real-world terror
groups, but anonymized for acad
cademic use.
“In each of the five real-world terrorist
te
networks
that we examined, removall oof only 12% of
nodes can increase the network
ork-wide centrality
between 17% and 45%,” th
the West Point
authors note in their paper.. In other words,
taking out just a few mid-levell pl
players make the
whole organization much, much
ch more fragile.

Interestingly, GREEDY_FRAG
RAGILE works even
when the exact shape of the network is
unknown — or when certain
rtain nodes can’t be
targeted
ted, for political or
intelligen
gence reasons. In
other wo
words, it takes into
account
unt some real-world
complica
lications
that
countert
terterrorists
might
face.
Now, this
th is just a lab
experim
riment. No actual
terrorists
ists were harmed in
the writi
riting of this paper.
The alg
algorithm only looks
at “degr
egree” centrality —
the num
umber of ties a node
has. It doesn’t examine
metrics
cs like network
“closene
eness,” which finds
the shor
hortest possible path
between
een two nodes. Nor
does it take into accountt th
the different roles
played by different node
odes — financier,
propagandist, bomb-maker.
er. That’s why the
work is funded by the Army
my Research Office,
which handles the service’s
e’s most basic R&D
efforts.
What’s more, the authors
rs stress that their
network-breaking techniques
es might not be a
good fit for every counterterro
error plan. “It may be
desirable to keep certain ter
terrorist or insurgent
leaders in place to restra
train certain, more
radical elements of their oorganization,” they
write.
In fact, the authors stronglyy hhint that they’re not
necessarily
on
board
ard
with
the
Obama administration’s kill-do
don’t-capture
approach to handling terrorr ne
networks.
“We would like to note that the targeting of
individuals in a terrorist orr iinsurgent network
does not necessarily meann to that they should
be killed,” Shakarian and his colleagues write.
“In fact, for ‘shaping operati
rations’ as the ones
described in this paper, the killing of certain
individuals in the network
rk may be counterproductive. This is due to the fact that the
capture of individuals who ar
are likely emergent
leaders may provide further
er iintelligence on the
organization in question.”
That sort of intelligence may
ay suddenly be at
a premium again. From thee P
Pentagon
chief on down, the U
U.S. is
increasingly worried aboutt al
al-Qaida’s
spread into unfamiliar regi
egions like
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Mali and its association with
ith new, shadowy
militant groups in Libya. GREED
EDY_FRAGILE, if
it works like Shakarian hopes,
s, m
might show the

counterterrorists which milita
ilitants to target —
and which so-called leaders
rs tto leave alone. For
now.

Piracy plunges as
sm
more ships start carrying armed
dg
guards
Source: http://www.winnipegfree
freepress.com/business/piracy-plunges-as-more-ships-sta
start-carrying-armed
-guards-181652531.html

Pirate attacks on merchant ves
essels in the Gulf
of Aden and the Indian Ocean
an fell 81 per cent
this year as the use of armed security guards
on ships acted as a "game-chan
hanger," according
to the European Union's navall fo
force.
There were 34 attacks by Som
omali pirates, with
five vessels hijacked so far inn 22012, compared
to a record 176 assaults in the whole of last
year that resulted in 25 sh
ships seized for
ransom, according to Peter Olive
live, the EU Naval
Force's chief of staff.
Ransom payments to Somali
ali pirates totaled
$36 million so far this year,r, compared with
$147 million last year, he said
aid Thursday at a
briefing at the EU's naval force
ce hheadquarters at
Northwood, England. As w
well as more
aggressive military operations,
ns, the increasing
deployment of private guardss oover the last 18
months on vessels transitingg high-risk areas
contributed to the declines, Olive
live said.
"In 2011, the numbers of private
ate armed security
teams went up significantly and that has been
a big game-changer as well,
ll, though not the
only factor," Olive said. "If th
that pressure is
taken off it can all start to be unp
unpicked relatively

rapidly," he added, referring
ring to industry and
military measures to combat
at ppiracy.
Naval forces from three missi
issions are deploying
as many as 20 ships at a ttime, patrolling an
area larger than Europe, too ddisrupt pirates who
threaten international trade.
e. TThe cost of piracy
last year was estimatedd at $6.9 billion,
including $1.3 billion sp
spent on military
operations and $1.16 billion
on on armed guards
and vessel security, accordi
rding to a report in
February by One Earth Fu
Future Foundation.
About 42,450 vessels transit
nsit the region each
year, with as many as halff us
using armed guards
by the end of 2011, the B
Broomfield, Colo.based nonprofit said.
"The fact there is private
ate armed security
employed in the region, ther
here's nobody who's
happy with that," said Hank
nk Ort, chief of staff
for the North Atlantic Treaaty Organization's
counter-piracy mission. "From
rom a NATO point of
view, it's not something wee ta
take a position on.
Having said that, it does he
help; ships that get
attacked that have securi
urity have
always been able to get away
ay."
Trade through the region is vvalued at
$1 trillion, according to thee E
EU naval
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force, known as EU Navfor. Ab
About 35 per cent
with the Gulf of Oman, acco
ccording to the U.S.
of crude oil shipped by sea and 20 per cent of
Energy Information Administr
istration. Twenty per
oil traded worldwide transits thr
through the Strait
cent of the world's liquefied
ied natural gas from
of Hormuz, which connects th
the Persian Gulf
Qatar also passed through the strait, it said.
Technique used to nab seria
erial killers helps in controlling pests and disease
se and in counterterrorism
Source: http://www.homeland
andsecuritynewswire.com/dr20121212-technique-used-to
to-nab-serial-killershelps-in-controlling-pests-and-di
disease-and-in-counterterrorism
Imagine a situation wher
here the police have
found five bodies andd lilinked the killings,
and now need to locate
te tthe killer. GP uses
the locations of the bodie
dies and predictions
of the killer’s movem
ement patterns to
calculate where the seria
erial killer’s home is
likely to be. This approach
ach has been shown
to be much more effectiv
ctive than starting at
the
center
of
th
the
kills
and
searching outwards.
In biology, GP was first
firs used to study
animal foraging, specifica
fically bats, bees and
sharks. Mark Stevenson
on says: “We have
discovered a lot about the patterns animals
move in. What we’re nnot so good at is
predicting the central
al points they are
Geoprofiling image showss most
mos likely points
of origin of criminal // Source:
rce: ncjrs.gov
nc

A technique designed to help
elp criminologists
catch serial killers is being used
ed by scientists to
locate sources of disease, con
control pests, and
study animal behavior. Locating
ting a serial killer’s
home is similar to finding thee nnests of animals
or centers of disease outbreak
eaks, explains an
article in the forthcoming Dece
cember edition of
the Society of Biology’s m
magazine The
Biologist.
Author of the article, Mark Stev
tevenson, a Ph.D.
researcher at Queen Mary,
ry, University of
London, explains:
“What do serial killers have in common with
great white sharks, invasive
ive species and
malaria-transmitting mosquitoes
es? It sounds like
the sort of question Sherlock Ho
Holmes might ask
his faithful companion. The answ
nswer to our riddle
is relatively simple — dare I sa
say elementary?
They are all travelling from a ce
central location in
some kind of predictable patte
attern. If we can
work out the pattern, it is possi
ssible to estimate
where they live based on where
ere we know they
have been.”
A Society of Biology releasee rreports that the
technique is called geographic
hic profiling (GP)
and has been used in many hig
high profile cases,
and helped catch the Yor
orkshire Ripper.

moving from. These
points might be the
breeding
sites
of
malaria-transmitting
mosquitoes or the place
that an invasive species
(such as the harlequin
ladybird or ash die back)
first arrived. The efficient
identification of the
sources of invasive
species can be used to
target disease and pestcontrol programs.”
In epidemiology, GP has
been used to re-analyze
Snow’s classic study of
the 1854 London cholera
outbreak, using the locatio
ation of 321
disease sites.* Of the 13 ne
neighborhood water
pumps, the Broad Street
eet pump — the
outbreak’s source — ranked
ed as the most likely
culprit. The same study an
analyzed cases of
malaria in Cairo, Egypt, using
sing 139 locations of
disease cases. Scientists ran
ranked fifty-nine local
water sources in order off ho
how likely
they were to be responsible
ible, and of
the seven which tested pos
positive for
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the mosquito vector, six were ranked
ra
1-6.
“Development of geographic pr
profiling is by no
means complete, and the twoo ffields of biology
and criminology still have much
uch to teach each
other. Ecological approaches ha
have applications
in counter-terrorism work, as ter
terrorist cells tend
to have more than one anchor
or point within the
area in which they operate, exac
xactly so they can
avoid detection.”
Dr. Mark Downs, chief executive
tive of the Society
of Biology, says: “When wee talk about the

importance of collaboratio
tion between the
sciences we might think ab
about chemists and
physicists working with biolo
iologists to discover
the mechanisms within cells
lls or to turn plants
grown for bioenergy into fuel.
el. This is a fantastic
example of how much even
en the most unlikely
collaborations can achieve.
ve. It shows how
impossible it is to predict the spinout benefits
from a piece of research.”

* See Steven C. Le Comber et al.
al., “Geographic profiling as a novel spatial tool for targeting
ting infectious disease
control,” International Journal of He
Health Geographics 10, no. 35 (18 May 2011) (doi:10.1186/14
/1476-072X-10-35)

Modeling terrorism
m risk to the air transportation syst
ystem
Source:
http://www.homela
elandsecuritynewswire.com/dr20121212-modeling-terrori
rorism-risk-to-the-airtransportation-system
RAND recently evaluated a terrorism risk
modeling tool developed by the Transportation
Security Administration (TSA)) and Boeing to
help
guide
program
pplanning
for
aviation security.
The Risk Management Ana
nalysis Tool, or
RMAT, simulates terroristt behavior and
success in attacking vulnera
erabilities in the
domestic commercial air transpo
sportation system,
drawing on estimates of terro
rrorist resources,
capabilities, preferences, decis
cision processes,
intelligence collection, and operational
planning. It describes how thee la
layers of security
protecting the air transportatio
ation system are
likely to perform when confronte
nted by more than
sixty types of attacks, drawingg oon detailed blast
and other physical modeling to understand the
damage produced by differen
ent weapons and
attacks, and calculating expec
ected loss of life
and the direct and indir
direct economic
consequences of that damage.
RAND says its researchers foun
found that parts of
the model provide credible
ible and useful
estimates of the performance of components of
the aviation security system,, fo
for instance the
probability that specific weapon
pon types will be
detected by TSA’s passengerr ch
checkpoints. The
tool has also proven to be valua
luable to the TSA
in driving a more sophisticated
ted understanding
of
terrorism
risks
to
the
air
transportation system.

The authors find the model
del has some gaps,
however, including:
• Even if the conceptual
al m
models on which
RMAT is built wer
ere sound and
comprehensive,
thee
input
data
requirements exceed wh
what subject matter
experts or science ca
can estimate with
precision, and the impr
precision of those
estimates is subject to uunknown sources
and ranges of error.
• RMAT may not be wellll su
suited for the kinds
of exploratory analysiss rrequired for highstakes decision support,
ort, because of its
reliance on a large num
umber of uncertain
parameters
and
conceptual models.
• RMAT does not prov
rovide a
sufficiently broad depict
iction of
the
range
of
th
threats,
vulnerabilities, attack path
athways,
and consequences to co
correctly
describe terrorism riskk to the
U.S.
comm
mmercial
aviation system.
The authors conclude that
hat TSA
should not treat RMAT resu
esults as
credible estimates of terroris
rism risk
to the aviation system but can use those
results to better und
understand some
characteristics of terrorism ririsk and to explore
possible influences of syst
ystem changes on
that risk.

— Read more in Modeling
ing Terrorism
T
Risk to the Air Transportation System:
Syste An
Independent Assessment of TSA’s Risk Management Analysis Tool and Associated
Asso
Methods (RA'D, 2012)
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ABSTRACT
RAND evaluated a terrorism risk modeling tool developed by the Transportation Secu
curity Administration
and Boeing to help guide prog
rogram planning for aviation security. This tool — thee R
Risk Management
Analysis Tool, or RMAT — is us
used by TSA to estimate the terrorism risk-reduction be
benefits attributable
to new and existing security
ity programs, technologies, and procedures. RMATT ssimulates terrorist
behavior and success in attacki
cking vulnerabilities in the domestic commercial air trans
ansportation system,
drawing on estimates of terroris
orist resources, capabilities, preferences, decision proce
ocesses, intelligence
collection, and operational pla
planning. It describes how the layers of securityy pprotecting the air
transportation system are likely
ely to perform when confronted by more than 60 typess oof attacks, drawing
on detailed blast and other phys
hysical modeling to understand the damage produced by different weapons
and attacks, and calculating exp
expected loss of life and the direct and indirect economic
mic consequences of
that damage. This report describ
cribes RAND's conclusions about the validity of RMAT
T ffor TSA's intended
uses and its recommendations
ions for how TSA should perform cost-benefit analys
lyses of its security
programs.

U.S. Intelligence Re
Report Says Islamist Terrorism ‘Co
‘Could End by
2030’
Source: http://cnsnews.com/new
ews/article/us-intelligence-report-says-islamist-terrorism
m-could-end-2030

Hamas gunmen and a Palestini
lestinian boy armed
with a toy gun photographed
hed at
a a funeral of
Hamas militants killed in an
n Israeli
Isra air strike in
the Gaza Strip in November
mber 2012. A new
report by the U.S. intelligenc
lligence community
projects that Islamist terrorism
rism “could end by
2030.” (AP Photo)

The wave of Islamist terrorism
m iis receding and
“could end by 2030,” according
ing to a new longterm assessment by the U.
U.S. intelligence
community.
In support of that projection, the study released
on Monday said the view off A
America as the
“great enemy” was becomingg less appealing,
resulting in part from the dep
departure of U.S.
forces from Iraq and Afghanistan
tan.
It also cited political upheava
vals in the Arab
world, and said that a new gene
eneration of young
Muslims may be less interested
ted in the narrative
of a “conflict between fundamen
ental values.”

“Several circumstance
nces are ending the
current Islamist pha
hase of terrorism,
which suggest that as with other terrorist
waves – the Anarchi
chists in the 1880s
and 90s, the post
ostwar anti-colonial
terrorist movements,
ts, the New Left in
1970s – the recent
nt religious wave is
receding and could en
end by 2030,” said
the National Intelli
telligence Council’s
Global Trends 2030 report.
re
“The Arab uprisingss ha
have demonstrated
the moral and strate
ategic legitimacy of
nonviolent struggle
gle,” it argued.
“Protesters acted in the nam
name of democratic
values, not in the name of reli
religion.”
“The impending withdrawall of
o U.S. forces from
Iraq and decreases inn U.S. forces in
Afghanistan help to reducee th
the extent to which
terrorists can draw on the U
United States as a
lightning rod for anger,” it ssaid. “Soon, U.S.
support for Israel could bee tthe last remaining
major focus of Muslim anger.”
er.”
Since 1996 the NIC, whic
hich reports to the
director of national intelligenc
nce, has prepared a
trends analysis roughly every
ery four years for the
incoming president. This time it discussed the
draft with experts in almost
st 20 countries, and
the views of those “interlocut
cutors” are reflected
in the final 166-page documen
ment.
Despite the upbeat asse
ssessment on the
likelihood of an end to Islamist
terrorism, the report conced
ceded that
terror would probably not
ot die out
altogether.
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Some al-Qaeda affiliates an
and groups like
Hezbollah may continue to pos
pose threats, and
states like Iran and Pakistan co
could continue to
use terror groups as proxies, it ssaid.
“Taking a global perspective,
e, ffuture terrorists
could come from many diffe
ifferent religions,
including Christianity and Hindu
duism. Right-wing
and left-wing ideological groups
ups – some of the
oldest users of terrorist tactics
cs – also will pose
threats.”
In the years to come, the study
udy said, terrorists
may focus less on trying tto inflict mass
casualties and more on caus
using widespread
economic chaos by targeting
ing critical cyber
systems.
A headline projection in Global
al Trends 2030 is
an end to the post-Cold Warr “u
“unipolar” order,
with power shifting away ffrom a single
“hegemonic power” towardss “networks and
coalitions in a multipolar world.”
d.”
“By 2030, no country – whe
hether the U.S.,
China, or any other large coun
ountry – will be a
hegemonic power,” it said, bu
but predicted the
U.S. would probably remain
ain “first among
equals.”
Optimism, pessimism in the Middle East,
South Asia
Concerning the enduringly unsta
stable parts of the
world where most Muslims live – South Asia
and the Middle East – the repo
port offered a mix
of upbeat and gloomy assess
essments for the
period up to 2030.
In South Asia, the report put forward three
possible scenarios – the mos
ost promising of
which it also deemed the leastt lilikely:
The “turn-the-corner” scena
nario envisaged
gradual normalization of Pakista
istan-India trade, a
building of regional trust,t, with growing
economic opportunities le
lessening the
attractiveness of militancy. Pakis
akistan would over
several decades become a rrelatively stable
economy, and the nuclear-arme
rmed rivals would
find ways to coexist in prot
rotect deepening
economic ties.
However, “[m]any of our interlo
rlocutors saw this
scenario as unlikely. Criticall tto the scenario
would be the establishment of a more capable
civilian government in Pakistan
tan and improved
governance,” the report stated.
“A collapse in neighboring Afg
Afghanistan would
probably set back any such civil
ivilian-led agenda,
reinforcing security fears and retrenchment.”
ret
Two other scenarios for South
uth Asia were far
more pessimistic. One envisa
isaged escalating

Islamization in Pakistan and
nd Afghanistan, with
extreme interpretations of shari’a, a
proliferation of jihadist bases
ses, and deepening
ties between jihadists and the military.
Its third scenario for the reg
region in the coming
decades was one of “unrave
aveling” – social and
political fracturing in Pakistan
tan and Afghanistan,
dragging India down with them
hem.
The report also identified
ified Pakistan and
Afghanistan among a groupp oof 15 countries “at
high risk of state failure”” by 2030. Others
included Nigeria, Somalia,
a, Yemen and the
Democratic Republic of Cong
ngo.
In the Middle East, the re
report identified a
number of key determinants
ts ffor the future, with
the possibilities ranging widely
wid
“from fragile
growth and development to chronic instability
and potential regional conflicts
licts.”
--If the Islamic regime retain
tained power in Iran
and acquired nuclear weap
apons, “the Middle
East will face a highly unstab
table future.” A more
liberal regime by contrast
ast could abandon
nuclear weapons aspirations,
ns, negotiate an end
to isolation and focus
us on economic
modernization.
--Instability in Saudi Arabia
ia and other Sunni
monarchies could spark wid
widespread political
and economic uncertainty.. A
Any future political
transition in Saudi Arabia cou
could, like Egypt, be
“messy and complicated.”
Islam, and whether
--The future of political Isla
Islamists will moderate onc
nce in power, was
another key determinant.
“Over time political pragma
matism could trump
ideology helped by a growing
ing civil society that
will begin to produce a new ca
cadre of pragmatic,
entrepreneurial and social lea
leaders – something
that authoritarian regimes co
consistently stifled,”
the report said.
But if corruption and sever
vere unemployment
persisted that could benefitit “h
“hardline” Islamists
offering a clear alternati
ative to Western
capitalism and democracy.
--Civil and sectarian strife wa
was another factor,
particularly in countries like Ira
Iraq, Libya, Yemen,
Syria and Bahrain, where
re ongoing violence
could increase the risk of “str
“strongmen dictators”
emerging.
--An Israeli-Palestinian settlem
ttlement “would have
dramatic consequences forr th
the region over the
next two decades,” the rreport said. It
envisaged incremental steps
ps towards
Palestinian statehood, butt ssaid the
thorniest outstanding issues,
es, such as
the status of Jerusalem andd tthe “right
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of return” of Palestinian refuge
fugees, would not

likely be resolved by 2030.

NOTE: Read full report at New
ewsletter’s website – “CBRNE-CT Papers” section.. R
Read also relevant
article at Editor’s Corner.

Bomb found
suspected

in
n

Bonn

train

station,

Islamist
ist

extremist

Source: http://thecomingcrisis.bl
.blogspot.gr/2012/12/bomb-found-in-bonn-train-station.ht
n.html
German authorities suspect Islamist extremists we
were responsible for
planting an explosive device Monday (Dec 10, 2012
12) beside a track at
the main railway station in Bonn, a German intellig
elligence official tells
CNN.
The explosives were found after a 14-year-old rep
reported the bag to
police, according to the official, who said thee device was "not
sophisticated" in design.
The official said whoever left the bag remainss at large. Initially,
German police arrested two Bonn residents soon af
after recovering the
explosive components, the official said. The official
ial identified them as
Omar D., who's long been on German security
urity services' radar
because of his alleged links to Islamist extremists,, and
an Abdifatah W.

Is Boko Haram More
ore Dangerous Than Ever?
By Scott Stewart (Vice Preside
ident of Analysis)
Source:http://www.stratfor.com/w
m/weekly/boko-haram-more-dangerous-ever?utm_source
rce=freelist-f&utm_
medium=email&utm_campaign=
gn=20121213&utm_term=sweekly&utm_content=readmo
more&elq=8d2d77d1
d8b344728740d888233248b4
On Nov. 25, Boko Haram, ann IIslamist militant
group from northern Nigeria, att
attacked a church
in Jaji, Kaduna state, using
sing two suicide
bombers during the church'ss w
weekly religious
service. The first bomb detonat
nated in a vehicle
driven into the church, and the second
detonated approximately 100 minutes later,
when a crowd of first responde
nders gathered at
the scene. About 30 people we
were killed in the
attacks; the second blast caus
used the majority
of the deaths. The incidentt w
was particularly
symbolic because Jaji is the ho
home of Nigeria's
Armed Forces Command and
nd Staff College,
and many of the churchgoer
oers were senior
military officers.
In the wake of the Jaji attacks,
ks, media reports
quoted human rights groups sa
saying that Boko
Haram has killed more people
ple in 2012 than
ever before. The group has kill
killed roughly 770
people this year, leading manyy tto conclude that
Boko Haram has become more
re dangerous.
However, it is important to lo
look beyond the
sheer number of fatalities when
hen drawing such
conclusions about a group like Boko Haram.
Indeed, a less cursory look att th
the group reveals
that while 2012 has been a par
particularly deadly

year, the Nigerian governm
nment has curtailed
the group's capabilities. In ter
terms of operational
planning, the group has been
een limited to simple
attacks against soft targets
ts iin or near its core
territory. In other words, Bok
oko Haram remains
deadly, but it is actually les
less capable than it
used to be, relegating the ggroup to a limited,
regional threat unless this dyn
dynamic is somehow
altered.
Boko Haram's Rise
Boko Haram, Hausa for "Wes
estern Education is
Sinful," was established in 22002 in Maiduguri,
the capital of Nigeria's Borno
no state. It has since
spread to several other nor
northern and central
Nigerian states. Its officiall nname is Jama'atu
Ahlis Sunna Lidda'awati wal
wal-Jihad, Arabic for
"Group Committed to P
Propagating the
Prophet's Teachings and Ji
Jihad." While Boko
Haram is a relatively new phe
henomenon, Nigeria
has struggled with milita
litant Islamism for
decades. For example, thee Maitatsine
sect, led by Mohammed
ed Marwa,
fomented violence in the ear
early 1980s
in the very same cities th
that Boko
Haram is presently active.
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Initially, Boko Haram incited sec
sectarian violence
and attacked Christians with cclubs, machetes
and small arms. But by 2010,
10, the group had
added Molotov cocktails and sim
simple improvised
explosive devices to its arsenal
nal. In 2011, Boko
Haram made a major operation
tional leap when it
unexpectedly began to use
se large suicide
vehicle bombs. They were us
used first in the
botched attack against the national police
headquarters in Abuja in Junee 2011, and they
were later used in the more su
successful attack
against a U.N. compound in A
Abuja in August
2011.
The leap from simple attackss in Boko Haram's
core areas to sophisticated atta
ttacks using large

This rapid progression, wh
which came in the
wake of a Nigerian operative
ive being involved in
al Qaeda in the Arabian P
Peninsula's plot to
bomb a Detroit-bound airliner
ner, led to a concern
that Boko Haram had thee ccapability and the
intent to become the next tra
transnational jihadist
franchise capable of threat
eatening the United
States and Europe. Thesee ffears were further
stoked by warnings from the U.S. government
in November 2011 that Bo
Boko Haram was
planning to attack Western ho
hotels in Abuja.

vehicle bombs in the nation's
's capital skipped
several steps in the normal
al progression of
militant operations. The group
oup's progression
suggested that it had received
ed outside training
or assistance. The sudden
en increase in
operational capacity appear
eared to have
corroborated reports circulating
ing at that time of
Boko Haram militants attending
ing training camps
run by al Qaeda in the Islamicc M
Maghreb.

intelligence and training provi
ovided by the United
States and its European aallies, launched a
major offensive against th
the group. Since
January, the government has arrested or killed
several leaders of Boko Ha
Haram, disrupted a
number of cells and disman
antled numerous
bombmaking facilities. In ad
addition to
government efforts, there has been a
grassroots backlash agains
ainst Boko
Haram, as evidenced by thee fformation

Dynamic Changes
To counter the perceived gro
growing Boko Haram
threat, the Nigerian govern
ernment, aided by
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of anti-Boko Haram m
militant group
Jama'atu Ansarul Muslimina Fi Biladis Sudan,
or "Supporters of Muslims in the Lands of
Sudan," commonly known as An
Ansaru.
Boko Haram has lashed outt vi
viciously against
these countermeasures. From
m JJune to August,
the group conducted nine suic
suicide bombings,
mostly directed against churche
ches and police or
military targets in its homee territory. Since
August, the operational tempo
po of its suicide
bombings has slowed to abou
out one attack a
month. Boko Haram operativ
atives have also

conducted a number of armedd aattacks and nonsuicide bombing attacks. Many
ny of these were
directed against churches andd ppolice or military
targets, but several of them we
were also directed
against mosques that denounce
nced Boko Haram.
Despite warnings that Boko
ko Haram would
target Western hotels in Abuja,
ja, the group has
not attacked an internationall ta
target since the
U.N. building in August 2011.
Boko Haram activity has rem
remained heavily
concentrated in its core areas
as with occasional
operations in Abuja. There have
ave been only two
Boko Haram attacks in Abujaa in 2012: a large
suicide vehicle bombing atta
attack against a
newspaper office in April andd a small bombing
attack against a nightclub in Ju
June. It appears
that the group's ability to condu
duct large attacks
in Abuja has been constrained
ed by government
operations.
Tactically, Boko Haram's attack
acks in 2012 have
focused almost exclusively on soft targets.
Even its attacks against milita
ilitary and police
targets have been directed ag
against police on

patrol or isolated police sstations with little
security or have been a targ
arget like the church
at the military base in Jaji.
So while Boko Haram prog
rogressed rapidly in
terms of operational ability
ty in 2011, it is still
struggling to conduct sust
ustained operations
outside its core geographicc te
territory, and it has
yet to successfully strike a hardened target.
Even the August 2011 attack
atta
against the
United Nations, while dem
emonstrating some
geographic reach and a focus on an
international target, was di
directed against a
relatively soft target insteadd of a harder target
like a gov
government ministry
building or a foreign
embassy.
y. IIt is also notable
that thee group has not
conducted
ed an attack in
Lagos,
Nigeria's
most
populouss ccity, or in Niger,
Chad orr C
Cameroon, which
are all clo
closer to the Boko
Haram hom
ome territories than
Lagos.
However,r, in Nigeria, the use
of militant
nt proxies has long
been part
art of the political
process.. Ju
Just as Niger Delta
politicianss hhave used groups
like the M
Movement for the
Emancipati
ation of the Niger
Delta for th
their own purposes,
politicians in Nigeria's northeast have
supported and used Boko H
Haram. In fact, an
alleged senior member of the group was
arrested at the home of a N
Nigerian senator in
Maiduguri in October 2012,
12, and a previous
governor of Borno state is al
allegedly a sponsor
of the group.
This type of political andd financial support
means that despite the effo
fforts of the central
government, the group will
ill not be easily or
quickly eradicated. Any se
serious attempt to
curtail the group will require
re a political solution,
which will be highly unlikelyy dduring the next two
years due to the usefulness
ss of such proxies in
the lead-up to Nigerian nat
national elections in
early 2015. Therefore, the central
cen government's
options will be limited. The be
best it can hope for
is to continue to pursue thee ggroup to contain it
and limit its reach and lethality
ality.
Certainly, Boko Haram reta
retains the
capability to kill people, espe
specially in
attacks against vulnerable ta
targets on
its home turf. But as long
ng as the
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Nigerian government maintain
ains pressure on
the group and as long as the gro
group remains on
the defensive, Boko Haram is unlikely to be
able to further develop iits operational

capabilities and pose an ex
existential threat to
the Nigerian government -- let
le alone become a
transnational terrorist threat.t.

Northern Nigeria's
's Boko
B
Haram – The Prize in al-Qae
aeda's Africa
Strategy
By Jacob Zenn
/public/?q=preview_message&fn=Link&t=1&ssid=500&id
&id=e59et963ehregp
Source:http://app.bronto.com/pu
nrpjfi0gg3u2xmf&id2=do8wq27s
27sv2b5d5rkef5c38oqa6cdd&subscriber_id=bhuhzevrvpc
vpcumonhxrajjsgucxt
abkd&messageversion_id=abqq
qqhcnywsvgqzwadmvzemvnskbvbjd&delivery_id=abfvby
vbymcfguifkeodipifrqi
iiqwbod&tid=3.AfQ.T44Z.CWt5.A
t5.AQ19LQ..Al3aWg.b..l.AxTj.a.UMdmkA.UMdmkA.K7Sb
Sbag
The Occasional Paper, entitled
itled “Northern Nigeria’s Boko Haram: The Prize in Al-Qaeda’s
A
Africa
Strategy” is now available forr pu
purchase on our website. This Occasional Paper exam
amines the evolution
of al-Qaeda’s Africa
frica strategy from its
focus on East Afric
frica in the 1990s to
the entire African
an continent by the
mid-2000s. It the
then analyzes alQaeda’s effortss to establish a
relationship with
ith Boko Haram’s
predecessor, thee Nigerian Taliban,
from 2003 to 2009
09; the evolution of
the Boko Haram thr
threat to Nigeria and
its neighbors from
m 22009 to late 2012;
and the extent too w
which al-Qaeda in
the Islamic Maghre
hreb (AQIM), which
now controls thee sseparatist state in
northern Mali calle
alled “Azawad” with
two allied Islami
amist militias, has
interacted with B
Boko Haram and
other militants in no
northern Nigeria.
The paper arguess tthat al-Qaeda has
been interested in eexpanding its antiAmerican and tran
transnational militant
agenda to Nigeri
eria through local
Nigerian militants
nts, but that the
Nigerian Taliban la
largely pursued its
own socio-political
al aagenda in Nigeria.
As a result, a partne
rtnership between alQaeda and Nigeri
erian militants was
never forged in the 2000s. However,
since the rise of Boko Haram in 2009, which evolved from the Nigerian Taliban, the group‘s ideology
has become much more anti-Am
American, largely due to a change in leadership from th
the late Mohammed
Yusuf to his former second-in-ccommand Abubakr Shekau. AQIM’s rise in northernn M
Mali, which is only
300 miles from northern Nigeria
eria, will facilitate an al-Qaeda and Boko Haram allian
iance. As AQIM and
Boko Haram’s areas of operatio
ations begin to overlap in northern Mali, Niger and northe
rthern Nigeria, so will
their interests. This will have a ssignificant impact on the stability of Nigeria, U.S. intere
erests in Nigeria, and
West African regional security.
Jacob Zenn is an analyst of West
W African affairs for The Jamestown Foundati
dation and
works as a legal advisor specializing
spec
in international law and best practices
ices related
to the freedom of associatio
iation. He earned a J.D. from Georgetown Law in 2011,
where he was a Global Law
aw Scholar
S
and a graduate degree in International
nal Affairs
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from the Johns Hopkins Schoo
chool of Advanced International Studies (SAIS) Center
Cent for ChineseAmerican Studies in 2007.

U.A.E. Arrests Memb
embers of Terror Cell Planning Gulf
ulf A
Attacks
Source:
http://www.bloombe
berg.com/news/2012-12-26/u-a-e-arrests-terror-cell-plan
planning-gulf-attackswam-says.html
The United Arab Emirates, in co
coordination with
Saudi Arabian officials, sai
said it arrested
members of a terror cell thatt w
was planning to
carry out attacks in the two oil exporting
nations and the broader region.
n.

Officials arrested “a cell from the deviant group,
comprising citizens from both
th countries, that
was planning on carrying ou
out actions that
infringe on the national sec
security of both
countries and sisterly nations,”,” tthe official news
agency said.
Oil rose on concern about se
security in Saudi
Arabia, the world’s largest crud
rude exporter, and
the U.A.E., which holds 6 pe
percent of global
proven crude reserves. Saudii Ar
Arabia intensified
a crackdown on al-Qaedaa in 2004 after
militants struck an oil installation
tion and stormed a
housing complex in the city off aal-Khobar, killing
22 foreign workers.
“This is something quite new,”,” K
Khalid al-Dakhil,
a politics professor at King Sau
aud University in
Riyadh, said in a phone in
interview. “The
collaboration between Saudi
udi and U.A.E.
militants is unusual. Also, the fa
fact that this was
going to happen in the U.A.E
.A.E. -- it isn’t a
country where terrorism attac
ttacks are usual.
Saudi Arabia, Yemen and Egypt
Eg
are more
known for terrorism, not the U.A
.A.E.”

U.A.E. authorities said memb
embers of the group
had obtained equipment and
nd materials to carry
out their attacks, the officiall W
WAM news agency
said today.
Oil Risess
Saudi Ar
Arabia commonly
refers too aal-Qaeda affiliated
militants aas being part the
so-calledd ddeviant group. The
suspectss will be tried in
court, WAM
AM said.
Crude oil
oi for February
delivery cl
climbed $2.13, or
2.4 perce
rcent, to $90.74 a
barrel att 99:20 a.m. on the
New
York
Y
Mercantile
Exchange.
ge. Trading volume
for Westt T
Texas Intermediate
futures con
contracts was down
42 percent
ent from the 100-day
average.
Saudi
ssecurity
forces
detained more than 100 te
terror suspects in
March 2010, and some w
were accused of
plotting attacks on energy
gy installations and
military sites in the east of the country.
The kingdom’s security fo
forces in August
arrested members of a terro
rrorist cell in Riyadh
planning to target security forc
forces, residents and
public facilities, the Saud
udi Press Agency
reported at the time.
Six Yemeni nationals, with
ith connections to
terrorist groups outside th
the country, were
arrested after preparing and
nd testing explosives
near the kingdom’s capital,
al, the official Saudi
agency said Aug. 26.
‘External Elements’
U.A.E. authorities said in Sep
eptember they have
arrested more than 50 Isla
Islamists who were
conspiring against the state
te aand allegedly had
links to “external elements.”
Most of those detained belo
elong to a
domestic Islamic group know
own as alIslah. Al-Qaeda has no known
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affiliations with local Islamist
ist groups in the
Persian Gulf that are politically
ly aactive.
Anwar Gargash, the minister for foreign affairs,
said on Aug. 26 that the so-call
called Arab Spring
has emboldened Islamist groups
ups in the region.
“The arrest of various Islamist
ist activists in the
U.A.E. is not an event to celeb
lebrate,” Gargash
wrote in a column posted on the website of the

Abu Dhabi-based The Nat
ational newspaper.
“The dynamics of the Arab sp
spring have created
various challenges in differe
erent societies. The
political success of Islamic
ic parties in many
Arab lands has emboldenedd ttheir protégés.”
Some Islamists have attac
ttacked the U.A.E.
because of its religious tol
tolerance, Gargash
said at the time.

'Criminal Minds' app
approach could help nab terrorists
By Allison Barrie
Source:http://www.foxnews.com
om/tech/2012/12/18/criminal-minds-episodes-could-help--nab-terrorists
/?intcmp=features
The techniques criminologists
ists use to hunt
serial killers may help to track
ck terrorists, take

numerous cells or the releas
lease of a biological
weapon.

control of a biological attack and even manage
outbreaks of disease.
More than three decades ag
ago, geographic
profiling helped police catch
ch the Yorkshire
Ripper, who was jailed in England for
murdering 13 women and attem
empting to murder
seven more. After five years terr
terrorizing women,
he was apprehended in 19811 aand given a life
sentence.
Today in the U.S., there are sseveral software
programs regularly used by poli
olice agencies for
geographic profiling, includingg R
Rigel, CrimeStat
and Dragnet. They identify th
the most likely
“anchor points” of a criminal -- such as their
home or girlfriend’s apartment
nt -- a technique
that could also be applied to locate those
points for a terrorist orga
rganization with

'What do serial killers have
ve in common with
great white sharks, invasi
asive species and
malaria-transmitting mosquito
itoes?'
- Mark Stevenson, a Univ
niversity of London
researcher
The same techniques helpp sscientists studying
sharks, bees and bats to co
construct profiles of
their movements and foragin
aging patterns. That
research could also be useful in
counterterrorism.
“What do serial killers have
ve in common with
great white sharks, invasi
asive species and
malaria-transmitting mosquito
uitoes?” asked Mark
Stevenson, a University off Lo
London researcher.
“It sounds like the sort of question
Sherlock Holmes mightt aask his
faithful companion. The answ
swer to our
riddle is relatively simple — dare
d I say
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elementary? They are all tra
traveling from a
central location in some kind
ind of predictable
pattern.”
An article to be published in the Society of
Biology’s magazine The Biologi
logist explores the
similarities.
“If we can work out the pattern,
rn, it is possible to
estimate where they live based
sed on where we
know they have been.”
Anthrax and armed killers
Take the classic “Criminal M
Minds” or “CSI”
setup: The team is looking att se
several victims of
a serial killer. The map-covered
red whiteboard is
wheeled out. The team marks
rks each victim’s
locations, visualizes his move
ovements, seeks
clues.
These patterns are then usedd tto calculate the
most likely point of origin -- the
th serial killer’s
home. Research has sugge
gested that this
approach is more effective than
han starting in the
center of the murders and searc
arching outward.
A biological attack is the intenti
entional release of
a pathogen that have bee
een grown and
weaponized for use against hum
humans, plants or
animals. But detecting one is difficult, in part
because it may go undetectedd fo
for weeks before
symptoms appear.
Once detected, epidemiologist
gists will work to
trace the infection back to its so
source whether it
is a person, vector or vehicle,, fo
for example.
Now take an outbreak of infe
nfectious disease,
such as swine flu (H1N1) or We
West Nile, a threat

to global health. Thoughh rresearchers have
learned a great deal about
ut aanimal movement
patterns over the years, it’s not as easy to
anticipate the key points
ts of origin -- the
breeding sites of virus-bearing
ring mosquitoes.
Geographic profiling may sol
solve the challenge,
proving useful in re-evaluat
uating key outbreak
case studies. Last year, rese
esearch published in
the International Journal off He
Health Geographics
looked at historical inf
infectious disease
outbreaks through this new le
lens.
In that paper, researchers tes
tested the technique
against a classic 1854 stu
study of a cholera
outbreak in London, lookingg aat the 321 disease
sites and the 13 neighborhoo
hood water pumps in
the city. Geographic profiling
ng correctly identified
the Broad Street pump -- the source of the
waterborne disease.
When this study reviewed a m
malaria outbreak in
Cairo, the 139 disease loca
ocations were taken
and then the researchers ran
ranked the 59 water
sources in terms of most likel
ikely to be driving the
malaria. Seven eventuallyy te
tested positive for
the mosquito vector and,, using geographic
profiling, all top six had
ad been correctly
identified.
controlling outbreaks,
Time is a critical factor in con
so looking across disciplines
es for methods, like
this criminology approach,, th
that could usefully
transfer to help locate sou
ources only makes
good sense.

Ballet dancer turned defense
nse specialist
s
Allison Barrie has traveled around the world covering
the military, terrorism, weapo
eapons advancements and life on the front line.

Hezbollah: Portrait
ait o
of a Terrorist Organization
Source: http://www.terrorism-info
info.org.il/en/article/20436
Overview
1. Since its establishment in Le
Lebanon 30 years ago, Hezbollah has, without interrupt
uption, carried out or
planned a variety of terrorist attacks
at
around the globe, using different methods. Thos
hose terrorist attacks
are part of Iranian policy, whic
hich uses Hezbollah as its main proxy through the Isla
slamic Revolutionary
Guards' Quds Force and other
er governmental institutions. The targets and emphas
hases change from
time to time according to Iran
ranian and Hezbollah considerations and interests.. The
T targets include
Israel and the Jewish people
ple, the United States and other Western countries
ries, Hezbollah and
Syria's opponents in Lebanon
on, and Arab regimes hostile to Iran and the "resistanc
ance camp" it leads.
2. In recent years Hezbollah
ah has been involved in terrorist (an occasionally gue
guerilla) activities in
different arenas using variouss m
methods against its targets. At the same time, withh Iranian
I
and Syrian
support, it has been upgradin
ding its military-terrorist infrastructure in Lebanon,, w
which far
surpasses those of other terroris
orist organizations in the Middle East and beyond.
3. A short summary of Hezbollah
llah's terrorist and guerilla activity and its military buildup
up follows.
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1) In Lebanon Iran and S
Syria have enlarged and upgraded Hezbollah's
's military-terrorist
infrastructure since the Secon
ond Lebanon War. Its main military asset is an arsena
nal of an estimated
60,000 rockets and missileswh
which threaten Israel's civilians. Hassan Nasrallah,, H
Hezbollah's leader,
boasted that he had precise ro
rockets and a bank of targets, and could turn the live
lives of hundreds of
thousands of Israeli civilianss iinto a living hell. Hezbollah also carries out personal
nal terrorismagainst
its opponents in Lebanon, ma
mainly senior figures. The objective is to scare andd deter Hezbollah's
opponents, mainly after the eros
rosion of its status following its support for the Syrian reg
regime.
2) In the international arena,, Hezbollah
H
participates in the global terrorist campaign
ign carried out by the
Iranian Quds Force, whose main
ma targets are Israeli diplomats and tourists. Hezbo
zbollah's most recent
attack was on an Israeli tou
ourist bus in Burgas, Bulgaria, considered success
essful (by Iran and
Hezbollah), after a series of faile
ailed attacks abroad in previous years.
3) In the Palestinian arena, Hezbollah
H
helped Iran upgrade the military-terrorist inf
infrastructure of the
terrorist organizations operating
ting in the Gaza Strip after Operation Cast Lead, mainl
ainly Hamas and the
Palestinian Islamic Jihad. On th
the eve of Operation Pillar of Defense the terrorist organizations
o
had
many thousands of rockets,, aamong them long-range Fajr-5 rockets manufacture
ured in Iran (eight of
which hit or were intercepted in the greater Tel Aviv area). In addition, Hezbollah en
encourages terrorist
attacks against Israel from the Gaza Strip and the Sinai Peninsula. During the Pa
Palestinian terrorist
campaign known as the seco
econd intifada, Iran and Hezbollah provided the Pa
Palestinian terrorist
organizations with financial an
and military support and handled terrorist squadss in the Palestinian
territories.
4) InsideIsrael Hezbollah carrie
rries out intelligence and subversive activities. Hezbollah
llah, with Iranian aid,
recently sent an unmanned aer
aerial vehicle (UAV) to collect intelligence and to send
nd Israel a deterrent
message (UAVs could also be
b used for offensive purposes). Hezbollah also atte
attempts to smuggle
IEDs and weapons into for terro
errorist attacks (exploiting its ties to criminal networks)
s) and to use Israeli
Arabs for intelligence missionss ssupporting its terrorist activities.
5) InSyria Hezbollah is part of the Iranian effort (led by the Quds Force) to prevent
ent the topple of the
Syrian regime, the central mem
ember of the so-called "resistance camp." Hezbollah pr
provides the Assad
regime with guidance, militaryy trtraining, intelligence and weapons, and hundreds off iits operatives are
present in Syria. In recent mo
months several Hezbollah operatives died in the battles
tles and others were
taken prisoner by the rebels. Ho
However, Hezbollah does not admit to its military involve
lvement in Syria and
claimed that its operatives diedd w
while "fulfilling their commitment to jihad."
6) In the Arab states Iran us
uses Hezbollah for subversion, terrorism and guerilla
illa activities: in Iraq
Hezbollah operatives trained an
and handled the Shi'ite militias operated by the Quds
ds Force against the
United States and its allies (unti
until America withdrew from Iraq at the end of 2011). In Yemen Hezbollah
helped train the Iranian-suppo
ported Houthi rebels; and in Bahrain Hezbollah was
as recently publicly
accused by Bahraini authorities
ies of involvement in a series of explosions in the capita
pital city of Manama.
Its objective was to destabilizee th
the Bahraini regime, against which Iran is waging a years-long
yea
campaign
of terrorism and subversion. He
Hezbollah does not admit to involvement in terrorism
m aand subversion in
Arab countries.
The Structure of This Study
4. This study is the second par
part of comprehensive research into the terrorist and su
subversive activities
Iran carries out around the glob
lobe directly, and though its main proxy, Hezbollah. The first part, which
can be accessed on the Intellig
lligence and Terrorism Information Center website,[1] deals
dea with the Quds
Force as spearheading Iran's
's gglobal terrorism and subversion campaign during the
he last decade. Two
additional parts, which will be iss
issued in the future, will deal with the distribution (acco
ccording to continent
and country) of Iran's globall terrorist
te
activity and an analysis of the methods use
used by Iranian and
terrorism and subversion.
5. The three appendices of this
his study providea chronological analysis of Hezbolla
llah's most glaring
terrorist activities in the 30 years since its founding, integral to Iran's ove
verall policies.[2] In
addition to terrorist attacks onn ccivilians, Hezbollah has engaged in guerilla warfare in Lebanon and
Iraq, against the IDF and again
ainst the United States and other Western armies. The targets
have changed from time to time depending on Iranian policy, the constraints Hezbo
zbollah has
had to deal with in Lebano
non and the changing regional and international
al strategic
circumstances during Hezbollah
lah's 30 years of terrorist activity.
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ollowing sections:
6. This study includes the follo
1) Hezbollah's place inn th
the current global terrorist campaign against Israel.
2) Hezbollah's supportrt fo
for the Assad regime in Syria – update.
3) Summary of Hezbolla
llah's record as a terrorist organization during the 30 yea
years of its existence
(1982-2012).
4) The issue of Hezbolla
llah as a designated terrorist organization.
5) Three appendices dea
dealing with the chronological distribution of Hezbollah's
's tterrorist activities:
1) Appendix I: Hezbollah's terrorist
terr
activity, 2000-2012
A. Overview
B. The Lebanese arena
na
i) Building Hezbo
bollah's rocket arsenal after the IDF left south Lebanonn ((2000-2006).
ii) Using the rock
ocket arsenal to attack civilian targets in Israel during the Second Lebanon
War.
iii) Updating thee rrocket arsenal after the Second Lebanon War (2006-20
2012)
iv) Employing ter
terrorism and violence against Hezbollah's political oppos
position in Lebanon.
C. The Israeli arena
i) Overview.
ii) Sending a UAV
AV into Israeli airspace.
iii) Using Israelili A
Arabs to collect intelligence.
iv) Using drug de
dealers to smuggle explosive devices into Israel territory
ory.
D. The Palestini
inian arena
i) Iranian andd H
Hezbollah (as a subcontractor) support for the Pa
Palestinian terrorist
organizations ope
operating in the Gaza Strip (2006-2012).
ii) Iranian and H
Hezbollah encouragement for Palestinian terrorism during
d
the second
intifada (2000-20
2005).
iii) Hezbollah'ss in
involvement in smuggling weapons from Iran for the Palestinian
P
terrorist
organizations dur
during the second intifada.
E. The global arena
i) Hezbollah parti
articipation in the global wave of anti-Israel terrorism (200
2008-2012).
ii) Exposure off a Hezbollah network in Egypt which planned to carryy out
o terrorist attacks
(2008)
rena
F. The Iraqi aren
i) The Quds Forc
orce's use of Hezbollah to support the Shi'ite militiass aagainst the United
States and its alli
allies (2006-2011)
ii) The affair off Al
Ali Musa Daqduq
2) Appendix II: Hezbollah's terrorist
ter
activities during the 1990s
A. Overview
B. The global arena
i) Hezbollah's terr
terrorist attacks in Argentina (1992, 1994).
ii) The failure of tthe attempted bombing of the Israeli embassy in Thaila
ailand (1994)
C. The Israeli arena
i) Terrorist attack
tacks in Israel as well as in Gaza Strip, Judea and Sa
Samaria carried out
through Europe.
ii) Terrorism and
nd drugs: the abduction of Elhahan Tannenbaum (2000)
3) Appendix III: Hezbollah'ss terrorist
te
activities during the 1980s
A. Overview
B. The Lebanese arena
na
i) Bombing thee A
American embassy and American and French military
ry barracks
in Beirut(1983).
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ii) Severe blow to the Lebanese branch of the CIA.
iii) Abduction of W
Western nationals.
iv) Assassination
ion of Western and Jewish figures.
v) Epilogue
are
C. The international arena
i) Attacks on the
he American and French diplomatic missions in Kuwaitt (1
(1983).
ii) Attempted ass
ssassination of the Kuwaiti emir (1985)
iii) Hijacking plan
lanes
a) TWA
A (1985)
(1
b) Kuwait
aiti airplanes (1984, 1988)
c) Air Fran
rance (1987)
d) Air Afrique
Afri
(1987)
iv) Iranian and He
Hezbollah involvement in the wave of killings in Paris (19
(1986-1987)
v) Prevention of tterrorist activity in Germany (1987, 1989)
vi) Hezbollah net
network exposed in Spain (1989)
Hezbollah's Role in the Curren
rent Global Terrorist Campaign against Israel
7. For the past four years Hez
Hezbollah has participated actively in Iran's global terrorist
te
campaign
against Israel. The recent attac
ttack on an Israeli tourist bus in Burgas, Bulgaria, which
hich killed five Israeli
tourists and their local bus drive
iver, was the first "successful" attack in the current terrori
rorist campaign, after
a series of attempted attacks
ks were foiled. In the terrorist campaign conducted aabroad, Hezbollah
serves as an Iranian proxy h
handled by the Qods Force, an elite unit of the Isla
slamic Revolutionary
Guards (IRG), which spearhead
ads Iran's foreign terrorism.[3] Even before the foundingg oof the Qods Force,
in the summer of 1982 the IRG established Hezbollah in Lebanon, and has provide
ided it with massive
military and financial support in tthe 30 years since.
8. Hezbollah's current targets for terrorist attacks are primarily Israeli diplomatic
ic missions abroad
and groups of Israelis on
n vacation throughout the Mediterranean basin and other tourist
destinations. Some of the attac
tacks and attempted attacks were carried out by Hezbo
zbollah, directed and
supported by the Qods Force (B
(Bulgaria, Cyprus, Azerbaijan and Turkey) and somee were
w carried out by
the Qods Force without Hezbolla
ollah involvement (Azerbaijan, India, Georgia, Thailandd aand Kenya).
9. The terrorist campaign, from
om the Iranian perspective, is a Iranian response to the
he "soft war"[4] being
waged against Iran and the "re
"resistance camp," and is also intended to strengthen
hen Iran's strategic
bargaining capabilitiesand sh
show the United States, the West and Israel that it can harm their
interests around the globe. As far as Iran and Hezbollah are concerned, the terroris
rist campaign is also
a way of getting revenge for the death of senior Hezbollah commander Imad Mughniy
hniyeh and the killing
of Iranian nuclear scientists (for both of which Iran and Hezbollah blame Israel), thu
thusdeterring Israel
from taking other actions,, especially
e
in its war against terrorism and the
he Iranian nuclear
program.[5]
10. During the past four years
rs (2008-2012) Hezbollah attempted to carry out six
ix terrorist attacks,
some of them in Mediterranea
nean countries popular with Israeli tourists. One pro
proceeded according
to Hezbollah's plans and thee oothers were either prevented or failed. In our asses
essment, they were
carried out by Hezbollah's forei
reign operations unit (See below). The attacks were the following:
1) Blowing up an Israe
raeli tourist bus in Bulgaria (July 18, 2012): An IED
D weighing about 3
kilos, or about 6.6 lbs,
s, bblew up the back of a tourist bus about to take Israel
aeli tourists from the
airport to their hotel in th
the Black Sea resort of Burgas. According to the Bulgar
garian minister of the
interior, the IED had be
been assembled in Bulgaria. The terrorist attack was
as carried out by a
Hezbollah operativewh
who, according to information from the Bulgarian autho
thorities, had a local
supporter who has not
ot yet been detained. The terrorist was killed by a technical
tec
fault which
caused the IED to explo
plode prematurely. The blast killed five Israeli touris
rists, the Bulgarian
bus driver and the terr
errorist. In addition, 36 Israeli civilians were wounde
nded, three of them
seriously.
2) Attack targeting Israeli
Isra tourists in Cyprus, prevented (July 7, 2012):): TThe local
authorities in Limassol
ol ddetained a 24-year old Lebanese Hezbollah operat
rative who
was collecting informatio
ation about Israeli tourists arriving on the island by air; he was
carrying a Swedish pass
assport (the Hezbollah terrorist operative involved in the
he attack in
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Thailand also carried a Swedish passport; see below). In our assessment,
nt, he was collecting
information in preparatio
ation for an attack on Israeli tourists visiting the island,
isl
possibly the
same sort of attack carrie
rried out in Bulgaria.
3) A terrorist attack on Israelis at a tourist center in Bangkok, Thailand (middle
(m
of January,
2012): Hezbollah, instruc
tructed by the Qods Force, attempted to attack sitess vvisited by Israelis
using IEDs. A Lebane
anese Hezbollah terrorist operative named Hussein
in Atris, carrying a
Swedish and Lebanese
ese passports, was detained at the Bangkok airport.[6] Another Hezbollah
operative, also carrying
ng a Swedish passport, managed to escape. Hussein
in A
Atris' interrogation
led the police to a com
commercial building in Bangkok where they found a large
l
quantity of
chemicals used in the manufacture of explosives (about 4,400 kilograms,
ms, or 4.85 tons, of
nitrogen and about 400 liters, or 10.5 gallons, of ammonium nitrate). In our assessment, the
presence of such a large
rge stock of potentially dangerous chemicals indicates the
th existence of a
long-standing, well-est
established Hezbollah network in Thailand. A month
th later, on February
14, 2012, the Qods For
Force attempted another attack in Bangkok, this timee uusing a magnet to
attach an IED to the car of an Israeli diplomat. The attempt, like the Qods
ds Force attacks in
India and Georgia in the
th former Soviet Union, was prevented by the local
al authorities.
4) On January 5, 2012,
2, the Israeli media reported that Hezbollah was plann
anning to carry out
terrorist attacks on Israeli
Is
tourists in Europe, especially Bulgaria. The Bulgarian news
agencies also reportedd cconcerns about attacks on Israeli and/or Jewish targe
rgets in Bulgaria or
Greece. On January 8 th
the Israeli media reported that a suspicious object had been found on a
bus that entered Bulgaria
aria from Turkey and was going to be used to transport
ort Israeli tourists.
5) An unsuccessful at
attempt to assassinate the Israeli consul in Istanb
nbul using an IED
(May 26, 2011): The bla
blast injured eight Turkish citizens. In July 2011 the Ita
Italian Corriere della
Sera reported that thre
ree Hezbollah operatives from Beirut had often followed
fol
the Israeli
consul from his home
me to the consulate. According to Sky News (April
ril 2012), the Qods
Force's Unit 400, respo
sponsible for attacks beyond the borders of Iran, wass bbehind the attack.
The attack was precede
ded, in 2009, by a joint Iran-Hezbollah attack on an Isr
Israeli target, and in
2010 by an Iranian attem
ttempt to attack an Israeli target, indicating Turkey as a favored location
for Iran and Hezbollah's
's terrorist campaign.
6) An attempted attack
ck on the Israeli embassy in Baku, Azerbaijan (May
ay 2008): The attack
was carried out by Hezbo
zbollah, in our assessment with support from the Qodss F
Force. The terrorist
cell was composed of two Hezbollah operatives, Ali Karaki, from Hez
ezbollah's foreign
operations unit, and Ali
A Najem al-Din, an explosives expert. The two und
nderwent training in
Iran before they weree ssent to Baku. They carried Iranian passports, and
nd the Iranians also
furnished them with a translator.
tra
Preparations for the attack, which had almos
ost reached the final
stage, were exposed wh
when the Azeri security forces stopped a car carryingg tthe two Hezbollah
operatives. In the carr th
they found guns with silencers, explosives, camera
eras, binoculars and
pictures of the Israeli
eli embassy. The two Hezbollah operatives were tried,
ed, found guilty, and
sentenced to 15 years
rs in prison (October 2009). During the first half of 20
2012 an attempted
Qods Force assassina
ination of two prominent Jewish figures in Baku wa
was prevented. The
attack was planned to be carried out during the Eurovision, without Hezbollahh pparticipation.
11. It is therefore evident that
at in recent years Hezbollah has been a close partne
rtner in Iran's global
terrorist campaign, accelerating
ng since May 2011. The campaign directly threatenss aall tourism, but its
main targets are groups off Israeli
I
tourists and Israel's diplomatic representa
tatives around the
globe. In our assessment, it re
reflects Iran and Hezbollah's readiness to expose the
themselves to risks,
even at the price of a possiblee eescalation with Israel.

Al-Qaeda’s Respons
onse to the Arab Spring
By Donald Holbrook
Source:http://www.terrorismanal
nalysts.com/pt/index.php/pot/article/view/228/html
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Abstract
The Arab revolutions, often refer
eferred to collectively as the ‘Arab Spring’, posed, and co
continue to present,
a considerable challenge for Al--Qaeda. This article assesses how Al-Qaeda’s senior
or le
leadership, as well
as affiliates and associates, hav
ave responded to the Arab Spring, by analysing media
ia material
m
and public
communiqués issued in the after
ftermath of the uprisings. The first section discusses the
he iimpact of the Arab
Spring on Al-Qaeda. The seco
econd section explores the Al-Qaeda core leadership
hip response to the
revolutions, especially the ways
ys in which Ayman Al-Zawahiri has chosen to frame the events. The third
section examines the way Al--Qaeda’s affiliates and associates have respondedd to the revolutions,
including contributions to the En
English-language Inspire magazine. Overall, The article
cle describes how AlQaeda has sought to interprett th
the events in its favour and how it hopes to exploit the current turmoil in
the wake of the Arab revolutions
ons.
The Arab Spring and Al-Qaeda
eda
On 17 December 2010, Moham
amed Bouazizi, a
street vendor from Sidi Bouzid,
id, a city in central
Tunisia, set himself alight to protest against
police brutality and the widesp
spread corruption
that prevailed under the preside
sidency of Zine El
Abidine. Ben Ali. Bouazizi’s
’s self-immolation
initially triggered local protest
tests that quickly
turned to national upheaval aga
gainst decades of
misrule, abuses of power andd ccorruption. This
uprising inspired scores of protesters
elsewhere in North Africa andd tthe Middle East
to rise up against their authoritar
itarian rulers.
These seminal events are often
ften referred to as
the ‘Arab Spring’. To date, they
hey have resulted
in the overthrow of the Tuni
unisian, Egyptian,
Yemeni and Libyan regimes. A bloody civil war
has broken out in Syria as the Assad regime
struggles to quell a rebel uprisin
ising, whilst further
protests continue to take place
lace elsewhere in
the region. Meanwhile, thee post-revolution
countries are undergoing a vo
volatile period of
transition from the old system.
The Arab Spring appears in ma
many ways to be
bad news for Al-Qaeda. The fo
foundational core
of the group consists off Arab Islamist
extremists, many of whom had
ad dedicated most
of their adult lives to fightinng against the
secular ‘tyrants’ of the Middle
le E
East and North
Africa. Yet, as many observers
rs hhave noted, the
events did not unfold ass Al-Qaeda had
envisaged and appeared to uundermine core
tenets of the Al-Qaeda doct
octrine. Five key
points seem particularly significa
ficant.
Firstly, the regimes fell with
without Al-Qaeda
playing its envisaged leadersh
rship role for the
ummah. The groups of youths
hs that took to the
streets in Tunisia and Egyptt di
did not do so in
response to any initiative from
m Al-Qaeda. The
anti-Gaddafi rebels, moreove
over, were not
fighting an Al-Qaeda-inspiredd jijihad, and even
accepted help from Al-Qaeda’s
a’s arch rivals in
the North Atlantic Alliance.
e. [1] “A core

argument of Al-Qaeda”, Jam
ames Forest argued,
“has been that corrupt,
pt, Western-backed
regimes can only be changed
ged through the use
of terrorist attacks to mobilize
ilize the ummah. But
in Tunisia, Egypt and Libya,
a, change has taken
place without any meanin
ningful involvement
whatsoever by Al-Qaeda.” [2]
Second, the chosen form
rm of activism –
including popular mass upr
uprisings that were
largely peaceful in Egypt an
and Tunisia and a
NATO-supported armed re
revolt in Libya –
clearly contradicted Al-Qaed
eda’s assertion that
violent jihad led by a righteo
teous vanguard was
the only appropriate method
od for change. “That
change has finally come to E
Egypt and Tunisia
[…]”, Alex Wilner noted, “ass a result of popular
and generally peaceful m
movements is an
embarrassment to Al-Qaed
eda, whose entire
script has been predicated
ed on the idea that
violent overthrow is the only
ly w
way forward.” [3]
Third, as Wilner, N. Lahoud
ud and others have
noted, the removal of the sec
secular dictatorships
left a large gap in the rhetori
toric of the Al-Qaeda
leadership, which has relied on the
unpopularity of these regim
egimes to promote
alternative forms of governa
rnance based on its
interpretation of Islamic law
law. With the Arab
Spring, therefore, Al-Qaeda
da lost a powerful
component of its rallying call
all tto disenfranchised
Arab publics. [4].
Fourth, some argued Al-Qae
aeda, particularly its
central leadership, had been
een slow in reacting
publicly to such seminal eve
events affecting the
core of its potential ‘cons
onstituents.’ Weeks
passed from the initial Tunis
nisian uprising, and
even after the protests spre
pread further, before
the Al-Qaeda leadership addr
ddressed those living
in the region through state
atements distributed
online [5]. The rapidity with
ith which images,
footage and accounts fro
from the
unfolding events surround
nding the
Arab Spring were distribu
ributed via
social networks and online
line forums
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appeared to accentuate Al
Al-Qaeda’s slow
response.
Fifth, the ideas that appearedd to drive many of
the activists at the heart of th
the Arab Spring,
and the essence of subse
sequent political
developments following success
essful revolutions,
contradicted the fundamentall va
values of the AlQaeda doctrine. This relates in pparticular to the
importance of democratic se
self-determination
and symbols of nationalism that
hat have been the
focus of attention in academic
ic and journalistic
discourse concerning the even
vents. These are
anathema to the Al-Qaeda leade
adership. [6]
However, despite all these cchallenges that
seem to expose the w
weakness and
marginalisation of Al-Qaeda, the Arab uprisings
presented opportunities that som
some elements of
Al-Qaeda may be able to exploit
loit.
Many commentators have obse
bserved that great
upheaval is inevitably follow
llowed by great
disappointment and disillusio
usionment. Juan
Zarate, for instance, has warned
ned:
The chaos and disappointme
tment that follow
revolutions will inevitably pprovide many
opportunities for Al-Qaeda to spread its
influence. Demographic pressu
ssures, economic
woes and corruption will conti
ntinue to bedevil
even the best-run governments
nts in the region.
Divisions will beset the prote
otest movements,
and vestiges of the old reg
regimes may reemerge. [7]
“The greater the level of post-revolution
optimism is among Arabs andd M
Muslims,” Wilner
observes, “the greater the risk
sk oof exceptionally
high levels of disillusionment,t, re
resentment, and
anger if and when things go sour on the
ground.” [8]
The current turmoil may, in some regions,
develop into more prolonged
ed ethnic or civil
strife and violent clashes betw
etween opposing
forces seeking to fill the vacu
cuum left by the
toppled dictators. This is some
mething Al-Qaeda
could exploit rhetorically, as well as more
directly, through affiliates. Indee
deed, the removal
of dictators and their apparatu
ratuses of control
and subjugation, has also ushe
shered in a period
of lawlessness in some parts,
rts, which makes
trafficking arms and moving figh
fighters easier. [9]
Recently, for example, the ddirector of the
British Security Service warned
ed that as a result
of the disorder, parts of the M
Middle East and
North Africa might “once mo
more become a
permissive environment for Al-Q
Qaeda.” [10]
Of particular concern, at thee m
moment, is the
increasingly bloody civil warr in Syria, where

militant Islamists are playing
ing some role in the
fighting. Proportionately, the number of jihadi
fighters and Al-Qaeda symp
mpathizers in Syria
appears to be very small. Ye
Yet, a recent article
in the New York Times war
arned that “Syrians
involved in the armed str
struggle say it is
becoming more radicalize
lized: home-grown
Muslim jihadists, as well as small groups of
fighters from Al Qaeda, ar
are taking a more
prominent role and demandin
ding a say in running
the resistance.” Islamist extre
xtremist web forums
now frequently distributee images showing
armed ‘mujahideen’ takingg ppart in fighting in
Aleppo and elsewhere, disp
displaying the black
‘Prophet’s banner’, which has been used by AlQaeda in Iraq. [11] Some,, of course, may use
the label without being sympa
pathetic towards the
jihadi cause. For others, ho
however, “jihad has
become a distinctive rallyi
lying cry.” [12] A
particularly prominent jihadi
di group to emerge
out of the current turmoil inn S
Syria is Jabhat AnNusra, which has been activ
ctive in key areas of
the conflict and particu
icularly prolific in
disseminating
communi
uniqués.
These
messages, in turn, have bee
been translated into
several languages, includin
ding Russian and
English, in what could be see
een as an attempt to
recruit ‘foreign fighters’ from
m aabroad. [13].
Aside from the on-going
ing war in Syria,
moreover, Islamist militants
nts are increasingly
prominent in other dom
domestic conflicts,
especially in northern Mali.
li. Series of attacks
have taken place in the Sina
inai on the EgyptianIsraeli border, which authori
orities have blamed
on ‘jihadists’.[14] Meanwhile,
ile, clashes with AlQaeda-linked Islamist milita
ilitants continue in
Yemen, especially in the Ab
Abyan Governorate,
where in August 2012 a suic
uicide bomber killed
45 members of a tribe loyal
al tto the regime. [15]
Not all of these militantss w
will be Al-Qaeda
loyalists, of course, but itt w
would be wrong to
suggest the Arab Spring ha
has ushered in the
demise of Islamist-inspired vio
violent extremism in
the region.
The Arab revolutions, therefo
refore, presented AlQaeda with significant pro
problems but also
potential opportunities. This
is aarticle will explore
the nature of Al-Qaeda’s re
response to these
events through analysing me
media communiqués
distributed online. The focu
ocus is on material
available in English, inclu
cluding most of
Ayman Al-Zawahiri’s outputt ddedicated
to the topic, much of whichh hhas been
translated by Al-Qaeda activ
ctivists and
sympathisers
themselves.
es.
The
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analysis is divided into two se
sections: the first
explores the nature of the co
core leadership’s
response (this relates primarily
arily to Zawahiri’s
statements on the matter) an
and the second
discusses some additional med
edia efforts by AlQaeda’s affiliates and sympathis
thisers.
The Core Leadership’s Media
ia Response
The core leadership of Al-Qaeda
eda always valued
the importance of engaging wit
with the media or
disseminating indigenous media
dia output. In the
post-9/11 period, this activity
ty has become a
central preoccupation of (what
hat is left of) this
core group. This review off th
the leadership’s
media response to the Arab Sp
Spring focuses in
particular on the timing aand nature of
statements addressing these
se developments,
but also on their content. In term
terms of the latter,
emphasis is placed on explori
loring the way in
which the Al-Qaeda lead
aders (primarily
Zawahiri) presented the Arab
ab revolutions to
their audiences in the Mid
iddle East and
elsewhere. In this regard, four
ur major features
emerged. First, Muslims weree uurged to see the
revolutions as merely the first
rst step in an ongoing struggle for greaterr social justice.
Second, the leaders purported
ed to have a clear
understanding of what the
he Arab publics
genuinely wanted. Third, the
he masses were
warned of the dangers that lay ahead if they
strayed off the path prescribed
bed by Al-Qaeda.
Fourth, the messages reiterat
rated Al-Qaeda’s
vision for the future as an alternative to
whatever other forces might tem
tempt or influence
the Arab masses.
The Nature of the Al-Qaeda
da Leadership’s
Media Response
As noted above, the Al-Qaed
aeda leadership’s
response to the initial events of tthe Arab Spring
has been described as sur
surprisingly slow.
Although the Al-Qaeda leadersh
rship never came
close to matching the almost
ost instantaneous
flow of information from tthe grassroots
protests, As-Sahab, Al-Qaeda
da’s chief media
network, did publish a messag
sage from Ayman
Al-Zawahiri less than a mo
month after the
Egyptian uprising began, which
ich formed part of
his on-going series of state
tatements to the
participants of the Arab rev
revolutions. This
series, which the Global Islam
amic Media Front
translated as ‘A Message off H
Hope and Glad
Tidings to Our Fellow Muslimss in Egypt’ (even
though Zawahiri does not
ot only address
Egyptians) reached its tenth ins
instalment in July

2012 and constitutes, whatt LLahoud called, “the
most comprehensive respons
onse to the events in
the Middle East by a leadin
ding jihadist figure.”
[16] Leaders of Al-Qaeda af
affiliates and other
Al-Qaeda leaders, such ass A
Abu Yahya Al-Liby,
also eventually respondedd to the revolutions,
addressing Arab publics in sp
specific geographic
locations.
Perhaps aware of the criticis
icism concerning the
time it took the Al-Qaeda lead
eadership to address
the Arab masses, Zawahir
ahiri – in the fifth
instalment of his ‘Hope an
and Glad Tidings’
series – struck an unusually humble tone in his
appeal to Muslims in the regio
gion, asking them to
be patient and appreciate the pressures the AlQaeda leadership was under
er from America and
its allies:
My Muslim brothers, I ask
sk your permission
today to continue my talk, wh
which might be long,
because the events are occurring and
changing rapidly, and I hope
ope that our Muslim
brothers realize that our sp
speeches might be
delayed a little or have
ve longer intervals
between them because of the fierce war in
which the Mujahideen aree clashing with the
Americans. [17]
Overall, therefore, the dela
elay in Al-Qaeda’s
response to the Arab Spring
ing does not appear
to be particularly problematic
atic, especially when
justified in light of the on-goin
oing struggle against
America. When comparedd to the Al-Qaeda
leadership’s response to othe
other seminal events
affecting the ummah, its rea
reaction to the Arab
revolutions appears relativ
latively quick. For
example, the leadership’s in
initial response to
the publication of the Muham
hammad caricatures,
which sparked widespread pr
protests throughout
the Muslim world, came six months after the
cartoons were originally ppublished in the
Danish newspaper Jylla
yllands-Posten in
September 2005 and threee m
months after they
were printed elsewhere, by which time the
issue had become well know
own. Eventually, the
Al-Qaeda leadership calle
lled for economic
boycott of goods from Denma
mark and elsewhere,
long after such initiatives hhad already been
launched by others. [18]
The Revolutions are Onlyy th
the First Step
Osama Bin Laden had issue
ued only one public
communiqué concerning the Arab Spring,
before he was killed in Pakis
kistan on 2
May 2011. His message, ap
apparently
written in April that yea
year, was
repackaged and published
hed three
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weeks after his death. In the
he statement, Bin
Laden congratulated those
ose who had
participated in the uprisin
isings on their
achievement, but warned them
em to “beware of
dialogue”. The revolutions we
were merely an
“opportunity for advancing the Ummah and
becoming liberated from servin
ving the whims of
the rulers, manmade laws,
s, and Western
domination”. “The revolutionn w
was not one of
food and clothing”, bin Ladenn aargued, “but one
of dignity and defiance, a revolu
olution of sacrifice
and giving”. Failure to graspp tthis opportunity
and “establish justice and fa
faith” after the
revolution would be a great sin.
in. [19]
Zawahiri has sought to frame th
the revolutions in
the same way. He has empha
phasized that the
work is far from complete. Th
The ummah may
have managed to topple the unj
unjust rulers, but it
must now ensure that a pproper form of
governance takes their plac
lace. Otherwise,
everything will be lost. “The Eg
Egyptian people’s
revolution succeeded in remov
oving the tyrant”,
Zawahiri remarked, “and then what?
w
And this is
the dangerous question and the big challenge”.
[20] In a more recent instalmen
ment of the ‘Hope
and Glad Tidings Series’, Zawa
wahiri appealed to
Egyptian Muslims:
My Muslim brothers in Egypt,
pt, a corrupt ruler
has been overthrown, but the corrupt
governance is still ruling. Thee desired goal is
not to come to power either with a free, strong
government or a limited, weakk oone, but the aim
is to rule by Islam. And was
asting efforts by
coming to power without rulin
uling by Islam is
disaster, but the greatest disast
aster is coming to
power and then ruling by aanything except
Islam. [21]
So far, therefore, Egyptians had achieved only
“partial gains” but risked “losin
osing the basics.”
[22] The same applied to thee oother “noble and
freeborn Muslims”. They “must
st not suffice with
merely removing the tyrant wh
whose removal is
an obligation, but rather they
ey must continue
their Jihad and struggle un
until an Islamic
government is established wh
which guarantees
justice, freedom, and independ
endence.” [23] At
this crucial juncture for the ummah,
umm therefore,
Zawahiri has made the cas
case that further
guidance is needed – which
ich Al-Qaeda will
provide – in order to steer the M
Muslim publics in
the right direction.
What Prompted the Events according
ac
to AlQaeda?

Furthermore, like bin Laden,
n, ZZawahiri identified
a set of grievances and pprompters that he
insists motivated those whoo ttook to the streets.
Unsurprisingly, the issues me
mentioned reflect the
core values of Al-Qaeda.. “T
“The hopes of the
Muslim ummah”, Zawahiri
iri argued, were to
establish an Islamic state th
that would liberate
Palestine, “guard morality”” an
and end corruption.
[24] Zawahiri further insisted
ted “the removal of
the Israeli embassy is thee main goal in the
Egyptian revolution” [25] and
nd that:
The popular Arab uprisingss pproved to have an
Islamic orientation in its grea
reater part, and they
rose up and raged against
st America’s agents
who wasted their lives in suppressing the
Islamic orientation of theirir ppeople under the
guidance, support, and plan
lanning of America
and those who have turnedd ttheir countries into
stations of torture, detention
ion, and persecution
within the Zionist-Crusaderr sy
system. [26]
Whatever the facts on thee gground, therefore,
the Al-Qaeda leadership has
as identified a set of
issues it argues contribute
buted to the Arab
revolutions that thus constitut
itute the benchmarks
of its success. An important
nt component of this
narrative is a complete rejec
jection of alternative
forms of governance and soc
society to the version
espoused by the Al-Qaeda lea
leadership. As Nelly
Lahoud noted in her analysi
lysis of the first five
‘Hope and Glad Tidings’ state
tatements, there is a
particular focus on the illss oof democratic rule
and secular governance. [2
[27] References to
the fallacy of democracy ar
are, of course, an
ever-present feature in the di
discourse of the AlQaeda leadership. These al
allusions, however,
became particularly acute in the aftermath of
the initial Arab uprisings.
Warnings of the Dangers that
th Lie Ahead
Zawahiri’s warnings agai
gainst democracy,
moreover, appear to have
ve evolved in his
statements regarding the Ara
Arab Spring. Initially,
he appeared to seek to ni
nip any grassroots
enthusiasm for democracy in the bud. Zawahiri
then took to condemning som
some of the election
results following successfull re
revolutions and the
course the new government
ent appeared to be
taking.
Although the Al-Qaeda leade
aders always voiced
their animosity against dem
emocracy, the issue
became particularly prom
ominent in the
leadership statements at the
he dawn of
the Arab revolutions. Arab
rabs were
warned democracy was nece
ecessarily a
secular form of governance
ce [28] that
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“worships one idol, which is the wishes of the
majority, without abiding by any religion,
standards or ethics”. [29] An
Any concessions
towards a democratic form of government or
consultation in this regard wer
were also directly
tied to the sacrificing of Is
Islamic cultural
prescriptions and proliferation
tion of vice and
degradation. "It is inconceivable
able for a fair and
above board state to be establi
blished in Egypt”,
Zawahiri argued, “and yet accept the
continuation of the use of imper
permissible wealth
to freely trade the dignity aand honour of
Egyptians and turn Muslim and
nd Arab Egypt to
dissolute satellite channels,
ls, night clubs,
gambling casinos, and nudee beaches”. [30]
After all, “the truth about democ
mocracy [is that] it
allows everything regardless
ss of it being
degrading or contradictory, as long as the
majority agrees with it.” [31]
In more recent communiqués,
s, aafter successful
elections, particularly in Tunisia
isia, Zawahiri has
reiterated his warnings against
st democracy and
expressed his dissatisfaction w
with the results.
The victory of Ennahda in Tuni
unisia, appears to
be of particular concern. Zawah
wahiri condemned
the mildly Islamist party as a “symptom of a
modern day disease”, accusing
sing its leaders of
“inventing” a version of Islam tha
that would please
the US Department of State,
te, the European
Union and the Gulf elite. This
his was “an Islam
according to demand” which
ich would allow
“gambling, nude beaches, us
usurious banks,
secular laws, and submissionn to international
legitimacy”. It was an Islam “with
without jihad”. [32]
In the message, entitled ‘Oh People
Pe
of Tunisia,
Support Your Sharia’, Zawahiri
hiri expressed his
dismay over seeing “the leader
dership of a group
that relates itself to Islam and th
then says it does
not advocate ruling by it”. [33]
Zawahiri’s response to Ennah
ahda’s victory in
Tunisia may, perhaps, be indica
dicative of how he
plans to approach further co
consolidation of
power by the Egyptian Muslim
slim Brotherhood,
whose leadership he once acc
ccused of having
“abandoned pursuing legiti
gitimate Muslim
government in place of the cu
current [secular]
governments”. [34]
As well as delivering warningss oof the ‘dangers’
Islam supposedly faces in thee aaftermath of the
Arab uprisings, Zawahiri place
aced emphasis in
his
communiqués
conce
ncerning
these
developments on elucidatin
ting the pious
alternatives he felt the ummah
u
should
embrace. These conveyed the same bedrock
principles the Al-Qaeda leaders have

communicated in the past,t, bbut perhaps with a
greater sense of urgency.
Al-Qaeda’s Agenda for Cha
hange
“Be extremely cautious,” Zaw
awahiri warned, “that
your sacrifices are not sstolen, that your
suffering is not used by othe
thers, and that outer
appearances change, bu
but injustice and
servitude continues to exist.”
t.” [35] Egyptians, in
particular, would have to “re
“restore to Egypt its
leading role” as a “fortresss oof Islam”, [36] lest
all their efforts be for noth
othing. There were
internal and external chal
hallenges, Zawahiri
argued, that the ummah woul
ould have to address
in order to ensure the up
uprisings ultimately
brought positive benefits.
s. Internally, there
would have to be “legisla
islative and judicial
reforms,” [37] with the Egypti
ptian constitution for
example being amendedd with the clause:
“Islamic Shariah is thee sole source of
legislation, and all thee articles of the
constitution and the law whic
hich opposed it are
null and void.” [38] The am
amendments would
also ensure only men could
ld become heads of
state. Furthermore, these le
legislative reforms
would rid the region of what
at Z
Zawahiri saw as a
sinful society that permitted
ed the production of
alcohol and the running off nnightclubs. [39] To
respond to external challengges, Muslims were
urged to embark upon a jih
jihad against Israel
and support the mujahideen fighting elsewhere
in order to “free every inch of Palestine” and all
the other Muslim lands. [40]
By citing these ‘external cha
challenges’, Zawahiri
sought to establish a connec
nection between the
localized Arab uprisings in the Middle East and
North Africa with wider efforts
rts involving Islamist
insurgencies elsewhere an
and ultimately the
United States and Westernn aalliance. The Arab
Spring, according to this in
interpretation, thus
formed part of the global jiha
ihad being led by AlQaeda. In his message confir
nfirming the death of
bin Laden, Zawahiri announce
nced:
We confirm to all the Muslim
slim people that we
are their soldiers, and wee w
will not spare any
effort, Allah willing, to libera
erate them from the
occupiers in Kashmir, the Philippines,
Afghanistan, Chechnya, Iraq
Iraq, and Palestine.
And we support their bles
lessed uprisings in
Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Yeme
men, and Syria. We
are fighting a single battle wit
with them against
America and its servants. [41]
1]
Seemingly conscious of the general
consensus that the Arab Sp
Spring did
not conform to Al-Qaeda’s
’s agenda,
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Zawahiri emphasized in his for
forth message of
‘Hope and Glad Tidings’ that
hat “your brother
Mujahideen are with you [the pa
participants of the
Arab uprisings], confronting the same enemy.”
[42] During the revolutions,
ns, Zawahiri felt
compelled to remind Musli
uslims that the
mujahideen were part of the ummah
um
and “were
not alienated from its suffering.”
g.” [43] In a more
recent instalment of ‘Hope and
nd Glad Tidings’,
Zawahiri even seemed to revisit
isit the notion that
Al-Qaeda was indeed the umm
mah’s pioneering
vanguard, despite its absencee dduring the Arab
Spring: “Your sons, the mujahid
hideen, are paving
the way for the heralded cha
change with their
blessed strikes against the G
Global Crusader
Alliance that has started to stag
tagger due to their
impact.” [44]
The internal and external cchallenges that
Zawahiri mentioned, therefore,, could only be
met if the ummah, under the le
leadership of AlQaeda and the mujahideen, co
continued to fight
“until we see the land of Islam al
all freed from the
outer invasion and inner corrupt
uption, and united
under the shadow [of] one Khi
Khilafa.”[caliphate]
[45] Focusing on Egypt, Zawa
awahiri mentioned
particular ‘milestones’ thatt nneeded to be
fulfilled on the path towardss holistic reform.
These involved, first, the es
establishment of
“shari’ah governance” since ru
rule by shari’ah
was key to “reforming politics,
s, ssociety and the
economy”. Second, Egypt
yptians needed
“freedom from foreign dom
domination” and
particularly from US and Weste
stern political and
military subordination, to repud
pudiate the peace
treaty with Israel and help P
Palestinians by
establishing “official offices inn E
Egypt for all the
jihadi movements whose activiti
ivities are directed
against Israel”. Third, Egyptia
ptians needed to
solve the “problem of pover
verty and social
injustice”, eliminate pay dis
discrepancy and
respect minimum wage. [46]
How could Al-Qaeda’s supporte
orters fight to see
through these changes? Zawa
wahiri, of course,
used his ‘Arab Spring’ messag
sages to reiterate
the perceived importance an
and efficacy of
Islamist militancy and terrorism
ism in neutralizing
enemies and disrupting thee status quo. In
addition, however, he urged
ed further street
gatherings and popular protes
tests in order to
confront obstacles to change.
Thus, Zawahiri urged Tunisians
ans to take to the
streets once more: “rise up to support your
Shariah. Incite your people
le on a popular
uprising to support the Shariahh aand affirm Islam
and rule with the Qur'an”. [47]
7] D
Dissatisfied with

Abd Rabbuh Mansur Al-Ha
Hadi, Ali Abdullah
Saleh’s former vice presiden
dent, taking over as
president of Yemen, Zawa
wahiri appealed to
Yemenis: “Oh, free Yemen
eni people and its
honourable youth: there muust be a popular,
rising, aware, continuous m
movement against
corruption which remains rul
ruling.” [48] Others,
meanwhile, were urged to fo
follow the example
of the Arab revolutionaries an
and rise up against
the government in a popular
lar protest. Zawahiri
appealed to Pakistanis, askin
king them to “rise up
as did your brothers in Tuni
unisia, Egypt, Libya,
Yemen, and Syria. Shake
ke off the dust of
humiliation, and cast off thos
ose who sold you in
the slave market to America”
ica”. [49] The people
of Saudi Arabia were criticize
ized for “not moving”
in the wake of the Arab upr
uprisings and asked:
“why don´t you follow thee example of your
brothers in Tunisia, Libya,, E
Egypt, Yemen and
Ash-Sham?”[Syria] [50]
What is interesting here is Zawahiri’s clear
endorsement of popular upris
rising rather than an
exclusive focus on armed jih
jihadi groups as a
force for change. Indeed, in tthe past, Zawahiri
had dismissed popular pr
protests as being
useless.
In his 2006 statement “Re
Realities of Conflict
Between Islam and Unbeliev
lievers’, for instance,
Zawahiri insisted the onlyy w
way to topple the
ruling hierarchy would be viole
iolent jihad, anything
less would be like “treat
eating cancer with
aspirin.” [51] Addressing the
he situation in Egypt
specifically, Zawahiri argued
ued in a book he
published in 2008 that the
there could be no
peaceful solution to the pro
problems of Egypt,
especially after the authoriti
rities banned public
protests after demonstrations
ons by the Al-Azhar
mosque in Cairo in Februa
ruary 2007. Instead,
Muslims would have to fo
focus on carefully
planned attacks, seek funding
ding and weapons in
order to orchestrate coordin
rdinated strikes and
prepare martyrdom operatio
ations. Mere public
protests were useless. [52]] In a 2009 message
to Palestinians, Zawahiri war
arned that “protests
do no good in the face of bombs,” Muslims
must therefore take more “eff
“effective steps”. [53]
Revisiting the situation in Egypt that same
year, Zawahiri insisted, “the
the system in Egypt
and in most of the Arabic and Islamic countries
cannot be removed except by force.” [54]
Thus there exists a sharp co
contrast between
Zawahiri’s support for public
blic protest
in his most recent messages
ges and his
prior rhetoric where he ddismissed
such methods as futile
tile. This
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inconsistency could seriously
ly undermine the
impact of this message from
om the Al-Qaeda
leadership. Indeed, as JJames Forest
discussed, efforts have already
dy been made to
compare the events during th
the Arab Spring
with Zawahiri’s denunciation of street protests.
The Centre for Strategic C
Counterterrorism
Communications, situated w
within the US
Department of State, for instan
tance, produced a
video, which it posted on You
ouTube, showing
footage of Egyptian proteste
sters celebrating
Mubarak’s resignation which
ich was edited
together with excerpts from on
one of Zawahiri’s
addresses where he stated “ther
there is no hope to
remove the corrupt regime
imes in Muslim
countries except by force”
e” and that no
examples could be cited to pro
prove him wrong.
[55]
Interestingly, the wider networ
work of Al-Qaeda
sympathizers appears to have
ve been engaging
in its own damage control effo
efforts in order to
represent Al-Qaeda’s stance as having always
been supportive of public uprisin
rising and protests
and presenting Al-Qaeda as a noble and
righteous defensive vanguard
rd protecting the
interests of the Muslim ummah.
h. These affiliates
and media outlets have effectiv
ctively being trying
to catch up with events whilst
ilst presenting the
way in which they unfolded as conforming to
Al-Qaeda’s worldview and agend
enda.
The next section discusses som
ome of the efforts
made by Al-Qaeda affiliates,
s, aassociates and
sympathizers to respond to thee A
Arab Spring.
Me
Efforts by
Damage Control: Broader Media
Al-Qaeda and its Affiliates
One prominent example of thes
ese efforts by the
wider community of Al-Qaeda
da loyalists is the
fifth issue of Al-Malahem’s Inspire
Ins
magazine,
which became available in spr
spring 2011. The
issue is largely dedicated to th
the Arab Spring,
but also to efforts designed to dispel some of
the criticism and ‘counter-narrati
ratives’ against AlQaeda that emerged after the
he Arab uprisings.
[56]
For instance, the ‘Letter from
m the Editor’ by
‘Yahya Ibrahim’ sought to coun
unter notions that
“the revolts are bad for al Qaed
aeda”. “This is not
the case,” the editor insisted.. ““Why would the
freedoms being granted to the
he people be bad
for al Qaeda? If freedom is so bad for al
Qaeda,” he asked, “how come
me the West has
been practicing a restriction onn tthe freedoms of
expression when it comes too tthe message of
the mujahidin?” Responding to accusations Al-

Qaeda had previously dismiss
issed the efficacy of
public protests and the ab
ability of the Arab
publics to force through chan
ange peacefully, the
letter argued: “Another lin
line that is being
pushed by Western leaderss is that because the
protests in Egypt and Tunis
nisia were peaceful,
they proved al Qaeda – whic
hich calls for armed
struggle – to be wrong. That
at iis another fallacy.”
Al-Qaeda is “not against
st regime changes
through protests but it is aga
against the idea that
change should be only throug
ugh peaceful means
to the exclusion of force”, the editor argued. To
support his case, he cited bo
both the conflict that
ensued in Libya (ignoring th
the support rebels
received from NATO) andd Z
Zawahiri’s support
for “the protests that sweptt Eg
Egypt back in 2007”
where the latter “alluded to th
the fact that even if
the protests were peaceful,l, th
the people need to
prepare themselves militarily.”
ily.” [57]
As if in an attempt to rewrit
rite its own history,
perhaps hoping not ma
many remembered
Zawahiri’s prior denunciation
ion of public protests
as a method for regimee change, Inspire
republished an excerpt frfrom one of his
communiqués from 2007 (en
(entitled ‘The Advice
of One Concerned’ at the
he time) under the
heading ‘The Short & Long
ng-term Plans after
Protests’. In the statement
ent, Zawahiri urged
Egyptians to “rise up and dem
demonstrate” against
police brutality and unlawful
ul aarrests, suggesting
people could “besiege thee police station” in
question or “take to thee streets in mass
protests” to force the govern
vernment to give in.
[58]
Although clearly endorsing ppublic protests, the
context for Zawahiri was
as an immediate
grassroots response to a sspecific grievance,
not regime change. For thee llatter, even in this
statement, Zawahiri still call
called for groups to
attack “Crusader-Jewish inter
terests”, asking – in
the long term – for greater
er public support for
the “Islamic mujahid movem
ement”, lead by AlQaeda, as a force for ch
change. [59] The
inclusion of this statementt th
thus appears to be
part of an effort by the edi
editors of Inspire to
gloss over Zawahiri’s unequi
quivocal dismissal of
public protests as a force
rce for fundamental
change and removal of regime
imes.
Other contributions to the ‘s
‘special’ section on
the Arab Spring in the fifth issue of Inspire
reiterated the point made by Zawahiri in his
‘Hope and Glad Tidings’ me
messages,
insisting Arabs had only co
completed
the first stage of a longg process
towards holistic reform. Thee eessential
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next step would be to sever link
links with the West
and Israel, counter their influenc
ence through force
and implement shari’ah law as the governing
principle of state and society.
y. The late Samir
Khan, for instance, who cr
created Inspire,
warned Egyptians that the revol
volutions were not
the “end goal” [60] whilst Ibrah
rahim Al-Rubaish
(of Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Pen
Peninsula) thought
the revolutions would bring “slig
“slight reforms like
some aspects of freedom and increases of
income” but that all would be lo
lost if man-made
laws were not abrogated andd rrule by shari’ah
not implemented. [61]Interesting
tingly, the excerpt
from Al-Rubaish’s address (w
(which was first
published February 2011 unde
der the title ‘Ben
Ali and Ibn Saud’) that featured
red in Inspire, left
out the part of his stateme
ement where he
endorsed Al-Qaeda affiliatess and allies as
leaders in the Arab uprisings.. Al
Al-Rubaish, in his
original address, asked that po
power be handed
to “the likes of the Mujahid,, [[Afghan-Taliban
leader] Mullah Muhammad Uma
mar, [Al-Qaeda in
Iraq leader] Abu Umar Al Bahgh
hghdadi and other
similar Muslim leaders” who co
could implement
God’s law. In this respect, he suggested AlQaeda’s affiliate Al-Shabaabb in Somalia was
the correct example for Arabs
bs to follow in the
post-revolution societies. [62]
Other Al-Qaeda affiliates, such
ch as Al-Qaeda in
the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM),
M), followed this
common thread that various com
components of AlQaeda developed in reaction
tion to the Arab
Spring. A communiqué from AQ
AQIM addressing
Tunisians issued in Februa
ruary 2011, for
instance, reminded them thatt th
they “should not
think that they have won thee bbattle with Kufr
[infidelity] and transgression.. TThe battle is a
long one and is still in its early stages.
Whatever they have gained is only the first
round. There are many rou
rounds left. This
included tackling, what AQIM argued was the
“root cause” of their problems,
ms, the pervasive
influence of the Crusader West.
st. [63]
As well as seeking to convinc
ince Muslims and
Arabs that the uprisings were
ere only the first
step, Inspire 5 contains som
some remarkable
attempts to re-write history by suggesting that
Al-Qaeda was not caught off guard during
these seminal events and that
at the group was,
in fact, at the helm of the broad
ader revolutionary
movement. Abu Suhail suggest
ested that: “If this
Egyptian revolution has taught
ght us anything, it
has taught us that sitting and wa
waiting for tyrants
to fall is not practical; mobilizatio
ation of the people
is necessary for the tyrants to give in.” “This,”

Suhail insisted, “is what your
our brothers in the al
Qaeda Organization and other jihadi
organizations have been working
w
for.” The
Arab Spring had, in fact,
ct, “proved that al
Qaeda’s rage is shared by the millions of
Muslims across the world wh
whether they are in
Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Alg
Algeria, Yemen or
elsewhere.” [64]
Anwar Al-Awlaki’s attemptss to present the Arab
uprisings in a positive lightt fo
for Al-Qaeda were
more sophisticated. His es
essay, titled ‘The
Tsunami of Change’, remind
inded readers of the
close relationship the West
st had had with the
toppled dictatorships and how quickly Western
leaders had abandoned their
eir former allies once
they appreciated the scale
ale of the protests.
Rejecting suggestions the ev
events were bad for
Al-Qaeda, Awlaki insisted: “W
“We do not know yet
what the outcome would be
be, and we do not
have to. The outcome doesn
esn't have to be an
Islamic government for us to consider what is
occurring to be a step in thee rright direction.” To
begin with, the system of tota
total oppression and
control had been disman
antled, giving the
mujahideen more space to manoeuvre. [65]
Indeed, as noted at the begin
ginning of this article,
some areas in the reg
region have seen
heightened jihadi activity as a result of turmoil
and reduced levels of govern
ernment surveillance
and control.
her Al-Qaeda-linked
Whereas Inspire and other
outlets have sought to convin
nvince its public that
the Arab Spring fully con
onformed with AlQaeda’s strategy and that the group remains at
the pinnacle of resistance aagainst corruption,
subjugation and vice, other Al-Qaeda
‘spokespersons’ have ado
dopted a different
approach, recognizing the challenges the
uprisings present for A
Al-Qaeda, almost
excusing the group’s absen
sence during these
events. For example, ‘Sh
‘Sheikh Atiyyatullah’
(Jamal Ibrahim Ishtaywi al-Mi
Misrati), a veteran of
the Libyan Islamic Fighting
ng Group, issued a
communiqué on behalf off A
Al-Qaeda in March
2011 in response to the on-ggoing events of the
Arab Spring where he admitte
itted: “It is true that it
[the Arab Spring] is not the be
best and not exactly
as we had hoped, but the rem
removal of some evil
or much evil is something wh
which pleases to all
people. We hope that this is a good step ahead
for even more good in the future”.
Regarding criticism of Al
Al-Qaeda’s
inability to see through cha
change as
envisaged in its rhetoric, Atiy
Atiyyatullah
reminded people that “Al
“Al-Qaedah
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does not have a “magic wand
nd” as they say.”
“Al-Qaeda is only a small part
art of this striving
and Mujahid Ummah,” Atiyyatu
atullah continued.
“Do not overestimate it. We shou
hould all know our
abilities, and let us aid each othe
other in piousness,
righteousness and in making Ji
Jihad in the way
of Allah.” [66]
Looking towards the future,, a publication by
‘Abdullah bin Mohammed’, en
entitled Valuable
Collection for the Strategic
ic Memorandum
Series, sought to assess the imp
impact of the Arab
Spring on the region and onn Al-Qaeda. This
collection of essays was publish
lished in the spring
of 2011 by Al-Ma’sada Medi
edia Publications.
Touching upon a number of iss
issues, the author
argued the Arab uprising
sings presented
tremendous opportunities that
at A
Al-Qaeda could
exploit. He compared the even
ents to the Battle
of Bu’ath in 617, when two A
Arab tribes from
Yathrib (Medina) fought each ot
other, resulting in
heightened tensions and mutua
tual animosity that
preceded the prophet Mohamm
mmed’s hijrah to
the city and the advent of Islam
lam. [67] After the
Battle of Bu’ath, Abdullah bbin Mohammed
argued, “the balance of power
er in Medina was
upset to open the way for any young power
that could lead and would be able to fill the
vacuum.” The same was hap
happening in the
Middle East and North Afric
frica today. The
“exceptional state of solidarity”
rity” that emerged
during the uprisings them
themselves was
dissipating and anarchy was
as looming. The
“small and scattered” jihadist mo
movement had to
become united, Mohammed arg
argued, in order to
exploit this period and pursu
rsue a “common
purpose”. [68]
What was needed, theref
refore, was a
comprehensive alliance of jihad
adi movements in
order to exploit the vacuum an
and turmoil in the
wake of the Arab Spring. For
or A
Al-Qaeda to be
successful in this endeavo
avour, however,
Muhammed argued the group
up would have to
alter its image, in part due to its association
with excessive targeting and kil
killing of Muslims
(from which Zawahiri himself
elf has sought to
disassociate Al-Qaeda in his recent
messages). Muhammed wrote
ote in one of his
essays in the series:
Since the discussion has ledd us to alliances
that could serve us during the up
upcoming phase,
I have been wondering sincee tthe outbreak of
the Arab revolutions if it iss ggood for us to
continue with the name al-Qae
Qaeda or will the
next phase require a new nam
ame? The answer
came from al-Qaeda in thee A
Arab Peninsula

when it entered into triba
tribal alliances and
changed its name to Ansarr aal-Shariah in order
to acclimate and benefit
fit from the new
circumstances. For the sake
ke of any expansion
we want to achieve, we must
ust forsake any cloak
that others cannot wear. I aadd to that, if we
don’t want to avoid rea
reality, we should
acknowledge that this nname has been
tarnished by unprecedente
nted disinformation
campaigns through all these
ese years alongside
the gains and support that it hhad accomplished
in the Islamic street. In ord
order for us not to
gamble the chances of ou
our success in the
coming phase because of the existence of old
ideas in the minds of some,
e, aand in order to cut
off the means of those who want to exploit
these old ideas to turn thee m
masses of people
away from us, we must enter
ter this phase under
a new inclusive name. [69]
Conclusions
The Arab Spring pres
resented immense
challenges for Al-Qaeda, too w
which it has sought
to respond in various commu
muniqués and media
initiatives. These initiativess hhave attempted to
present a version of the eve
vents that conforms
to Al-Qaeda’s strategy and
nd broader agenda,
whilst leaving plenty of sscope for further
strategic direction from Al-Qa
Qaeda leaders in the
future. Desperate to seem
m relevant to those
who took to the streets in pprotest against the
ruling regimes and eager to exploit inevitable
disillusionment following the
he Arab Spring, the
Al-Qaeda leadership and aff
affiliates continue to
issue communiqués appealing
ling to Arab publics.
Both the leadership and vari
various affiliates and
sympathisers have argued th
that the revolutions
merely constitute the first
rst step in a long
process towards reform. D
Dismissing notions
that the uprisings proved A
Al-Qaeda’s tactical
prescriptions to be irrelevan
vant, Al-Qaeda has
tried to present guideline
lines to the postrevolution societies regarding
ing the next steps.
Conscious of the current turm
turmoil in the Middle
East and North Africa, variou
rious components of
Al-Qaeda hope to be able to consolidate amid
the lawlessness and powerr vvacuums that have
emerged in some regions fol
following successful
revolutions and in areas expe
xperiencing on-going
conflict. Equally aware, howe
wever, of Al-Qaeda’s
increasing marginalisation,
n, the group’s
media publications continue
ue to strive
to present jihadism as th
the most
appropriate way to protectt ccollective
interests, eliminate adv
dversaries,
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eradicate vice and establish a zzealously pious

social order.
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By Petter Nesser
Source: http://www.terrorismana
analysts.com/pt/index.php/pot/article/view/231/html
Abstract
This Research Note does three
ee things. First, it takes a critical look at definitions, conce
nceptualizations and
empirical observations within th
the field of individual terrorism. Second, it presentss aand problematizes
empirical surveys of so-calledd ““lone wolf terrorists” and individual jihadist terroristss in Europe. Third, it
discusses alternative theoretical
ical arguments regarding the scope, characteristics and
nd possible increase
of single actor terrorism. Existi
isting research indicates that single actor terrorism is llikely to remain a
relatively marginal phenomenon
non, but that attacks may become more sophisticatedd and
a deadly due to
contagion and tactical diffusion
ion via the Internet, mass media and social networks
rks. Regardless, the
analysis presented in the followi
owing reveals an acute need for clearer operationalization
tions and better data
in the study of individualized terr
terrorism.
Introduction
The attacks by Anders Behr
ehring Breivik in
Norway and Mohammed Me
Merah in France
demonstrated that single terror
rorists may cause
devastating effects. The attacks
cks also taught us
that it is highly difficult for law
w enforcement to
prevent such attacks. Whatt iis single actor
terrorism? What is the scope
pe of single actor
terrorism? What drives single
le aactor terrorism?
Is single actor terrorism more
re ddangerous than
other types of terrorism? Is the
he phenomenon a
growing trend? While indiv
dividual terrorist
attackers have received cons
nsiderable media
attentions over the last cou
couple of years,
academic research on thee topic remains
relatively sparse.
Background
Terrorism is usually defined and understood as
a group phenomenon. Organisa
isation and group
dynamics are seen as importan
tant conditions for
violent
radicalisation
an
and
features
distinguishing political terrorist
rists from lunatic
killers. In the terrorism rese
search literature,
terrorist attacks by single acto
ctors are usually
portrayed as “lone wolf terr
terrorism” (Spaaij

2012), “leaderless resistance”
ce” (Kaplan 1997) or
“solo terrorism” (CTA 2011)
11).[1] There is no
consensus regarding the ddefinition of these
concepts, something that
at constitutes an
analytical obstacle. Leaderle
erless resistance is
perceived as a military stra
strategy by terrorist
organisations under pressure
ure. The strategy is
characterized by asymmet
etric warfare and
terrorist attacks by horizontal
tal networks of small
cells, or individuals who mi
minimize interaction
with organisational entities
ies and a central
command. Lone wolf terro
errorism is usually
understood as terrorist attac
tacks undertaken by
individuals operating inde
ndependently from
organised groups. We will ge
get back to the term
solo terrorism.
The strategy of leaderless res
resistance is usually
traced back to 19th century
tury anarchists who
staged political assassination
tions and bombings
under the slogan "propag
paganda by deed"
(Woodcock 1962).[2] Many
ny of these terrorist
attacks were perpetrated bby single
individuals. After World War
ar II, ideas
about leaderless resistance
ce gained
ground among American
ican antiCommunists as a means of fighting
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Soviet allies in Eastern Euro
urope and Latin
America.[3] Then, during the 19
1980s and 1990s
American white supremacistss re
revived ideas of
leaderless resistance, whe
hen the U.S.
government cracked down onn domestic racist
movements. For example, Kuu K
Klux Klan leader
Louis Beam (1992) prescribed
bed a strategy of
small “phantom cells” or individu
iduals guided by a
common ideology and operatin
ating without any
form of central command, ass th
the only way for
American “patriots” to preva
vail against the
Federal Government’s “tyranny”
ny”.[4] Under the
pseudonym Andrew McDonald
ald, the American
Neo-Nazi William Luther Pierce
erce (1978, 1989)
wrote fictional books portraying
ing future terrorist
campaigns by ideologically drive
riven terrorist cells
and individual terrorists against
st foreigners, proimmigration spokespersons, an
and government
targets.[5] In the same vein wh
white supremacist
Tom Metzger introduced th
the term "lone
wolfism" to popularize thee image of the
lonesome, “patriotic” warrior.[6]
[6]
In the late 1990s, one of Al-Qa
Qaeda’s strategic
thinkers, Abu Musab al-Suri,
uri, presented a
military theory for the jihadi
adist movements
bearing striking similarities to the concepts
developed among anti-Commun
munists and white
racists. Al-Suri called upon jihad
ihadist movements
under pressure and not controlli
rolling territories to
engage in leaderless guerrilla
rrilla warfare and
“individual terrorism jihad”” w
while awaiting
conditions in which “open front”
nt” insurgency and
military campaigns could succ
ucceed.[7] For alSuri such a strategy was ssuboptimal, but
necessary, and implied shadow
owy “cell builders”
representing the movementt and preparing
small cells or individuals forr operations, but
disappearing before attacks we
were launched.[8]
In recent times, an Al-Qaed
eda organisation
facing tremendous pressuress has called for
individual attacks by sympathize
izers worldwide in
statements by its leadership as well as in the
Inspire magazine issued by its Yemen branch.
This magazine has ledd a campaign
recommending solo terrorism
m and providing
operational advice.[9] Coinc
inciding with a
renewed focus on "individual
al tterrorism jihad"
among Al-Qaeda and affiliates
ates, from around
2008 onwards there has beeen a marked
increase in international terro
rrorist attacks by
individual jihadists.
While a number of studies have
ave addressed the
ideational and strategic fo
foundations of
leaderless resistance by anarch
rchists, right-wing
racists, jihadists and other ex
extremist camps

(Kaplan 1997, Borum 2005,
05, Sageman 2008)
[10], there is a small but
ut growing body of
research (Spaaij 2010 andd 22012, Bakker & de
Graaf 2010, Pantucci 2011)
1) focusing more on
operational and motivatio
tional aspects of
terrorism by single indiv
dividuals or lone
wolves.[11] However, there
ere is considerable
confusion with regards to definitions and
operationalizations.
Lone wolves are mostly defi
defined as individual
terrorists operating in isolatio
ation from organised
networks (Spaaij 2012; CO
COT 2007). Yet, at
other times lone wolves aare defined more
widely as terrorists executing
ting attacks on their
own, but having various type
pes of contacts with
organised extremists during
ng the radicalisation
process. The nature of such
ch contacts is poorly
specified, as is the level
vel of organisation
required for there to be an org
organisational link.
The analysis unit of the Danish Police
Intelligence service, CTA
TA, introduces a
distinction between lone w
wolves and solo
terrorists, the former operatin
ating in isolation and
the latter having ties to vio
violent extremist or
terrorist networks. CTA furt
further differentiates
between bottom-up and top-down solo
terrorists, the former imply
plying self-recruited
individuals connecting with or
organised networks
for assistance and inspiratio
ation, and the latter
implying individuals recruit
ruited, trained and
controlled by terrorist network
orks. The CTA does
provide some, albeit vague
ue clues on how to
distinguish true single ac
actors from those
operating in group contexts.
xts. Pantucci (2011)
offers the widest definition of lone wolves, even
including small terrorist cells
lls consisting of two
or more persons acting ind
independently from
organisations.[12]
Below is an attempt to illustra
trate the relationship
between categories of individu
vidualized terrorism:
This lack of mutually exclusiv
usive categories and
clear operationalizations mak
akes it hard to draw
firm conclusions from empir
pirical research on
single actors; are we talking
ing about a distinct
phenomenon or a variant of group terrorism?
The lack of coherent codingg tto produce reliable
micro-level data further comp
mplicates the matter.
The author will exemplify.
Scope and characteristics
We now turn to empirical pa
patterns of
single actor terrorism. A 201
2012 study
by Ramon Spaaij offers th
the most
comprehensive empirical su
survey of
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lone wolf terrorism to date. H
He collects data
from the Terrorism Knowledgee D
Database (TKB)

attacks in the selected countr
ntries, constituting a
marginal trend. He ident
entifies a marked

and Global Terrorism Datab
abase (GTD) on
single actor terrorist attacks
cks in selected
Western countries between1968
968 and 2010.[13]
Spaaij identifies 88 lone wolves
es responsible for
198 attacks. The study pre
presents general
statistics based on 88 cases an
and five in-depth
case studies of well-known ca
cases.[14] Spaaij
acknowledges that GTD andd TTKB data imply
methodological pitfalls. The stu
study employs a
strict definition of lone wolf
olf terrorism and
excludes individuals linkedd to organised
networks. Spaaij admits that,t, ggiven the data,
the distinction is difficult to draw
aw in practice.
He mentions Timothy McVeigh
gh who bombed a
government building in Oklahom
homa in 1995 and
Richard Reid who tried to down
wn a trans-Atlantic
airliner in 2001 as examples on cases left out.
McVeigh received assistance fro
from his comrade
Terry Nichols and had ties to oorganised white
supremacists, whereas Reidd was acting on
orders from Al-Qaeda. Spaaij also
acknowledges that many of the cases included
in his survey involve obscure
re circumstances,
and that closer investigations
ons could reveal
types of interaction with organi
anised actors that
could affect his incident count
unt. According to
Spaaij’s statistics, lone wolves
es are behind 1.8
% of the total number off 111.235 terrorist

prevalence of
the phenom
omenon in America
comparedd
to
Canada,
Europeann countries and
Australia.. [15] The study
further iden
dentifies an overall,
gradual incr
increase in lone wolf
attacks. The
he increase is more
pronounced in Europe thann A
America, and there
were spikes in the overall occ
occurrence of attacks
during the early 1980s, early
rly to mid-1990s and
early 2000s.
With regards to ideologica
ical motivation, the
survey attributes 17% of lon
lone wolf attacks to
right-wing racists, 15% to Isla
Islamists, 8% to antiabortion extremists, and 7% to nationalseparatists.[16] More thann 330% of the cases
were categorized as “other”
er” or “unknown” in
terms of motivational drivers
ers. The prevalence
of right-wing militancy and Is
Islamism stands in
contrast to longitudinal sur
surveys of terrorist
trends, in which nationalist--separatist terrorist
groups dominate the pict
picture.[17] Spaaij’s
survey further finds that lone wolves typically
attack soft civilian targets (5
(58%), officials and
politicians (13%), health pers
ersonnel (10%), and
that they (just like group te
terrorists) seek to
maximize symbolism. As fo
for weapons, most
employed firearms (43%)
%), 28% utilized
explosives, 16% conducted
ed armed hijackings
and 6% committed arson.
The use of firearms was mo
more prevalent in
the United States and Spaaij
indicates U.S. gun lawss aand the
popularity of the leaderlesss re
resistance
strategy among American ra
racists as
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possible explanations. He ccompares lone
wolves’ use of firearms to terror
rrorist groups, who
employ explosives in 65-75
75% of cases
registered in databases. Accord
ording to Spaaij’s
statistics lone wolf terrorism is not very lethal,
only resulting in 0, 6 deaths pe
per incident. The
lethality does not increase sign
significantly in the
time period surveyed. Of the fiv
five in-depth case
studies undertaken by Spaaij
aij, three utilized
bomb devices and two use
used guns. Two
targeted politicians whereass three attacked
specified groups of civilia
ilians such as
immigrants or random victims.
Based on micro-level analysis
sis of well-known
cases, Spaaij observes that
hat lone wolves’
radicalisation processes ten
tend to involve
interaction with broader id
ideologies and
movements, and a particularr m
mix of personal
frustrations and ideology, in whi
hich subjects use
the latter to explains the forme
rmer.[18] He also
emphasizes how mental proble
blems and social
inabilities appear to be overrepr
epresented among
lone wolves, showing how the
they struggle with
fitting to group environments
nts and tend to
isolate themselves.[19] Sociolo
iologically, Spaaij
finds that lone wolves come fro
from a variety of
backgrounds, but tend to be weell-educated and
self-taught with regards to extr
extremist ideology
and terrorist tactics.
While Spaaij’s lone wolf study
dy is an important
contribution, some comments
nts are in order.
First, the databases used alm
almost exclusively
register successfully committed
ted attacks. Given
the fact that terrorist plots of
often fail or get
thwarted, and that this
is may apply
disproportionally to single acto
ctors, failed plots
should also be taken into
to consideration.
Furthermore, as acknowledge
dged by Spaaij,
several of the cases in the stu
study may appear
as lone wolf terrorism while
ile in fact having
substantial network ties. Also,
o, tthe inclusion of
failed and thwarted terrorist pla
plans, as well as
the recent attacks in Norwayy could seriously
affect prognoses regarding letha
thality of lone wolf
attacks and reveal greater
ter variance in
operational patterns. Moreover,
er, the study does
not compare the level of lonee w
wolf terrorism to
variations in the totality of in
incidents across
time. Last, the observatio
ations regarding
psychological and social profile
ofile seem to rest
profoundly on five out of 88 cas
ases, - cases that
appear to involve more clear-ccut lone wolves
than the other sample cases,
s, something that
raises questions about validity.
y.

For comparison, this auth
uthor conducted a
survey of single actor jiha
ihadists in Western
Europe between 1995 andd present. [20] The
following outlines the main
in ffindings from that
survey
before
discuss
ussing
alternative
explanations for the occurren
rence of single actor
terrorism. Incidents were dra
drawn from an open
source chronology of planne
nned, prepared and
executed terrorist attacks
ks by jihadists in
Western Europe, which has
as been maintained
by the author since 2003.[21]
1]
Out of a total of 105 of plann
anned, prepared and
executed terrorist plots by jihadist actors
between 1995 and 2012 (ba
(based on the latest
count), as much as 15 (14%
4%) cases involved
individual attackers. The case
ases included:
1. “Shoe-bomber” Richardd R
Reid’s attempt to
down a trans-Atlantic jett in 2001.
2. An Iraqi sending toxic le
letters to the prime
minister’s office and the U.S. and Saudi
embassies in Belgium, 200
2003.
3. Dutch-Moroccan Moham
hammed Bouyeri’s
assassination of Theo Van Gogh in 2004.
4. “Wannabe” jihadist Nicho
cholas Roddis’ 2007
bomb plans and hoax inn th
the UK.
5. British convert Andrew Ib
Ibrahim’s 2008 plan
to bomb a shopping cente
nter in Bristol.
6. British convert Nicky Reil
eilly’s 2008 attempt
to bomb a restaurant in Ex
Exeter.
7. Libyan Mohammed Game
me’s 2009 attack on
a U.S. military base in Mila
Milan.
8. Nigerian Umar Farouk
uk Abdulmutallab’s
attempt to down a trans-A
Atlantic jet in 2009.
9. Danish-Somali Mohamme
med Geele’s attempt
to assassinate Kurtt Westergaard in
Denmark, 2010.
10. Bengali Rajib Karim’s plot to down a transAtlantic jet in 2010.
honara Choudry’s
11. British-Pakistani Rosho
2010 attempt to assass
assinate British MP
Stephen Timms.
12. Chechen Lors Doukaiev
iev’s 2010 plan to
bomb Jyllands-Postenn newspaper in
Denmark.
13. Swedish-Iraqi Taimourr Abdulwahab alAbdaly who launchedd an unsuccessful
suicide bombing in Stockh
ckholm, 2010.
14. Kosovar Arid Uka who sh
shot and killed two
U.S. soldiers at Frankfurtrt aairport in 2011.
15. French-Algerian Mohamm
mmed Merah who
killed French soldiers an
and attacked a
Jewish children’s sch
school in
France, 2012.
My survey did not dis
distinguish
between lone wolves an
and solo
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terrorists, but I found that four
our out of the 15
cases appeared to be disco
isconnected from
organisations and identifiable
ble networks of
extremists. [22]
Furthermore, I found that only
ly three of the 15
cases preceded 2008, making the
phenomenon almost non-existe
istent before that
time, and the relative increasee ccompared to the
total number of terrorist plots
ts between 20082012 significant (2008: 2/8 incid
cidents, 2009: 2/5
incidents, 2010: 5/13 inciden
dents, 2011: 1/3
incidents, 2012:1/4 incidents).[23
.[23]
In terms of operational patterns
rns, approximately
50% of the cases involved mass
ass casualty bomb
attacks against civilians, threee of them suicide
missions against airplanes.
s. Three cases
involved assassinations of publ
ublic figures (such
as the Danish cartoonist Kur
urt Westergaard,
British MP Stephen Timms
ms and Dutch
filmmaker Theo Van Gogh) with
ith handgun, knife
and axe. Three cases involved
ed attacks on soft
military targets using handguns
uns or explosives.
[24]
My survey thus found that ther
here was a higher
occurrence of single actorr aattacks among
jihadists than in the broad
oader population
surveyed by Spaaij, and that jihadist loner
attacks were potentially more de
deadly. Although
most of the jihadists in my ssample seemed
connected to extremist envi
nvironments and
received assistance, encou
couragement or
instructions, I found some supp
upport for Spaaij’s
observations about motivation
tions and sociopsychological profiles. In my sample, one
person was diagnosed w
with Asperger
syndrome and several hadd mental health
issues or behavioral disorders.
s. [[25]
Also people like the shoe bombe
mber Richard Reid
and the Chechen Lors Doukaie
kaiev who tried to
launch a bomb attack in Denma
mark avenging the
Mohammed caricatures came
me from troubled
family backgrounds and had dro
dropped out of the
educational system. Furthermo
rmore, in several
cases, personal frustrations aappear to have
been an important factor behind
ind the ideological
radicalisation as suggested by Spaaij’s lone
wolf research. For example, it ha
has been alleged
that Mohammed Bouyeri’s failu
ailure to fulfill the
dream of establishing a yo
youth club for
immigrants played a centra
tral part in his
radicalisation process.[26]
The author’s survey of indiv
ndividual jihadists
encountered the same definitio
itional challenges
as the lone wolf study, but due to the limited
scope of the study (one typee oof actor, limited

time period), and the magn
agnitude of updated
press information about jihad
ihadist terrorism, the
survey is based on more,, aand more reliable
data, and may, with a relati
latively high level of
precision, determine the rela
relationship between
single actor and group terrori
rorism by jihadists in
Europe.
Whether my findings have va
validity beyond the
jihadism in Europe case is another question.
To reach more valid an
and generalizable
knowledge about single actor
tor terrorism, there is
definitively a need for better
tter data sets which
include both successful andd fo
foiled terrorist plots
by diverse ideological trends.
ds. We also need to
find better ways to distinguis
uish clearly between
those few true lone wolves wh
who operate in total
isolation and single actors op
operating on behalf
of organised groups. De
Despite definitional
obstacles and weaknessess oof empirical data,
the existing research does
es provide a sound
basis for discussing altern
ernative hypotheses
regarding the scope and natu
ature of single actor
terrorism, which we will turnn to now.
Explanations
Ideology
Studies of lone wolf terrorism
ism hypothesize that
the occurrence of the phe
phenomenon varies
according to trends in ideolo
ologies and strategic
thinking. Spaaij identified
ed peaks in the
occurrence of lone wolf terr
terrorism in the 80s
when American right-wing th
thinkers focused on
leaderless resistance and “lo
“lone wolfism,” and
in the early 2000s after jihad
ihadists picked upon
similar ideas during thee late 1990s, as
exemplified by Abu Musabb al-Suri’s strategic
writings.
The thesis is backed by an
anecdotal evidence
that Timothy McVeigh and se
several other rightwing terrorists possessed w
writings by William
Pierce’s and acted accordi
rding to advice in
American rightwing fanzin
zines.[27] Similarly
several jihadists who plotted
ed individual attacks
in Europe and the U.S. app
ppear to have been
influenced by Al-Qaedaa in the Arabian
Peninsula (AQAP) ideologue
gue Anwar al-Awlaki
and the group’s propagand
anda outlet Inspire
magazine (e.g. aforementi
ntioned Roshonara
Choudry and Jose Piment
entel, a Dominican
American jihadist involved in a New York bomb
plot during 2011).
Repression and Counter-ter
terrorism
An alternative or supple
plementary
explanation offered is state re
repression
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and counter-terrorism. It is impo
portant to bear in
mind that ideological and strate
rategic thinking on
leaderless resistance emergedd aas responses to
intensified crackdowns orr disruption of
extremist movements and terro
errorist groups; in
particular the U.S. government’
nt’s crackdown of
the white supremacy movem
vement and the
targeting of Al-Qaeda’s central
ral organisation in
the Af-Pak region and ot
other Al-Qaeda
strongholds - especially the inc
increased use of
drones against training camp
mps and leading
figures. Therefore, in termss of establishing
causality one must ask wha
hat comes first,
ideology and strategy, or tactica
tical adaptation to
a dire security environment. In tthis respect it is
important to note that the afore
fore-mentioned AlQaeda strategist Abu Musab
ab al-Suri started
writing about leaderless resi
esistance in the
1990s, but that the popularizat
zation of his texts
and the increase in individual
al jihadist attacks
emerged only after Al-Qaeda
eda came under
severe pressures. As mentio
tioned, a similar
dynamic was seen among A
American white
racists.
Psychological and societal facto
ctors
Besides ideology and adjustme
tment to counterterrorism regimes, other expla
planatory models
emphasize psychological andd ssocietal factors.
Whereas, generally, terrorists
ists tend to be
psychologically normal (Cre
renshaw 1981),
mental difficulties seem to be ov
over-represented
among single actors.[28] Spa
paaij found lone
wolves to have “greater prope
opensity to suffer
mental health issues”, and I foun
found most jihadist
loners to be either mentally orr so
socially troubled,
or both.[29] Another important
nt observation by
Spaaij is that lone wolves tend
nd to mix personal
frustrations
and
extremis
ist
ideologies,
externalizing their own problems
ms, blaming them
on the hostile “Other,” bee it immigrants,
multiculturalism, or the Je
Jewish-Crusader
imperialist alliance.
Broader
societal
tendenc
encies
towards
individualization and social frag
fragmentation and
alienation may intensify such
uch radicalisation
processes. Alienated and so
socially isolated
persons could drift into a w
world of online
extremism and violent computer
ter games, and in
rare instances they could eend up being
exploited by terrorist orga
rganisations, or
radicalise and embark on viole
iolent rampage on
their own, a case in point
int being school
massacres. However, while th
there have been
observed similarities betweenn perpetrators of

school massacres and terrori
rorists[30], and while
there is evidence that manyy lo
lone terrorists have
radicalised online, explanati
nations emphasizing
the Internet and social chang
nges do not account
for historical patterns of sing
ingle actor terrorism
(such as the 19th century
tury anarchists). In
addition, the fact that m
most single actor
terrorists had, or wanted to hhave ties to group
environments largely invalida
lidates individualism
as a driver in its own right.
Tactical Diffusion/Contagion
ion
A more general explanat
nation for terrorist
violence is the effect of conta
ntagion (Midlarsky et
al 1980; Schmid & dee Graaf 1982).[31]
Terrorism research has so
solidly documented
that terrorists tend to emul
mulate each other’s
operational methods. Gl
Globalisation and
Internet-based mass media
ia and social media
accelerate and intensifyy such processes
(Nacos 2009).[32]
It was the Lebanese Shia-mi
militia Hizbullah that
introduced suicide bombings
ings that later were
employed by Palestiniann terrorists, Tamil
Tigers and Al-Qaeda; IED expertise
ex
from Iraq
spread to other theaters of wa
war and insurgency,
and the Dutch-Moroccan jih
jihadist Mohammed
Bouyeri killed and tried to dec
decapitate filmmaker
Theo Van Gogh on the stree
treets of Amsterdam,
shortly after a kidnappingg and decapitation
campaign executed by Al-Qa
Qaeda in Iraq during
2004.
The Norwegian terrorist Ande
ders Behring Breivik
explained in detail how he gained tactical
inspiration from Al-Qaedaa when aiming to
launch a martyrdom soloo tterrorist attack in
Oslo, and now security se
services worry that
other terrorists in turn could
ld llearn from Breivik.
While both strategic-tactical
al cconsiderations and
socio-psychological
facto
ctors
apparently
influence the occurrence sing
ingle actor terrorism,
in the Internet age it is important not to
underestimate the contag
tagious nature of
extreme violence, and the po
potential for spread
among terrorist networks and
nd copycat killers.
Conclusion
Existing research indicates
es that single actor
terrorism is a marginal phen
enomenon and less
dangerous than group terr
terrorism. However,
worldwide attacks over the
he last couple of
years suggest that single
ngle actor
terrorism is on the rise andd bbecoming
more deadly. Available stu
studies of
terrorist attacks by in
individual
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perpetrators suffer from a lac
lack of coherent
definitions and sound operation
ionalizations, while
utilizing poor data. Although
gh studies have
produced well-founded knowled
ledge about single
cases or clusters of cases, the
there are serious
questions regarding the validity
ity of findings and
generalization. Because the res
research does not
distinguish accurately between
en lone terrorists
and network agents it is difficult
cult to know when
and how we may perceive singl
ingle actor terrorist
attacks as a distinct phenom
omenon or as a
tactical variant of group terrorism
rism.
At the end of the day it is cruci
rucial to make this
distinction in order to understan
stand variations in
the occurrence of individuall te
terrorist attacks.
Do single actor attacks occur
cur when terrorist
groups face troubles and adapt
apt their tactics, or
do broader societal changes
es account for a
recent increase in this typee oof terrorism, or
both? A main challenge aheadd ffor the research
community is to operationalizee cconnections and
affinity between a lone attacker
ker, networks and
ideological communities. How
wm
much and what
types of contacts between a lon
lone attacker and
a broader social entity is neede
ded to distinguish
between political terrorists andd lu
lunatic killers?
Also, how ‘political’ must a viol
violent attacker be
to qualify as a single actorr tterrorist? When
social grievances and psycholo
ological problems
overshadow political messages
es there is indeed
a fine line between terroristic
stic violence and
other types of random violence,
ce, such as school
massacres.
Several studies of single acto
ctor terrorism are
currently in the pipeline. Hopefu
efully they will rely
on more complete and accura
urate data than is

currently available. Forr example, recent
observations concerning tthe scope and
lethality of the phenomenon
on could be altered
substantially if well-documen
ented thwarted and
failed terrorist attacks were
ere included in the
databases. Also there is a need for crosscomparison between singlee aactor attacks within
different
ideological
ccamps.
Closer
investigations could, forr example, reveal
important differences betwee
een actors, methods
and motivational drivers with
ithin the right-wing,
jihadist or anarchist realm
alms. Despite data
problems and analytical pitfal
itfalls, what seems to
be a robust finding in the ex
existing research is
that single actor terrorism ap
appeals to a special
kind of person - peop
eople of unusual
psychological complexity.
icing is the relatively
Another feature worth noticin
low lethality in Spaaij’s histor
torical data material.
Moreover, my survey of jihadi
adist loner attacks in
Europe showed a low succes
cess rate in terms of
destruction and fatalities, ind
indicating that single
actors face substantial opera
erational challenges
compared to groups and that
at they tend to make
mistakes. However, the te
terrorist attacks in
Oslo, the shootings att Fort Hood and
Mohammed Merah’s terror
rrorist campaign in
France constitute a worr
orrisome trend of
successful attacks, which co
could be linked to
contagion and diffusion off ttactical advice via
Internet outlets and sociall m
media. The recent
massacres in America, thee B
Batman shootings
by a schizophrenic madma
man and the Nazi
attack on a Sikh-temple furt
further demonstrated
the operational effectiveness
ss of lone attackers
armed with handguns.
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NATO: Somali pirate
rates seized no ships for 6 months
Source:http://www.google.com/h
m/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5g_fZbb8NWJfr-zb5QN4
N4GiGVXZELA?
docId=2dc249bb80cd495795242
24215d5efdbeb3
NATO officials say no ships ha
have been hijacked off the Somali coast in the second
ond half of this year,
reflecting a sharp decrease in pi
piracy along one of the world's busiest shipping routes.
Commodore Ben Bekkering att
attributed the success to the continuing efforts of an international fleet
along the coastline, combinedd w
with better security measures by merchant ships andd in
increased pressure
on the pirates within Somalia itse
itself.
About 20 vessels from NATO,, th
the European Union, the United States, Russia, China
ina, Japan, India and
other countries regularly patrol
ol S
Somalia's 1,900-mile-long (3,100-kilometer) coastline.
Bekkering, who until recently co
commanded NATO's four-warship flotilla in the area, sa
says "This has been
the first clean slate for a long tim
time."
Still, he noted, pirates continuee tto hold five ships and 136 hostages seized in previous
us years.

Thematic Reports
so
on Africa
Source: https://www.cimicweb.o
b.org/cmo/medbasin/Pages/MB_Reports.aspx
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